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Section 1 Overview
15,000 BCE to 1660 AD
This section focuses upon the development and interaction of European and First Nation societies in North America. I begin with an introduction to the Land Bridge Theory
and finish with an analysis of the French colony of Acadia.
The process of settling North America took thousands of years to complete. The descendants of migrant hunters from Asia were initially responsible for peopling this vast
land of ours. This section describes in great detail the culture and world-view of several prominent First Nations groups.
The middle of the section focuses more upon the Europeans who colonize the eastern
seaboard of North America. Various topics will be discussed, i.e. The fur trade, the destruction of Huronia, missionary work, colonial war, and the disappearance of First Nations due to the activities of the European settlers.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 1
Human beings (Homo Sapiens) have settled North America on multiple occasions. One of the more recent migration events involved the Clovis people
who arrived around the time of last ice age 14,000 years ago. After centuries
of existence the Clovis, along with approximately 90% of North America’s
animal and plant-life, disappeared during a mass extinction event. Another
wave of immigration took place around 12,000 years ago as migrant hunters
from the steppes of northern Asia crossed a land bridge following the migratory patterns of the caribou establishing settlements as they went. The red
arrows on the map (see right) indicate these settlement patterns. These Asian
settlers radiated throughout North, Central and South America developing
into such diverse civilizations as the Aztecs, Navajo, Blackfoot, Wyandot,
Cherokee and Iroquois.
Appreciating Geologic Time
If we could film the history of the Earth from its beginning 4.6 billion years ago to the present, and
speed up that film so it could be shown as a feature movie, we could see a planet undergoing remarkable change. Its geography would change as continents moved about its surface, and as a result of these movements, ocean basins would open and close. Mountain ranges would form along
continental margins or where continents collided with each other. Oceanic and atmospheric circulation patterns would shift in response to the movement of continents. Massive ice sheets would form,
grow, and then melt away. At other times, our film would show extensive swamps or vast interior
deserts.
The age of our planet is difficult (if not impossible) for someone to understand because we live a
relatively short time. So I'll try to help you wrap your head around this idea called "geologic time."
Scientists insist that at one time all the continents of the world were once attached to one another
in a super-continent called Pangaea. The current distance separating North America from Western
Europe is approximately 4000 km (or roughly 2000 miles). Continents move at approximately the
same speed as it takes your finger nails to grow. How long would it take for a fingernail 4000 km in
length to grow? Now you have a better appreciation for the concept of geologic time.
Source:

The Changing Earth: Exploring Geology and Evolution, Page 3.

PREHISTORY AND THE FOSSIL RECORD 2
According to the current scientific model, the Earth is approximately 4.5 billion years old. Geologists arrived at this number
through the use of various dating techniques. In particular, the oldest earth rock discovered so far is about 3.7 billion years old;
however, the oldest meteorite (non-earth based rock) is dated at 4.5 billion years. Thus, through a process of deduction Earth’s
age is determined to be somewhere between 3.7 and 4.5 billion.
Rocks and the fossilized remains of plants and animals form something scientists call the fossil record. This record teaches us
many things about our prehistory. Prehistory is the long period between the first appearance of humans (around 200,000 years
ago) and the time we started actually writing down our stories. This record teaches us such things as what ancient weather patterns were like, animal (human) migratory patterns, mass extinction events, etc. Information gathered from the fossil record is
used by archaeologists, etc. to reconstruct what the past might have looked like in a particular area. In addition to the fossil re-
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cord, historians can use the oral history of North America's first inhabitants to reconstruct what life was like thousands of years
ago. Although the fossil record is more trustworthy, the oral tradition is informative: the oral tradition provides insight into the
religion, values and world-view of North America's first inhabitants. For instance, through the oral tradition we learn that First
Nations peoples valued and depended heavily for survival upon their extended family. Moreover, native peoples had a profound
respect for all natural and living things. Most, if not all, indigenous groups practiced something called animism; that is, they believed a life force dwelled and unified every living and non-living thing. The First Nations peoples brought these beliefs to North
America from their original homelands in Asia.
For the first few centuries in North America indigenous peoples were nomadic hunter-gatherers. They moved from place to place
following the migratory patterns of deer and bison. The Plains Cree, in particular, provide a great example of a hunter-gatherer
society. I.e. The Cree utilized seasonal hunting grounds. They constructed temporary shelters called teepees near herds of bison
during the summer months. In the winter when the bison were gone, the Cree would take their shelters down and re-assemble
them at a wintering ground. Although the majority of indigenous peoples were nomadic, some groups developed into sedentary
societies. To be sedentary means your group or community does not move from place to place but resides at a permanent site. For
instance, the Haida and the Iroquois both lived in towns. The Haida practiced a mixture of agriculture and fishing to live and the
Iroquois practiced a mixture of hunting, fishing, and agriculture. As well, the Iroquois (who we'll be learning a great deal about
throughout this course) domesticated animals, I.e. They raised animals to both eat and help them perform heavy work like tilling
the soil.
There are advantages to both the nomadic (roaming) and sedentary (towns) ways of living. Yet, the most sophisticated groups
tended to live in towns. Towns tended to have larger populations and develop more sophisticated political systems than nomadic
groups. Moreover, the greatest military powers of North and Central America, i.e. Iroquois, Aztecs, etc. possessed military power
unequalled by any nomadic nation. However, living in a town was in some ways not all it was cracked out to be. Towns made
attractive targets to potential invaders. These settlements possessed wealth and enemies jumped at the chance to attack large, vulnerable populations. Although Great Plains tribes like the Blackfoot and Cree were not immune from attack, attacks on their
communities tended to be small in scale and of short duration. In fact, enemies occasionally cooperated with one another during
the annual bison hunt. Rival tribes temporarily put aside their differences taking turns using the famed bison jumps. Also, unlike
the Iroquois the Plains Indians did not have to rely on favorable weather to grow their food and feed their people. Generally, bisoson grew regardless of whether there was rain or not.

Although Great Plains tribes like the Blackfoot and Cree were not immune from attack, attacks on their communities tended to be small in scale and of short duration.
In fact, enemies occasionally cooperated with one another during the annual bison
hunt. Rival tribes temporarily put aside their differences taking turns using the
famed bison jumps.
First Nations of the Great Plains lived in kin groups. Kin groups developed naturally as a mechanism to prevent starvation. In
fact, the kin group held several advantages for life on the prairies:

•

The risk of starvation in a kin group compared to a town was significantly less because you only had to feed 30 to 60 people
instead of 30,000

•

These groups did not have to worry about droughts because their main source of food was the plentiful buffalo

The individual groups (tribes) were separated by considerable distances which enabled them to fully exploit the resources of
the Great Plains.

•
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PEOPLE OF THE GREAT PLAINS: THE BLACKFOOT 3
The Blackfoot (Siksika) were the dominant member of a confederation of nations on the Great Plains. They and the other members of
the organization—Piegan and Blood (Kainah)—were known as the
"black feet" due to their ashen-stained moccasins. Although there
was no central authority in the Blackfoot Confederacy, members
were sufficiently organized to cooperate in times of need and defense.
The Blackfoot were nomadic hunters whose lives revolved around
the bison. Over many centuries the Siksika developed various tactics
for hunting bison. One such technique involved herding the animals
into a “buffalo pound” where hunters could kill at will (with minimal
risk of being trampled). Later in the 18th Century when horses were
introduced to the prairie, the Siksika rode beside the galloping buffalo and shot them with arrows. This was not the safest thing to
do as these immense creatures were powerful enough to knock a horse off its feet.
The safest and most effective hunting technique was to force the animals to stampede off the side of a cliff. There are several
locations on the prairies where this approach was employed with great effect. One of the more well-known sites is at a place
called "Head-Smashed-In-Buffalo Jump." Apparently the location received its name from a not particularly bright First Nations
man. The story goes that a young man wanted to watch the bison fall off the cliffs from below. I'm sure you can guess what happened next....
North American Horses
The Blackfoot acquired horses through trade with indigenous peoples from the southwest United
States. Horses of the Great Plains are thought to be descended from animals brought to the New
World by the Spanish Conquistadors in the 16th Century. The fossil record actually demonstrates
that horses were in North America thousands of years before the Spanish re-introduced them; however, these ancient horses died out due to climactic changes 15,000 years ago combined with being
hunted to extinction by the ancestors of the Plains Indians.
In the late 19th Century, the arrival of an increasing number of white settlers to the Great Plains led to the wanton destruction of
buffalo. After Canada purchased the Northwest Territories from the Hudson's Bay Company in 1870, it was harder and harder for
the Blackfoot to make a living off the buffalo. Complicating matters further was the presence of American and Canadian hunters
who only shot the animals for sport. The final tragedy came in 1878 when the herds migrated south for the winter to the United
States never to return. The Americans prevented the return of the buffalo by burning the grasslands on the shared CanadianAmerican boundary. With the Great Plains basically cut into two by a wall of burnt grass, the buffalo remained in Montana, Missouri, etc. where they were hunted to virtual extinction by 1879.
From the perspective of the Canadian Government, the destruction of the buffalo was desirable. The Canadians built a transcontinental railway linking Eastern and Western Canada. Settlers, particularly farmers, were encouraged to move west and establish
farms. However, you cannot farm properly when you have millions of bison trampling about. Moreover, the Canadians did not
offer any kind of meaningful protest at the slaughter of the buffalo by the Americans. In fact, the slaughter benefited the Canadians by forcing the Blackfoot Confederacy into treaty negotiations. Through these negotiations Canada was able to "legally" claim
the lands that would eventually become the provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan. Even though Joseph Stalin wasn't alive at the
time, he would've been proud of the Canadians. He himself would say some 100 years later after he had starved approximately
seven million Ukrainians to death, "If you want to control the minds of the people, you need simply control their stomachs." And
control the stomachs of the Siksika the Canadian Government did.
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People of the North: Inuit
The Inuit were the last of the Asian migrant peoples to arrive in North America: the archaeological record indicates they arrived
about a thousand years later than the ancestors of the Huron or Blackfoot. They settled primarily in the arctic. It is worthwhile to
note that the Inuit did not have to adapt or learn new ways of living to survive the harsh arctic climate. On the contrary, the ancestors of the Inuit had many centuries of experience surviving the cold of Asia's arctic climate. Thus, when the Inuit settled
North America they possessed all the necessary psychological and technological tools to thrive in the cold and ice.
For food the Inuit hunted big game like caribou and walrus and harpooned whales. As the Inuit established their communities
well north of the tree line, they developed a form of shelter made completely of ice and snow. They called these dwellings igloos
(a word regrettably that witty Americans ignorant of Canada overuse to describe Canadian homes. And if there are any Americans reading this right now: Canada is a big country and no I do not know Steve from Toronto).
At one time, anthropologists used to lump the Inuit into the same category as all the other First Nations; however, subsequent
research has determined the Inuit genetically speaking belong to different bloodlines than the Huron, Aztecs or Iroquois. Thus,
they are considered to be an entirely separate ethnic group. Accordingly, in Canada the Inuit are not considered a First Nation.
Instead, the Inuit are referred to as "Native Peoples", "First Peoples", or "Aboriginal Peoples" along with the Métis.
People of the Pacific Northwest: Haida
Compared to other regions of Canada, the Pacific Northwest was by far the most densely populated. Some historians believe
about half of Canada's total First Nation population resided in British Columbia at one time.
The Pacific Northwest region was unique in many respects from the
others we have looked at so far: in particular, the linguistic diversity of
the area was probably unparalleled in the world; and secondly, unlike
90% of the other First Nations in North America some groups like the
Haida developed the practice of private ownership.
The Pacific Northwest Indians were the first to introduce the concept of
bling bling to North America. Thousands of years before the arrival of
Sean "puffy" Combs or "Dr. Dre," the Haida were collecting some serious bling. In particular, the chiefs of the Haida were so pre-occupied
with appearances, reputation, and material belongings, it is surprising
any leader ever accomplished anything constructive. On the Great
Plains, material wealth was discouraged in order to prevent fighting
from breaking out between rivals. For the Haida acquiring material
wealth was one of, if not the, most important thing a person could do.
The chiefs gave their huge homes extravagant names like House Which Thunder Rolls Across, House That Other Chiefs Peer at
from a Distance, or House People are Ashamed to Look at as It is So Overwhelmingly Great. One thing is for sure, Haidan chiefs
had an obvious appreciation for the extravagant.
In the spirit of the Haida, I have renamed my own home. But the name of my house is not related to how grand it is so much as it
betrays the existence of three rug rat occupants: House With Rug that has been Ironed with Crayon Hieroglyphics All Over
Walls . Based on the length of my house's name I would've had some serious Haida-bling, indeed. More recently my wife and I
fixed up our place by filling holes and painting the walls. Nevertheless, my boys as we speak are at work undoing these repairs
by playing hockey inside the house using mini-sticks and shooting small hard projectiles.
Unlike the communal societies found on the Great Plains, the Haida practiced a caste system. Just like India (and in some respects even England today), leaders were selected from a class of nobles. The next lowest class were the commoners who formed
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the basis of the population's majority. And then lastly, there were the slaves (prisoners captured from neighboring tribes or people
stuck working in cubicles selling insurance in 9 to 5 desk jobs).
For the Nootka who lived on Vancouver Island, there was an additional class—the warrior. Only the warriors could belong to the
most exclusive golf courses and get reservations to eat at the fanciest restaurants. Okay, so I made that last sentence up but it is
true that the warrior enjoyed a great place of prestige and respect in his society.
The Haida were a sedentary people who lived in towns. Consequently, they were one of the few Pacific Northwest nations that
carved totem poles. The Plains Indians were too busy chasing the bison to create totem poles. If you happen to find a totem pole
outside of British Columbia, you are more than likely seeing something called an anachronism.
People of the Eastern Woodlands: Wendat/Huron/Wyandot
Wendat (referred to as the Huron by French fur traders) society developed near the Great Lakes region. They migrated to the Great
Lakes shortly after the glaciers receded north (about 9,000 years ago)
after the last ice age. During the first few thousand years of their existence, the Huron relied primarily upon hunting and gathering for
survival. However, this all changed once the climate became warmer
and agriculture became possible. As a consequence of agriculture, the
Wendat population increased and a confederation of Huron nations
emerged called Huronia.
The Huron Confederation consisted of four nations—Wyandot, Erie,
Neutral, and Tobacco—who spoke the Wyandot language (related to
the Iroquoian language). Not unlike their fierce Iroquoian neighbors
to the south, the Huron lived in palisaded villages for protection.
Wendat or Wyandot?
The terms Wendat and Wyandot actually refer to the same nation, i.e. "Wendat" should be applied
to the Huron prior to 1650; "Wyandot" to the remnants of the Huron following the destruction of
Huronia (1650 onwards). To keep things simple I will try to confine myself to using only "Huron"
wherever possible.
The term American was first used in reference describing natives of North America by European settlers in the early 17th Century. This changed following the American Revolution when the Thirteen
Colonies (United States) broke away from Great Britain. The word "American" following 1776 was
used thereafter to refer to white people living in New York, Massachusetts, Virginia, etc. Arguably,
this is just one more thing that has been stolen from the first Americans.

In 1615, when the French explorer Samuel de Champlain visited Huronia the Huron and Iroquois Confederations had been at war
for over a hundred years. The French, eager to find friends to help support their new colony at Quebec, agreed to support the
Huron in their war against the Iroquois; it was a fateful decision because it ultimately led to a heightening of tensions between the
two confederacies and the eventual destruction of Huronia by the Iroquois in 1648.
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1.1 THE FIVE NATIONS 4
The term Iroquoian is like the word European: an umbrella term describing a conglomerate of people. The word "Iroquoian" can
be used to refer to nations dwelling in the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence area; whereas for our purposes here we will only apply
this term to the Five Nations, e.g. Mohawk, Onondaga, Seneca, Oneida, and Cayuga.
The Iroquois were the most powerful confederation in the Eastern Woodlands of the 15th Century. Consequently, they played a
prominent role in the eventual development of both New France (Canada) and the Thirteen Colonies (United States). In terms of
political development, the Iroquois had the most sophisticated political organization in North America; it was sophisticated because it placed an onus on cooperation rather than competition between members. Although I'd hesitate using the word
"democratic" to describe the Iroquois, even by 21st Century standards the Iroquois' system of checks and balances was extraordinary.
The Six Nations

The Five Nations (also known as the Iroquois Confederacy) became known as the Six Nations in
the latter part of the 18th Century. The sixth nation added was the Tuscarora. The Iroquois
adopted them in an attempt to boost their population and military power to counter the growing American threat.

For instance, each member-nation of the confederacy maintained its independence while submitting to a central power called the
Great Council of Chiefs ("Sachem Council"). In essence, the Iroquois were effectively practicing in the 15th Century a form of
Representative (Republican) Government. England did not develop anything as progressive as this for another 150 years, France
took 300 years to get to this point, and (as of 2011) Russia arguably still hasn't done it. Present day America and Canada have
both modeled their own parliamentary systems upon the Iroquoian model.

DEKANAWIDAH & THE IROQUOIS CONFEDERACY 5
The Iroquois Confederation didn't just materialize out of nothing. There's a story behind its development, and it goes something
like this: five nations were fighting one another in an endless cycle of violence. The constant warfare weakened all the nations
making them collectively weaker and vulnerable to attack from the much hated Wyandot. For the sake of security the warring
nations had to make peace and establish a central authority to prevent future outbreaks of war.
Like all peoples, the Iroquois had an abundance of myths and
beliefs passed on through their oral traditions. In particular, the
story of Dekanahwidah provides an explanation as to how and
why the confederacy came to be: according to the myth, a
Huron named Dekanahwidah approached the five nations to put
an end to the violence. (Ever since I came across this story I've
been trying to work out for the life of me why a Huron would
seek to help his Iroquoian enemy. Maybe it's a Canadian thing
and everyone just decided to "be nice and polite.")
Dekanahwidah had all the credentials that a savior should have: firstly, he was born of a virgin; and secondly, he paddled a fancy
stone canoe. After a hard day's work paddling his stone canoe [at the bottom of the St. Lawrence], he went to visit the Onondaga
to deliver a message of peace and co-operation [or maybe to order one of those fancy wooden canoes that actually float]. To
make a long myth short, a political alliance between all of the warring Iroquois nations was established shortly thereafter.
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To commemorate the creation of the alliance the Tree of Peace was planted (somewhere that everyone seems to have conveniently forgotten). Whether or not Dekanahwidah was a real person or not we can only guess; however, the creation of the Five
Nations is an established historical fact. And according to this same story, Dekanahwidah was responsible for bringing the Great
Law to the Iroquois.

IROQUOIS INFLUENCE & EXECUTION RITUALS
Politically speaking, the Iroquois achieved essentially the same degree of influence in North America that France had in Europe.
Both nations were comparatively more populous than their neighbors and both were in some respect bullies. The Iroquois were
the "Broad Street Bullies" of the Eastern Woodlands. To that effect the Five Nations dominated territory equivalent to half the
size of Europe, they initiated war after war with their neighbors, and they scared the begeezus out of New France.
Whenever Iroquoian warriors captured a prisoner, they killed him over a very long time through ritualized torture. Women and
children were treated with much more compassion than the males, in that, the Iroquois would either adopt them or kill them outright. Execution rituals tended to end with the eating of the prisoner's heart. I can hear Homer Simpson now, "Mmmmm, heart."
*drool*
The Ganiengehaka were by far the most feared of the Five Nations. You know this particular nation by a different name—the
Mohawk. These guys had a nasty reputation for eating their enemies. The Huron, etc. called the Ganiengehaka “mowak” which
means "eaters of men." The Mowak nickname was pronounced "Mohawk" by Europeans (and the name has stuck ever since).

AUTHORITY & ITS BREAKDOWN IN THE FIVE NATIONS 6
Iroquoian society was remarkably well-organized and progressive; its greatest strength was integration: everyone had a role and
enjoyed some form of decision-making power. Women, in particular, enjoyed real power as they were responsible for appointing
and removing chiefs (sachems) to the Grand Council. In a sense, the Iroquois lived in perhaps the first truly representative democracy in the history of the world.
Prior to contact with European fur traders, Iroquoian women (matriarchs) played an important role in government. They maintained a balance of power by preventing the males from dominating; and this balance minimized corruption and prevented unsuitable people from acquiring power. However, the balance of power was undermined when European fur traders openly questioned
the manhood of Iroquoian men. The Europeans themselves came from a patriarchal society, a society by and large divisive, competitive and based upon the strength of the "dominant male." Although the existing Iroquoian approach to sharing authority was
more equitable than the European in all respects, the pride of the men of the Five Nations got the better of them. They unwisely
ended the political influence of their women.
The introduction of male supremacy was one of the many factors ultimately contributing to the eventual decline of the Five Nations. The sharing of decision-making created social cohesion and balance within Iroquois society. Patriarchy destroyed that cohesion. And once women were pushed aside there was no one to stop ambitious and selfish leaders from reaching positions of
power. By the time of the American Revolution (1770s), the United States encountered and destroyed a much weakened Iroquois
People through a genocidal war of conquest.
THE ORIGINS OF DEMOCRACY IN NORTH AMERICA
The Ancient Greeks were the first to experiment with democracy. However, back in 600 BCE the word
demokratia was a wonderfully ambiguous term: it did not literally mean "rule by the many" as most
people think nowadays but "people power". Who were the people that controlled decision-making in
Athens during the time of the great "democrat" Solon? Soldiers. They were the only ones who had
completed the required military training could vote or make decisions. One of the things making Iroquoian Society so remarkable was that those who ended up in positions of power did so by having
first proven their abilities and trustworthiness as a leader and servant of the people.
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A Comparison of 17th Century France & the Iroquois Confederacy
a). Before the Europeans arrived the Iroquois had developed a democ- a). In France, only the wealthy and powerful had any deciratic political system.
sion-making power.
b). The "Iroquois Confederacy" was an inclusive political system promoting unity amongst its members.
c). The confederacy was governed by an unwritten constitution called
the "Great Law." Everyone, i.e. chiefs, matriarchs, warriors, etc. were
all treated equally under the law.

b). The Catholic Church and the king were the most powerful
people in France and would not share power. French society
was stratified along rigid class lines.
c). The king of France was the law. In many respects, he made
the rules up as he went along (but was at times limited by
tradition).
d). France would not have a constitution until the French Revolution
in 1789 (and they wouldn't even bother paying any attention to it for
another 25 years or so).

The Great Binding Law of the Five Nations

1). The Great Law was an unwritten set of rules that encouraged public participation in decision-making
2). Referendums were held, leaders were recalled if they proved to be incapable (or corrupt)
3). Decision-making was not made only by males in Iroquoian society. Women possessed influence and rights enabling them to have a meaningful and critical role in the selection and removal of leaders
4). Chiefs had to be tolerant and attentive to suggestions made by members of the tribe because if the people were unhappy the chief could be
removed from power
5). Individuals (male and female) could bring complaints against a chief to the "Great Council of Chiefs"
This council could remove a chief if it was decided that he was not acting in the best interests of his people or not obeying the rules of the
Great Law
In a democracy, a constitution (especially a written one) is absolutely necessary. People need to know their rights; they need to know
what their government can and cannot do; and people need to know what their obligations are as members of society. Written constitutions provide stability and allow authority in society to be based upon the principle of the rule of law. Constitutions place laws into
writing so that they cannot be changed (easily). A constitution is the basis of law in a society in which power is shared.
If the king is allowed to both make and enforce the law, the law will be enforced based upon arbitrary standards, I.e. He bases his decision as judge on whether or not he likes you instead of on evidence or the guiding principles of reason, etc. For instance, if the king
does not like your religion, then he has the power to outlaw it (and you). If the king changes his mind then he has the power to change
the law he has made. His opinions are the law (and laws based on one man's opinion are a poor standard for any enlightened society).
If we compare the political organization of the Five Nations and France based on democratic standards, the Five Nations are definitely
more sophisticated:
1). Five Nations leadership was elected
2). Leadership was directly accountable to people other than themselves
3). Power was shared between men and women
4). Society was stable and orderly because everyone, I.e. Sachems, elders, mothers, sons, brothers, daughters, etc. were treated equally under
the law

THE BEOTHUK 7
In 1823, Shawnadithit (shown at left), and her mother and sister, were found on the verge of starvation by English trappers. The
trappers rescued the three women and took them to St. John's. After recovering the women were returned to Exploits Bay where
they had originally been found. Shortly thereafter, Shawnadithit's mother and sister died of tuberculosis. Alone and unsure of
what else to do, she walked back to the English colony. She was taken in as a nurse-maid by John Peyton and renamed "Nancy".
An amateur ethnologist and anthropologist, William Cormack founded the "Beothuk Institution" in an attempt to educate the
world about the dying Beothuk culture. By the time he established his institution (October 2, 1827) the people he intended to
study had all but vanished; that is, until he heard of Shawnadithit. Cormack had Shawnadithit brought to him so she could supply
him with first hand information about the culture, history, and society of the "Red Indians of Newfoundland." By the time Shawnadithit arrived at Cormack's she was already dying of tuberculosis. In a race against time, Cormack attempted to teach her English. However, her English was so bad that she would've made Evgeni Malkin sound like William Shakespeare in comparison. So
with no alternative Cormack was forced to rely on her simple drawings to put together the history of the Beothuk.
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A Little Beothuk History
In 1810, the governor of Newfoundland attempted to make friendly contact with the Beothuk.
He sent Captain David Buchan to establish friendly relations with the natives. Despite their
legendary shyness and fear of the whites, Buchan somehow managed to find a Beothuk hunting
party and have a good visit. The initial meeting went quite smoothly. The English and Beothuk, through gestures, managed to make an agreement to meet again. As a gesture of good
will, Buchan left two of his buddies with the hunters while he returned to the settlement in order to bring back things to trade.
The good feeling quickly faded away as the Beothuk began to wonder if it had not been a mistake to let Buchan go. The Beothuk decided to leave but before going they killed the two Englishmen. Perhaps in Beothuk culture the killing of guests could be considered as a gesture of
good will? If this was the case, the English were indeed quite culturally insensitive. Needless to say, the English certainly didn't
share the Beothuk's outlook and the mutual hostility resumed. Approximately nine years after the incident, Newfoundland's new
governor offered a substantial reward to anyone who could bag a "Red Indian" dead or alive.
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1.2 ARRIVAL & CONTACT 8
There are many theories about who was the first European to make contact with the indigenous peoples of America. Some experts believe that the first encounters may not have been between First Nations and Europeans at all. Instead, the first meeting
may have been between South Americans and North African and/or Middle-Eastern peoples.
The theory is not as crazy as you might think. This is because art and artifacts produced by the indigenous peoples of South
America seem to have incorporated certain elements of the Middle-Eastern style. The possible reason for the similarities? Sailors
from the famed maritime cultures of Carthage and/or Phoenicia made their way to the New World. And while they were visiting
something called cultural flow (trade) took place between the two societies.

The pot on the left is Phoenician in origin and the one on the right was made
by Aztecs. Note the similarities in line
and contour of the two pots. Could societies separated by 2500 miles of
ocean accidentally create objects so
similar in appearance? Yes. Yet the
probability of this happening is admittedly low.
The most likely candidate for earliest European was an Irish monk named Brendan the Navigator; it is believed that Brendan
sailed west from Ireland with several followers looking for a new Holy Land of sorts. Instead, he found Iceland. There is even
evidence that suggests Brendan may have sailed as far west as Newfoundland. For instance, in a 9th Century Latin book entitled
Navigatio Santi Brendani Abatis (Voyage of St. Brendan the Abbot), Brendan describes sailing in a little ox-hide boat with a band
of monks to distant lands. He also mentions ice floes which were probably icebergs off the northern coast of Newfoundland. But
Brendan also writes about talking whales and an island inhabited by birds that spoke Latin. Though the account is interesting in a
Beatles White Album sort of way, it definitely does not make for compelling evidence.
The first people to actually record their experience (and not meet talking whales in the process) were the Norse in 1,000 AD.
Based on the archaeological record, the Norse established small settlements in Labrador. They were likely the first Europeans to
make contact with the ill-fated Beothuk First Nation.
The Vikings established fishing communities on the northern coast of Newfoundland. Remnants of their sod houses can still be
seen today at archaeological sites around the province. According to the Norse Sagas, the relationship between the Vikings and
the native peoples was less than satisfactory.
The Norse called the Beothuk “Skraelings” (taken from the Norwegian word skraelingjar meaning "small and withered"). The
Beothuk apparently reminded the Norse of trolls and were described as "ill-favored men with ugly hair on their heads." The skirmishes between the two groups continued until the Vikings finally gave up on colonization and left.

DON’T GO WEST YOUNG MAN 9
The next recorded visit did not occur for another five-hundred years. An Italian named Giovanni Caboto sailing for England "rediscovered" Newfoundland in the 16th Century. If he didn't see the Beothuk, they likely saw him. The oral tradition of the Beothuk had prepared them for the eventual return of the white man. The spiritual teachers of the Mi'kmaq prepared their people by
telling them that the spirit Kluskap had prepared them a place where, "No white person can ever come. No white person shall
ever enter there. And this place will be a place where you may not come while you are alive. You will only travel there after you
die on the Earth World."
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And then there were the Wyandot who insisted a person had to head west in order to escape the white people; however, this escape technique was not much of a solution since the Wyandot also believed that "going west" meant you were on the road to the
world of the dead. I thought myths were supposed to be consoling?
The Micmac lived primarily in the Nova Scotia area. They were one of the first of the Indian nations to come into contact with the Europeans. Consequently, they were the first
not only to benefit from the fur trade but also one of the first to be annihilated by disease.
The Micmac and French fur traders, farmers, etc. in the Acadia area established the first
Metis communities in North America. The close relationship between the French and the
Micmac First Nation would have a profound effect on the cultural development and outlook
of Nova Scotia's people.
When the Squamish first made contact with Spaniards the natives thought they were in the presence of the living dead: "The people did not know what it was. At first they believed that the ship was a floating island with sticks growing on it, and cobwebs
were hanging from the sticks. As they approached this monstrous [ship] they could see that it was a canoe of tremendous size...
Then as they rested their paddles and looked at this great canoe, they saw a man on board. He [the Spaniard] was waiting on the
deck. They thought he was dead—walking. They thought he might be from the spirit world, and that he was carrying his coffin
on his back. You must understand that this man had a big beard, which was something new to the people, and above this great
mass of black beard his face was white. Now, the only pale faces the people had ever seen [before] were on dead men."
Even though the Europeans were not death in the Grim Reaper sense, they brought death with them to North America, E.g. As
much as 90% of the First Nations population of the Eastern Woodlands died as a result of exposure to European diseases, I.e.
Small pox, measles, diphtheria, typhus, and mumps.
Societies invariably influence one another when they come into contact. It is impossible to deny that the First Nations way of
living was more affected than the European due to contact. The table below lists both the positive and negative European influences on the First Nations. Note that the negative list is longer than the positive (I can't help being cynical. I'm a Generation Xer).

THE EXPLORERS: COLUMBUS, CABOT & CARTIER
The kings of the Middle Ages liked their Hossenpfeffer. In order to keep their jobs (and their heads), cooks used pepper to improve the taste of their meals. Spices enhanced the flavor of such things as soup, wine, and yes, even Scottish food. Unfortunately, to borrow a quote from Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure, the "royal ugly noble dudes" had to pay crazy prices for
spices; and worse still, it took forever for the taste enhancing products to reach England because they had to be imported from
distant India.
By the early 15th Century, the spice trade was an integral part of the European economy. Pepper, in particular, achieved a ridicullous value in France. Back in the day a pound of pepper was worth about the equivalent of $1,000 American dollars today. The
possibility of making a profit encouraged people to develop more efficient technologies to travel to India and China.
Before the New World was discovered, there were two routes available to merchants wanting to get to India: the first method was
a dangerous and expensive overland route: merchants would have to travel through Muslim controlled lands and pay huge sums
of money to travel "safely" along what became known as the Silk Road. The second method required a person to sail around the
tip of South Africa. This treacherous journey took months and was fraught with all sorts of danger from pirates, disease, or just
plain old bad luck.
But merchants were capitalists. They looked for ways to reduce expenses and increase profits. Capitalism was the driving force
behind improving exploration techniques, and consequently, influenced the European colonization of North America.

WHAT IS CAPITALISM?
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Capitalism is a philosophy of economics whereby the means of production are owned by private individuals (and not the state); moreover, the goods created by these private citizens are sold to customers in a free market; and profits gained by selling these goods go towards the individual or entity responsible for creating them in the first place. If you live in Canada, you are a capitalist or practice a
capitalistic style of living, I.e. You pay for and consume products from stores. Factories then produce
more of these products, distribute them to stores, restaurants, etc. and you continue to consume.
Capitalism functions in terms of cycles of supply and demand.
After being rejected by the kings of France and England, Columbus managed to convince King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella of
Spain to finance his planned western voyage. On August 3, 1492, Columbus' three ships—the Santa Maria, Nina and the Pinta—
sailed westward into the unknown. About two months later on October 12, at two o'clock in the morning, a lookout on the Pinta
spotted land. Jamaica had been rediscovered. Initially, Columbus and crew believed they had reached the shores of either Japan
or China. However, when they went ashore they began to notice that there weren't any Chinese or Japanese people milling
around. Being a smart guy Columbus put one and one together and got five when he said to himself: ‘If this isn't China then I
must be in India.’
Actually, he had reached the West Indies in the Caribbean Sea (south-east of Florida). He mistakenly thought he was somewhere
near the East Indies in the Pacific Ocean (five thousand miles to the west). His mistake led him to call the native Jamaicans Indians. The term Indian, for good or for bad, has since pretty much stuck as a moniker for the natives of North America ever since.
In a culturally sensitive maneuver, Columbus claimed Jamaica in the name of Spain. Some natives of the island were present at
what must have been for them a confusing land claiming ceremony. I imagine the natives felt sort of like I did when Denmark
claimed (stole?) a tiny Canadian arctic island off the west coast of Greenland called Hans Island. I really hope the Canadian Government introduces conscription soon…
John Cabot
John Cabot (previously referred to as Giovanni Caboto) sailed around the same time (1497 AD) as Columbus. Cabot held the
same view as Columbus about the earth: it was round (you know, like all the other planets, the sun, and the moon) and wasn't flat.
Actually, the idea that Europeans of the Middle Ages or Renaissance believed the Earth was flat is a complete myth.
In reality even before the time of Christ the various peoples of Europe by and large believed the Earth to be a sphere. Why do
many people in the 21st Century continue to believe otherwise? You can thank Washington Irving's book The Life and Voyages
of Christopher Columbus (published in 1828). In this book, Irving claimed Columbus and members of the Catholic Church had
an argument over whether or not the Earth was flat. Irving claimed Columbus believed the Earth was round and that the Church
supported the flat-Earth theory. Irving was right about one thing: there was a dispute. However, Columbus and the Church disagreed over the size of the sphere and not whether or not the Earth was flat. Irving’s book was, forgive the pun, flat-out wrong.
A FLAT EARTH?
It was American author Washington Irving, some 500 years after Columbus sailed to America, who
first portrayed the Italian explorer as launching on his voyage to prove that the Earth was round, defying the common, flat-earther belief of the time. In fact, most educated Europeans in Columbus's
day knew that the world was round. Since the fourth century BC, almost nobody has believed that the
Earth is flat. Even if that wasn't the case, Columbus would never have set out to prove that the Earth
was round... simply because he didn't believe it himself! Columbus thought that the Earth was pearshaped. He set sail to prove something else: that Asia was much closer than anyone thought. Even in
this, he was wrong. To further besmirch his memory, it should also be noted that he never set foot on
mainland America. The closest he came was the Bahamas. Pear-shaped, indeed!
Source: www.writespirit.net/ad/greatest_historical_myth
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Cabot was in Spain when news of Columbus' discovery of Jamaica broke. Considering the historical importance of the discovery,
there really wasn't much excitement in Europe (at least initially). Cabot, however, was pretty stoked about the prospect of leading
an expedition of his own. The only problem was he had no money or boat. Therefore, he determined to go to England in search of
financial support from the wealthy spice merchants of Bristol.
Luckily for John Cabot (seen at left) King Henry VII regretted not
supporting Columbus when he had the chance. Therefore, he resolved not to make that mistake a second time. So, he forced Cabot
to dress up like Columbus and speak with a Genoese accent. Haha. I
kid, I kid. Henry gave Cabot his approval for an English expedition
*cough* but no money.
To make up for a lack of cash, Cabot convinced the merchants of
Bristol to support his plan to sail west. Like Columbus, Cabot was
convinced a westward course would eventually lead him to
China. But by taking a more northerly route he hoped to avoid the
islands Columbus had bumped into in the Caribbean.
Having made all the necessary preparations Cabot left England for
China. However, as Cabot was an obsessive compulsive he turned
his ship around and headed back to England because he couldn't remember if he had left his home stove on or not... Mmmmm,
don't be silly you say? Very well. He actually did cut his trip short but only because the weather turned bad (the fact he couldn't
remember whether he left his stove on or not was completely immaterial).
Having checked his stove twenty times to make sure it was in fact off, Cabot and his crew set out for China again (this time in
May, 1497). They sailed aboard his ship the Matthew and five weeks later, on June 24th, a lookout sighted land. He had missed
Jamaica only to bump into Canada. He has since been called the discover of Canada; but I am personally inclined to give that
honor to some unknown descendant of the First Nations.
Jacques Cartier
On April 20, 1534, Jacques Cartier arrived at Cape Bonavista, Newfoundland. For some strange reason Cartier's written account of the
voyage does not mention much about sailing or exploring; nevertheless, he made up for this deficiency by including more than enough
useless information. For instance, did you know that his crew chased,
killed, and ate a polar bear on May 24, 1534. Pretty important, huh?
He didn't mention that he and his crew probably subsequently suffered from explosive diarrhea for the next three days. Bear meat
should generally not be eaten. (Google the word Trichinosis and
you'll know what I mean.)
Cartier's written accounts describe how poor weather compelled him
to find a sheltered harbor along the coast of Newfoundland. After
waiting out the storm, he continued sailing southward into what he
thought was a bay (it was actually the entrance to the St. Lawrence River).
The northern shore of the St. Lawrence was extremely rocky, lacking vegetation. The sight influenced Cartier to write his famous
observation that this must have been the "land that God gave to Cain." Actually, God had given it to the Iroquois.
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On June 12, Cartier caught sight of some natives (probably Iroquois). Then on July 24, 1534, Cartier took possession of the
whole territory (modern day Labrador and Quebec) in the name of the King of France. A number of Iroquois were present when
Cartier planted a 30 foot tall cross during a land claiming ceremony. As soon as the French were back aboard ship, a canoe arrived bearing an Iroquoian chieftain named Donnacona. Donnacona protested that the planting of the cross was a violation of his
people's territory.
Cartier's account of the incident read as follows: “He [Donnacona] indicated to us the land all around, as if he wanted to say that
all the land was his and that we should not have put up the cross without his permission.” Cartier ended up forcibly seizing Donnacona's two sons that had come to the ship with him. Cartier indicated that he wished to take the Iroquoian men back to France
to show his king. On July 25, Cartier said good-bye to the Iroquois and sailed back to France with Donnacona's sons. Cartier later
established a small settlement near the spot where he had planted the controversial cross. The Iroquois and the French, at least in
the beginning, appeared to be on good terms.
How Canada Got Its Name 11
In my reading, I have come across a number of interesting theories about the origin of the word Canada. For example:
1). Portuguese explorers looking for slaves and not finding any scribbled the words acada nada meaning "nothing here" on their
maps
2). Although there were no German explorers Canada somehow received its name from the German words keine dah
(pronounced "kana dah") which also means "nothing there"
3). In reality, Canada is a country probably named by mistake. While sailing down the St. Lawrence, Cartier overheard Donnacona's sons refer to their village as kanata. Cartier apparently misunderstood what they were saying and assumed the word—
which he pronounced as "Canada"—referred to the entire Eastern woodlands region.
Cartier Establishes a Colony
Cartier managed to convince Donnacona to visit the king of France. The chief agreed to the plan but never returned home again. I
think he is currently buried in a cemetery somewhere in Paris. He probably died of tuberculosis or the plague or diphtheria or
typhoid or leprosy. Take your pick. It's amazing that anyone was alive in Europe considering how much disease there was....
When Cartier returned to the Iroquois without Donnacona in 1541, he probably thought to himself, "Awkward." Not surprisingly
the Iroquois were a little irritated that their chief had not been returned to them. Consequently, Cartier's small colony was attacked by the Iroquois and thirty-five colonists were killed. Not too long after that Cartier gave up on colonization and sailed
home (but not before he checked to see if he had turned off the sink).
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1.3 NEWFOUNDLAND & NEW FRANCE 13
Newfoundland was the first English colony established in North America. In a manner of speaking, it was a simple beginning to
one of history's great empires. Although the English were one of the first to recognize Newfoundland's value, they were by no
means alone in their desire to exploit the cod fish of the Grand Banks. The abundance of cod attracted fishermen from Spain,
France, Portugal, and Holland.
CANADA vs. SPAIN
Four centuries later the fishing industry has all but vanished off the coast of Newfoundland—the result
of decades of over fishing. The Government of Canada declared a moratorium (an end) to fishing in
the Grand Banks area in 1992. There was a problem with the moratorium: a good portion of the
Grand Banks was actually located in international waters. Thus, Canada had no legal right to tell fishermen from other countries what they could or could not do.
In the mid 1990s, some Spanish fishermen decided to challenge Canada's declaration and decided to
fish at the Banks despite the moratorium. I was very proud of the fact that our one warship impounded the Spanish vessel. The Spanish Government was enraged at Canada's aggressive action on
the high seas; and there was potential that they would declare war on Canada. Cooler heads prevailed, though, and relations with Spain returned to normal.
The main problem confronting fishermen was getting the cod back to European markets before it spoiled. The French and Spanish developed a preservation technique utilizing salt barrels. The English were not quite so fortunate. England did not have natural deposits of salt. Instead, they were forced to improvise a different technique called dry fishing, e.g. They caught the fish, took
them ashore, dried the fish on racks, lightly dusted the cod in salt, and then packed the product into crates for the voyage home.
Okay, okay, you're probably wondering "Why am I learning about cod preservation techniques from the 17th Century?" or more
importantly all this talk about cod fish has gotten you craving some French fries. Fair enough. I like French fries as much as the
next guy. But when you look beyond the surface of events (yes, even boring events like cod preservation techniques), we begin to
see the deeper significance and meaning of those events. So I am going to try to model this awareness for you. I hope that
through this little exercise you will learn how to ask the right type of questions and be able to make logical connections between
causes and their effects
Ask yourself right now: why were the differences between French/Spanish and English preservation techniques so important? Do
not move on to the next paragraph until you have come up with your own answer. Once you have formed an opinion, move on to
the next paragraph. If you got the answer right, good for you. If you got the answer wrong, try to understand why you were.
The preservation techniques were important for their differences and consequently because they resulted in different effects. I.e.
The French/Spanish technique enabled them to catch and prepare their fish without ever having to leave their ship. The English
did not have that luxury. They had to go ashore, break out the racks, and wait patiently for the fish to dry. Thus, the slower dry
fish technique influenced the English to establish seasonal settlements on the coast of Newfoundland. Seasonal settlements
evolved eventually into colonies, colonies into provinces, and provinces into countries; and even countries like Canada become
part of empires. The question is which empire?
If Spain did not own large deposits of salt it is likely they would have established settlements on the island just like England. If
this were the case, would Newfoundland today be referred to as Terra nova? Would the English speakers of the island who pronounce words like "about" as aboot or "car" as krarr be replaced by more articulate speakers of Spanish? Definitely something to
think about while eating your fish and chips. Something as modest as the dry fish technique started the ball rolling for the eventual development of the largest empire in the history of humankind: the British Empire.
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GILBERT & GUY
For both financial and political reasons England sought sole control of the Grand
Banks. Thus, under the commission of Queen Elizabeth I, Sir Humphrey Gilbert
established a permanent colony at a site near present day St. John's on August 5,
1583.
Gilbert's colony is considered by many historians as the true beginning of the British
Empire. Gilbert, however, did not live long enough to see his colony flourish as he
drowned after his ship, the intimidatingly named Squirrel, sank during a storm on a
return trip to England. In reality, Gilbert's colony wasn't much of a colony. There
weren't any settlers (which is kind of an important ingredient when it comes to establishing a settlement).
In 1610, another Englishman named John Guy would change all that by founding a colony with actual colonists. Guy was appointed Newfoundland's first governor and commissioned by King James I to encourage settlement and convert the local Beothuk
to Christianity.
The new settlement was beset by problems from the start: firstly, the colony's existence created tension between the English and
the French/Spanish because all the major European powers wanted a share of the region's resources; secondly, the surrounding
countryside was unsuitable for farming; therefore, colonists always faced the prospect of starvation with the onset of every winter; and lastly, pirates like the "Pirate Admiral" Peter Easton plundered St. John's repeatedly in heroic and cliché fashion.
The combination of poor weather, international tension and piracy, compelled Guy to return to England and ask for his old job as
a Wal-Mart greeter back. With the departure of Guy, settlers began leaving and by 1631 the colony had all but disappeared
(except for the seasonal arrival of fishermen).
Spreading the Gospel 14
John Guy not only had issues pertaining to problematic pirates
(alliteration intended). He also had problems proselytizing the
Beothuk people (additional alliteration annoying). Guy's failure to
convert the Beothuk to Christianity was not because they resisted
conversion. The problem was the Beothuk were nowhere to be
found. Moreover, two years had passed before Guy even attempted to convert the local natives. So, a person could logically
assume he didn't make the religious component to his mandate
much of a priority. He was far too worried about practical matters
like finding food for survival, defending his colony from Easton
and men of his ilk, and helping the colony deal with problem of
scurvy.
In October of 1612, John Guy set sail in search of the Beothuk. After several days sailing, the ship's lookout caught sight of
smoke wafting skywards from the shore. Guy set anchor and he and several of his men (see above illustration) made their way
towards the source of the smoke. According to a witness of the proceeding the initial encounter between the English and Beothuk
hunters was cautious yet friendly.
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John Guy described the meeting in his journal: "[Dear Diary] [t]he savages passed over a little water stream towards Mr. Whittington, dancing, leaping and singing, coming together, the foremost of them, presented unto him a chain of leather full of small
periwinkle shells, a splitting knife, [some Pokemon trading cards] and a feather that stuck in his hair. The other [Beothuk man]
gave him [Whittington] an arrow without a head; and [in return Whittington gave the Beothuk man] a linen cap and a hand towel,
who put presently the linen cap upon his head: and to the other he gave a knife: and after hand in hand, they all three did sing and
[do the moonwalk, then the robot, and then gave thanks].”
I may have taken the liberty to add [a few things] to dress up Guy's boring account of the meeting. But the central theme remains
intact: Guy met some Beothuk, they exchanged gifts, and then they partied like it was 1699. At the end of the gathering, the Beothuk indicated that it was time for them to leave. Through signs the two groups managed to arrange a meeting at this same spot
sometime the following year. Despite Guy's promise the next meeting would never take place. Instead, he left for England that
same year never to return.
The next documented meeting between the English and Beothuk came several years later (and was not quite so friendly): an English fishing boat was sailing in the exact same bay where Guy had encountered the Beothuk hunters a couple years before. The
Beothuk waited patiently for the English to come ashore. The ship's captain noticed the Beothuk were waving at him. He felt
threatened and gave an order for the ship's cannon to be fired at the natives. Needless to say the Beothuk wisely left and went
back into hiding. And a rumor spread among them not to wave in a friendly manner towards an Englishman...ever.
Ultimately, the departure of John Guy resulted in the failure of the English colony at St. John's. However, this did not mean the
end of European settlement of Newfoundland. On the contrary, the French of New France took over where the English left off.
This French presence continued uninterruptedly until the break out of hostilities between France and England in 1710 during
Queen Anne's War.

GENOCIDE 15
The Beothuk were justifiably afraid of white people for several reasons: firstly, the English trespassed on Beothuk land and were
aggressive; secondly, the English cut the natives off from their traditional hunting and fishing grounds; and lastly (and certainly
most confusing) you couldn't apparently wave at an English person to get their attention.
Therefore, the Beothuk abandoned any hope of mutual co-existence and did what any people would do to protect its interests:
they began cutting the nets of English fishermen and stole food from the settlers. Settlers responded by shooting the natives on
sight. The subsequent conflict between the two groups lasted over a two hundred years period (1613 to 1823 AD). The conflict
finally came to an end in 1823 when there weren't any Beothuk left to shoot.
To their credit Newfoundland's colonial government tried to end the slaughter of the Beothuk by the latter 1700s. But the help
came too late. In fact, the government's assistance actually made matters worse: they tried to save the near-extinct Beothuk by
offering a bounty to anyone who could bring a live one in. The plan was to teach a captured Beothuk person the ways and language of the white man. Then the English would use this Beothuk person as a sort of ambassador to help convince the natives to
abandon their 4,000 year old culture in favor of a culture barely 400 years old.
Obviously the attempt to save the Beothuk failed because it encouraged hunters to hunt. Go figure. Here are a couple of accounts
related to the colonial government's "progressive" policy towards the natives: one little Beothuk boy, just four years old, had his
mother shot out from beneath him as she fled with him on her back. The little boy was then taken in for the reward money.
In another encounter, a Beothuk woman named Demasduwit was taken prisoner by bounty hunters, who killed her husband right
in front of her, leaving her new born baby behind. Demasduwit was taken out to be "civilized," in order to act as a future ambassador of sorts; but she died of disease before she could be re-introduced to her society. The English were nice enough to send the
corpse back to her people. I wonder what type of message they were hoping to send?
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NEW FRANCE
Jacques Cartier was the first Frenchman to attempt colonization in 1541. The initial attempt failed primarily because Cartier's
voyage did not yield the promised gold or diamonds. The French Crown refused to support any further adventures until it could
be established that a profit would be made. Furthermore, throughout the 16th Century the Catholic kings of France were too busy
killing Protestants to worry about setting up colonies in far off distant lands.
For fifty years (1541-1591 AD) France had been crippled by a debilitating civil war fought over religion. The butchery ended
upon the arrival of my favorite French king, Henry IV of Navarre. I like him specifically because he was responsible for passing
the Edict of Nantes. The edict enabled Henry IV to establish the legal basis for religious toleration in France. The result for
France was peace and it could not have come at a better time. For the French Wars of Religion (as the civil war came to be later
known) had virtually bankrupted the kingdom.
Henry IV's progressive policies rebuilt war torn
France and restored her to her pre-war greatness.
Once life in France returned to normal, Henry IV
turned his attention back to the New World.
Though he had little desire to risk his own money
in a colonial venture, he was more than willing to
give such a mission his blessing. Thus, a company
composed of aristocrats and merchants called the
One Hundred Associates was established in 1605.
The king gave the company full control over the
affairs of the fledgling colony of New France in
return for a share of the profits gained through the
fur trade.
Settlers to New France began arriving in 1608. They were led by a capable leader named Samuel de Champlain. Champlain
named his colony Quebec after an Algonquin word meaning "the place where the river narrows." Champlain understood the strategic importance of Quebec's location: it was located on high ground at a place where the broad St. Lawrence River narrowed. If
he controlled access to the St. Lawrence at this point he would control the entire fur trade network around the entire Great Lakes
region. He wasn't the only one to make the connection. Consequently, the French colony invited attacks from both the Spanish
and English.
This next event sounds like something out of an Oliver Stone film: the Spanish hired a settler named Antoine Natel and four
other Frenchmen to murder Champlain. After the French leader was dead, the Spanish planned to take the new colony over. But
the conspiracy failed. A friend of Champlain's overheard the plot and warned him. The conspirators were subsequently arrested
and thrown in prison.
Following the conspirators' trial, Champlain had the leader of the conspiracy (Mr. Duval) put to death: the punishment reads sort
of like a recipe for preparing roast duck—Duval was [lightly] strangled, then [lovingly] decapitated, [left to sit for an hour], and
then [to make sure he was truly dead] his head was placed upon a stake in the most prominent part of the fort [to cook for thirty
minutes]; it was a public punishment intended to show everyone—especially the Spanish—that Quebec would remain the possession of France.
Note: all italicized words were added to me for creative effect. They do not appear in the original quote.
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The First Nations & New France
Champlain's cruelty to Duval was also for the benefit of the surrounding First Nations. The Huron, in particular, understood the message:
Champlain could be a dangerous enemy but also a valuable ally in the
conflict with the Iroquois. Eager to increase his trade with the Huron,
Champlain offered them his military support.
In the spring of 1609, Champlain was asked to accompany a Huron
war party to attack the Iroquois. During the journey, Champlain
passed by the Great Lakes and learned a thing or two about surviving
in the wilderness. Although the party had started with over 300 Huron
and nine French, by the time they reached the Iroquois the expedition
was down to only 60 natives (and three French).
The enemy was finally encountered at Ticonderoga Point—high
ground located between the Green Mountains and the Adirondacks. The warriors in both camps spent the evening preparing for battle. “The whole night,” Champlain wrote, “was spent in
dancing and singing, in both camps, with many insults being proffered. Our men told the Iroquois they would see a kind of warfare they had never seen before.” The Huron war captains told Champlain to kill the Iroquois war chiefs as fast as possible. These
chiefs were easy to recognize because of their distinctive head dress.

The First Nations & New France
Champlain's cruelty to Duval was also for the benefit of the surrounding First Nations. The Huron, in particular, understood the message: Champlain could be a
dangerous enemy but also a valuable ally in the conflict with the Iroquois. Eager to
increase his trade with the Huron, Champlain offered them his military support.

At dawn, two hundred Iroquois attacked. Champlain moved to the front of his group to get a clear shot at the chiefs with his harquebus (rifle). The French captain described the account in his journal: “Our men called out to me with loud yells and [broke
into] two groups to let me through. I stood out in front of them, and I aimed straight at one of the three chiefs and with a single
shot two of them dropped to the ground. I had put four bullets in my harquebus. The Iroquois were very astonished that two men
could be slain even though they wore armor made of cotton thread and wood, able to withstand their own arrows. A great panic
came over them. As I was reloading, one of my companions fired a shot that so startled them that seeing their chiefs dead before
them, they lost courage and fled into the depths of the woods.”
The victory made the French and Huron strong allies and trading partners. After the battle at Ticonderoga Point, the Iroquois became mortal enemies of the French. At the request of the Huron, Champlain took on the Iroquois in 1610 at the mouth of the
Richelieu River, and then again in 1615. These incidents were the first skirmishes in a rivalry between two political and economic powers—France/Huron and England/Iroquois—that would endure for another 150 years.
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1.4 THE FUR TRADE 17
In the first half of the 16th Century, the struggle for control of the cod fishery not the fur trade was the primary cause of colonial
rivalry in North America. The fur trade had modest beginnings but over time became more elaborate in organization.
In the early days, fishermen going ashore to dry their cod were approached by native people. Natives would offer fur in exchange
for European technologies and tools. This simple process continued for several years before North American furs became a hot
commodity in Europe.
Three major factors encouraged the growth of a fur trade: firstly, the Canadian Shield provided an ideal habitat for fur-bearing
animals, in that, the cold winters meant the beaver and otter would have a thick rich coat through most of the year; secondly, demand for fur in Europe increased. By the 1700's beaver accounted for 60% of England's fur imports; thirdly, a well-established
trading and fur gathering system was already in place throughout North America prior to the arrival of the Europeans.
The French sent men to live among the Huron to learn their language. In the process, the French became familiar with the wilderness, created maps, and spread French influence to the interior of North America. This policy of Champlain—sending his own
people to live with the natives—gave New France a competitive edge over the English, e.g. French fur trading partners stretched
along a southern line starting in the Ohio Valley ending at the Gulf of Mexico. These trade relationships eventually developed
into military alliances. This development prevented the Thirteen Colonies from effectively expanding westward (a cause of tension between New France and New England).
The first French to live among the native allies were called the coureurs des bois or "runners of the woods." They learned the
language and customs of the Huron, Ottawa, Erie First Nations, etc. and mapped out the geography of the fur trade. The coureurs
were also responsible for binding the French (Canadien) and First Nations together as a people through marriage.
CANADIAN & CANADIEN
Before 1763 AD there was no such thing as a "Canadian." Instead, the Canadiens (notice the conspicuous e) were the inhabitants of New France (a region also called Canada which was a word derived from the Iroquoian word Kanata). To make a long story short, a Canadien was a French speaking person born in Quebec up until 1763 when the English conquered New France. Thereafter, English
settlers moved in and their children became Canadians. However, Canadiens still exist. They are
French types who live in Quebec; whereas Canadian is a term used to refer to subsequent settlers.

The fur trade was the most important economic activity in New France. Over the passage of time the fur trade had become a remarkably complicated process.
The Exchange of Goods
The first activity that would take place when the French and First Nations met to trade was a gift exchange. The fur trade was not
discussed on the first day. Instead, food and tobacco were shared, gifts were exchanged and everyone caught up on gossip. The
real business started on the second day. The major trade goods were woolen blankets, cotton and linen cloth, metal goods, firearms and fishing gear. Tobacco, alcohol, jewelry and other luxury items accounted for only ten percent of the goods traded.
The fur traders received far more than furs from Native people. They acquired valuable knowledge and skills for survival in the
wilderness. This was particularly true of the coureurs des bois, who adopted Native ways, including the clothing, food, lodging,
modes of transportation, languages, and customs. The children of the coureurs des bois and Native women became known as
Metis.
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BRULE & THE BLACK ROBES
To increase New France's influence in North America, Champlain needed to learn how to travel along its only roads—lakes and
rivers. The natives knew this huge network by heart. Champlain realized that their knowledge was the key to power, and he sent
some of his men to live among them. He called these men ambassadors (truchements)—a combination of translator and ethnologist.
The first ambassador to the Huron was not sent by Champlain. This man had made contact with the Huron on his own and his
name was Etienne Brule. Champlain immediately saw the value of Brule and the two formed a close bond. The Huron taught him
how to hunt, how to find his way around the Great Lakes region, and how to survive in the wilderness. And from the Huron
women and elders Brule learned the language, law and traditions.
Etienne Brule: (1592-1633 AD) a French explorer and the adopted son of
Samuel de Champlain. He lived for many years among the French allies known
as the Wyandot (Huron First Nation). He learned the ways of the natives, e.g.
how to survive, travel, etc. He was disliked by many of his fellow Europeans
because he appeared to prefer the company of the Huron to them.
In 1633, the Huron accused him of conducting trade with the Seneca (Five Nations). As a consequence, his allies tortured and killed him. He was buried at a
place called Toanche (which the Huron reserved as a place where only those
who had died a exceptionally violent death were interned).
In addition to the fur traders, Champlain sent missionaries to convert the Huron to the Catholic faith. The Huron did not want any
part of these black robed French priests who preached about a strange God that had been crucified. But Champlain insisted that
there would be no trade unless the Huron accepted the "black robes" as the Jesuit priests were called on account of their long
flowing black robes.
The French merchants of Quebec protested against the conversion of the Huron. They felt that converting natives would somehow hurt the fur trade. And they probably were right. With the introduction of Christianity, Huron society began to experience
something that Europe had long suffered from—religious division. Huron society up until that point had been cohesive, unified,
and for the most part stable. The Jesuits and their interference created discord, chaos, and infighting within Huron society. Eventually this division was exploited by the Iroquois.

GOD’S WORK
The first missionaries to land in Canada actually were not the Jesuits but the Recollets. The Recollets insisted that before the natives could become Christians they had to "first become human" (European); that is, the natives had to leave their communities
and live on farms, dress like Europeans, and learn to speak French.
The Jesuits, who arrived in 1625 AD, had a more realistic approach to missionary work. The Jesuits didn't attempt to turn the
natives into Frenchmen. Instead, they met the First Nations on their own terms. And unlike the Recollets, the Jesuits were willing
to live among the natives to learn their customs, language, and convert them one person at a time.
In order to convert the Huron, the French had to demonstrate the superiority of Christianity. This was no small feat since the religion of the Huron was several thousand years older than that of the Europeans. For the most part the Jesuits were only tolerated
by the Huron in order to appease Champlain. Some aboriginals converted to Christianity but not for the reasons you might think:
Champlain gave preferential treatment to Christian Huron in the fur trade. Consequently, people pretended to be Christian so as
to benefit from this preferential status. Despite the fact that a good proportion of people were only pretending to Christian, some
converted for real. This introduced something that had not existed in Huronia before—religious division.
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Another problem introduced by the Jesuits was smallpox. The French priests effectively killed over half the population of
Huronia with disease. The Huron were no dummies. As the Wyandot were getting sick in large numbers, Jesuits were running
around baptizing everyone before they died. The connection between the Black Robes and the sickness was instantly recognized.
The natives actually believed the Jesuits were killing people with their baptisms. Zealous servants of God, the French priests even
baptized dying people against the wish of their families. The icing on the cake was when the priests insisted that only Christian
Huron would go to Heaven. This forced people to convert so that they would not be separated after death from their loved ones.
The situation grew so bad that the non-Christian Huron even considered forming an alliance with the Iroquois to make war on
New France.
On one occasion a shaman (a traditional spiritual man in Huron culture) engaged some of the Jesuits in a discussion about God.
The shaman insisted that native souls did not go to the Christian God like the Europeans. Instead, natives had their own god and
their own heaven. The resistance of the Huron to Christianity was in many respects an attempt to maintain their unique identity in
the face of pressure from the Europeans.

DESTRUCTION OF HURONIA (1648)
Encouraged by the weakness of the Wyandot, the Iroquois launched a full-scale invasion of Huronia in 1648. This was to be no
normal battle. This was genocide. The Iroquois destroyed one village at a time until there were none left to destroy. During the
bloody conflicts, at least seven or eight Jesuit priests were taken prisoner, tortured, and martyred.
The Iroquois then turned on the Huron's allies—the Petun, Neutral, and Erie. The Iroquois campaign was by far the greatest example of native on native violence in the recorded history of North America.
The Jesuit Among the Iroquois
The only group that hated the Jesuits more than the Wyandot were the Iroquois. After the destruction of Huronia, several priests
fell into the hands of the Five Nations. The Iroquois killed them as part of one of their execution rituals: the Christians were tied
to stakes and skinned alive, their fingernails pulled out, and they were "baptized" with boiling hot water. The Catholic Church
has since canonized these priests as saints.

Jogues, Isaac: (1607-1646 AD) a Jesuit priest, missionary, and eventually martyr. He
lived amongst the Huron (French allies). During the final Huron-Iroquois wars, he was
captured by the Iroquois and tortured. He escaped. He then returned to the Iroquois
the next year to broker a peace agreement between New France and the Five Nations.
The Iroquois killed him this time. He was canonized as a saint of the Catholic Church in
1930.
Before we leave this particular topic we should look more closely at Father Isaac Jogues. He had been caught by the Iroquois,
tortured (they cut off his left thumb) and then he somehow managed to escape. (I presume he used the old disconnected thumb
trick to distract his captors and flee into the woods). Jogues was a glutton for punishment, though. He returned to the Iroquois
four years later in an attempt to broker a peace between the Five Nations and New France. His attempt failed. The Iroquois tortured and killed him for trying to perform a card trick on one of the Iroquois chiefs. To quote Triumph the Insult Comic Dog, "I
kid, I kid." Jogues didn't actually know any card tricks... He was martyred, nonetheless.

ACADIA 18
Port Royal was the main French settlement in Acadia (modern day Nova Scotia). The fate of the colony depended upon the fortunes of the settlement's leader, Pierre du gua de Monts. Unfortunately for the settlers, in 1607 de Monts lost interest in Port
Royal and moved to the more lucrative trade center of Quebec. Without the presence of de Monts, Port Royal withered away to
nothing.
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Three years later in 1610, a former associate of de Monts named Jean de Poutrincourt attempted to re-establish the Port Royal
community. With the help of the Mi'kmaq, Poutrincourt was able to get the fledgling community back on its feet and thriving. If
the Mi'kmaq would not have assisted the French, the colony would have definitely failed. The Mi'kmaq were a tad friendlier than
either the Wyandot or the Five Nations. As a result, the vulnerable European settlers enjoyed relative peace and tranquility compared to the French of New France.
Argall Attacks
In the beginning, Port Royal blossomed and began to grow all along the coast of Acadia. However, the blissful situation was
short-lived. Colonists started bickering and fighting with one another. The problem grew so bad that Acadia actually broke up
into two separate colonies.
I can just hear it now: John Guy telling Poutrincourt, "I told you so, Jean. Just look at what happened to me at Newfoundland.
You silly French person. Did you think it would be so easy?" And Poutrincourt would respond, "Ce qui?" which means "what?"
because he couldn't understand a single word of English.
The presence of an English colony to the south at Jamestown, Virginia, made the situation even worse. An English pirate, Samuel
Argall, led several attacks on the peaceful community. Argall and his backers were intent on taking over Port Royal. At the time
of Argall's attacks, Poutrincourt had been away in France trying to drum up financial support for the colony. When he returned,
he found his colony in ruins. The prospect of starting over (yet again) was not so inviting so he went back to France and told John
Guy, "Je devrais avoir le listend à vous M. Guy; mais je ne parle pas votre langue vous kanagit anglais idiot."

THE ACADIAN CIVIL WAR
Following the departure of Poutrincourt, the Acadian Civil War broke out; it was no where as large in scale as the American or
Spanish Civil wars. Nonetheless, it makes a good story for the telling: our story begins in 1636, when a fellow named Charles
d'Aulay won the rank of "Governor of Acadia" during a game of poker with his cousin. D'Aulay had nothing better to do, so he
went to Acadia to check out the colony he had inherited. He must have liked what he saw because he built a fort at the location of
the original settlement of Port Royal. D'Aulay was pleased as punch with his new found influence except for one thing—Acadia
already had a governor named Charles la Tour.
La Tour's base was located north-west from d'Aulay's base across the Bay of Fundy. The two governor's competed with one another for control over the local fur trade. The competition soon turned into open war as the French started killing one another to
appease the vanity of their respective leaders.
One thing that la Tour had that d'Aulay did not was the support of the Mi'kmaq First Nation. His wife and three daughters all
belonged to this group. In 1639, La Tour's wife died and he arranged for a second marriage to a woman from France named Francoise Marie Jacquelin. She arrived at the colony in 1640 just as things started to get interesting, I.e. D'Aulay ambushed some of la
Tour's ships killing three or so people. The ambush hit Francoise hard because one of her servants was killed in the attack. Some
historians argue that the murder of her servant is what led her to be so unbending in the defense of her husband's colony.
The civil war dragged on for several more years. The turning point came when la Tour left the colony to go get supplies in Boston. Someone tipped off d'Aulay that la Tour had gone. D'Aulay then launched a surprise attack on Fort la Tour asking for its
unconditional surrender from its defender, Francoise la Tour. Francoise raised a red banner high above her fort in response to the
request. D'Aulay laid siege to the fort for three straight days.
After the third day, Madame la Tourdefenders had run out of ammunition. She had no hope of continuing the defense without
supplies. As luck would have it, d'aulay asked for a truce. He told her that if she would surrender the fort none of the defenders
would be harmed. After careful consideration, Francoise agreed to the terms of surrender. Little did she know was that d'Aulay
had no honor (despite being of noble birth). He had lied to her. As soon as her group left the safety of the fort walls, they were
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taken prisoner. All of Francoise's loyal supporters were strangled in front of
her (one by one). Ever the gentleman, d'Aulay threw Madame la Tour in a
jail cell where she would pass away three weeks later. For her stubborn defense of the colony she earned the nom de guerre "Lioness of Acadia."
D'Aulay was now in complete control of Acadia.
The Return of Charles La Tour
In 1650, d'Aulay fell out of his canoe while in the Bay of Fundy. He managed to get to shore but he died of complications from hypothermia. With
d'Aulay dead, la Tour decided to return to Acadia. He eventually married
d'Aulay's widow and in so doing became the master of Acadia. With all the
civil war nonsense at and end, the real work of actually developing the colony got under way.
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Section 2 Overview
1660 to 1774 AD
The theme of this section is essentially "England and France compete for control of the
fur trade." Although the Colonial Wars were fought for more than just control of the
fur trade, this will remain our focus.
The Colonial Wars took place in both North America and Europe. The wars in Europe
were basically power struggles between princes jockeying for position. These wars
were not confined to the European continent. Instead, the conflicts were global in
character and battles were fought in Asia, North America, Europe, and on the oceans
of the world. You might say these wars (the Seven Years' War, in particular) were the
first world wars.
One of the main concepts developed in this section is the idea of a "Theatre of Operations." A theatre of operations is a simple concept: a single war can be composed of
many battles fought in very different locations at the same time. For example, in
World War II the Americans fought the Japanese in the "Pacific Theatre" and the Germans in the "European Theatre." The Colonial Wars took place in both the North
American and European theatre. I.e. When there was a war going on in Europe there
was a corresponding conflict in North America at the same time.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION TO THE COLONIAL WARS 1
The Colonial Wars were a series of conflicts fought between France and England (and their respective Indian allies) over a 75
year period. The causes of these conflicts were essentially two-fold:
1). France and Great Britain were both expanding into the interior of
North America at the same time.
2). In Europe, kings were engaged in dynastic struggles with one
another for control of the thrones of Spain and Austria.
The Colonial Wars were global in scale, that is, battles took place in
Europe, Asia, and North America. Arguably, these were the first ever
global wars fought between the empires of Europe. Although our
focus is the conflict between France and England, we will also discuss Prussia, Spain, and the Holy Roman Empire, so that we get a
clear idea as to why events unfolded as they did.

TIMELINE FOR THE COLONIAL WARS
Time Period

North American Theatre

European Theatre

Treaty

War 1

1689-1697 AD

King William’s War

War of the Grand Alliance

Treaty of Ryswick

War 2

1702-1713 AD

Queen Anne’s War

War of the Spanish Succession

Treaties of Utrecht

War 3

1740-1748 AD

King George’s War

War of the Austrian Succession

Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle

War 4

1756-1763 AD

French-Indian War

The Seven Years’ War

Treaty of Paris

2.1 KING WILLIAM’S WAR 2
In Europe, France and England were at peace. But in North
America there was tension. In 1670, the French totally controlled the fur trade in the north. All this changed when the English established their own trading posts north-west of Quebec.
The need for a new trade route became evident after the destruction of Huronia. With the Huron middlemen out of the picture,
the fur trade's organization disintegrated and profits declined.
The Cree trappers who had been dealing directly with the Huron
suggested to the French that a new trading center be established
on the Hudson and James Bay. Two French traders, PierreEspirit Raddison and Medard Chourt des Groseilliers, approached the French court in Paris with the idea.
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The main opponents to Radisson's proposal were the merchants of Montreal. They did not like Radisson because he was a
coureurs des bois; it is surprising the he even approached the French to support his plan in the first and place. French merchants
rightly feared that trade in the Great Lakes region would decline in importance with the introduction of a more northerly trading
route. And since money is what makes the world go around, the French court sided with the merchants. There was to be no new
system of trading posts (at least not for France).
Disappointed but not likely surprised by the French decision, Radisson and Groseilliers approached English businessmen with
their idea. The English agreed to finance the venture. In 1668, Radisson and Groseilliers built a trading post at James Bay. Their
first expedition was a resounding success. The French traders returned to England in 1669 with a boatload of furs for the English
and "I told you so's" (for the French court). The first expedition led to another, and then another, and finally the Hudson's Bay
Company (HBC) was formed in 1670.
The king of England gave the newly formed HBC a charter to all the land of the northwest (without comprehending how vast an
expanse these territories occupied). The chartered territory became known as Rupert's Land (so named after the HBC's first governor, Prince Rupert).
As predicted, the new trade route cut into the profits of Montreal, i.e. Cree hunters opted to trade their furs at James Bay instead
of traveling hundreds of miles further to trade in the Great Lakes region. The French merchants responded by sending "portable
trading posts" to intercept the natives while they were en route to the English. This interception technique worked for a short
time. But the English responded by establishing no fewer than five trading posts and forts along the new trade route. The French
had no choice but to "buy out" the English. And by the phrase "buy out" I mean it in the Bill Gates sense (as it applied to Gate's
buying out Homer Simpson's computer company Compu-global Hyper-mega-net, I.e. Get some hired goons and then physically
destroy the competition).
In 1682, the Montreal merchants banded together to form the Company of the North (Capagnie du Nord). The company's purpose was to eliminate the English competition. You have to remember that this was taking place before television or radio. So the
Company of the North couldn't rely on simply making clever commercials to gain an edge on the competition. Nope. This was a
period of time when scalping people spoke volumes.

THE CUNNING DE TROYES
In 1682, the Capagnie du Nord hired Pierre de Troyes to lead a military expedition against the HBC forts on James Bay. His
force consisted of some 350 French officers and voyageurs.
De Troyes did not want to wait until the summer to hit the English. If he struck during the winter he would have the element of
surprise. So he and his men began an epic 400 mile journey overland from Montreal to James Bay during the dead of winter. The
trip would end up taking 12 weeks to complete. By his own account it was a punishing journey.
Here are some facts about de Troyes' force once they reached their objective:
•

The French were exhausted. They seemed likely to expire before a blow could be struck at the English.

•

The English were rested, better equipped, and they lived securely within the protection of forts.

•

The French had the element of surprise. (I think I'd rather have a fort.)

As previously hoped, de Troyes caught the English off-guard. At one of the English forts, there weren't even any guards on
watch. Everyone was asleep. Ultimately, the French captured three forts with minimal damage to themselves. By mid-spring, the
last remaining James Bay fort was captured. De Troyes' men were in terrible shape both physically and mentally. However, the
Frenchman shrewdly made every effort to conceal the sorry state of his men. If the English would've known about the weakness
of the French, they would have been encouraged to make a more rigorous defense of their forts.
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One story is worth recounting at this point: de Troyes met with the leader of one of the English forts to negotiate a truce. The
English host offered de Troyes some wine during the peace talks. The Frenchman, in a move that would've made even Erwin
Rommel snicker, took a sip of the wine and then commented how he had better wine back at his own camp. In reality, de Troyes'
camp consisted of blankets thrown over some twigs. Apparently de Troyes invited his host to visit the French camp for a drink of
this special wine. The Englishman declined. De Troyes masterfully bluffed his way to victory.
In addition to hitting the English forts, de Troyes was also supposed to arrest Radisson and Groseilliers. The two coureurs des
bois responsible for establishing the English presence on the Hudson could not be found. Yet, the de Troyes expedition was a
success because it did give France control of the lower Hudson and James Bays.

RETURN OF THE IROQUOIS
With the Huron out of the picture the balance of power in the Great Lakes region shifted. And filling the vacuum left by the
Huron were the vacuum's creators (the Iroquois). Remember the Iroquois destroyed Huronia in 1648.
The Iroquois expanded their territory to include the north shore of Lake Ontario. Technically speaking this land already belonged
to the French. But the Iroquois didn't really care. They benefited from their new position as they were able to divert much of the
northern fur trade south to the English colonies. And making war between the French and Iroquois inevitable was the fact the
Iroquois were ambushing Cree trappers on their way to Montreal.
To this end the governor of New York was actively encouraging the Iroquois to attack New France. He had even gone so far as to
spend his own money to purchase weapons and ammunition for them. The Iroquois had replaced England as New France's primary enemy. In their own right, the Iroquois wanted to control the fur trade; and to control the fur trade Montreal would have to
be attacked and reduced.
In 1684, Governor Frontenac of New France launched a series of raids against the Iroquois Confederacy. The raids took place
over three or four years and had limited success. In 1687, the French sent an army of several thousand regular troops and Canadien militia deep into the homeland of the Seneca. The Iroquois responded with an attack of their own on New France's vulnerable trading partners.
The French were in no position to both defend themselves and their native allies. In reality, the Iroquois had been wiping out the
allies of the French one-by-one and the French did nothing to stop them. The situation got so bad that France's allies considered
making a separate peace with the Iroquois. Frontenac's raids had upset the peace in North America. This led to his being recalled
back to France and replaced by Jacques-Rene de Brisay.3
France’s Reputation Takes a Beating 4
King Louis XIV gave the new governor two jobs: defend the colony and repair the damage caused to France's alliances due to
Frontenac’s neglect. Brisay therefore sent a former coureur des bois named Nicholas Perrot to visit the Ottawa, Illinois and Miami First Nations, convincing them that: “When the English [want] to entice them with presents, I made them understand that
they were going to ally themselves with traitors who had poisoned some of the nations that lived among them. And that after intoxicating the men, they had sacrificed and kidnapped their women and children to send them to islands far away, from which
they never returned.”
Perrot's stories of English treachery convinced New France’s allies to remain loyal. But the French had to put their money where
their mouth was. Therefore the French launched an attack against the Tsonnontouan (a member of the Five Nations) in 1687.
Brisay wrote to his king the reasons for the attack: “It was time, Your Majesty that we did to the Iroquois what we came to do, to
re-establish France’s reputation, which had been lost among all the savage nations. It is common knowledge that if we had not
marched on Tsonnontouan, and [we had not] humiliated [the Iroquois], then all the Ottawa...would have yielded to the Iroquois
and settled under the protection of the English.”
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The attack on the Tsonnontouan was a nice gesture; but what the Natives really wanted was, to quote the famous historian/valley
girl Susi Parker, "Gag me with a spoon. Like New France should've totally annihilated the Five Nations. Totally."
Instead of annihilating the Iroquois, Brisay entered into secret peace negotiations with them. Kondiaronk, a powerful Huron
chief, rightly felt betrayed once he found out about the French attempt to sign a separate peace. He believed that once the Iroquois made peace with the French, the Five Nations would then be free to attack what few Huron remained in the Great Lakes
region.
In 1688, Kondiaronk captured members of an Iroquois peace delegation bound for Montreal. He killed a few of them freeing the
rest but not before saying: “Go my brothers, I am freeing you, and sending you back among your people, even though we are at
war with you. The Governor of the French himself forced me to commit such a black deed, and I will only be consoled when
your Five Nations have rightly taken vengeance.” When asked by a French priest why Kondiaronk had ambushed the Iroquois,
the “Rat” (as Kondiaronk came to be called) admitted: “I destroyed the peace. Let’s see how Ononthio [the Governor] gets out of
this one.”
Massacre at Lachine 5
In 1689, the Iroquois were bolder than ever and they certainly weren't afraid of French retaliation. In one particular brutal attack,
the Iroquois Confederacy sent over 1,000 warriors against the tiny farming community of Lachine. The community and its citizens were entirely destroyed. Those that did survive the initial attack were carried off to another location where they were ritualistically tortured and executed (and I presume eaten).
A survivor of the attack described the situation following the devastation at Lachine:
“After this total victory, the unhappy band of prisoners was subjected to all the rage
which the cruelest vengeance could inspire in these savages. They were taken to the far
side of Lake St. Louis by the victorious army [Iroquois], which shouted ninety times
while crossing to indicate the number of prisoners or scalps they had taken saying, we
have been tricked, Ononthio [the French governor], we will trick you as well. Once they
had landed, they lit fires, planted stakes in the ground, burned five Frenchmen, roasted
six children, and grilled some others on the coals and ate them.”
Yup, they got eaten.
For the French they saw a need to either outright destroy or become friends with the Iroquois. (If I were a Frenchman living at
this time, I'd be looking for a new place to live or finding ways to make myself less delectable.)

PHIPS vs. FRONTENAC
Frontenac had been removed as governor because of his constant fighting with the Iroquois. After the massacre at Lachine, Frontenac approached Louis XIV and asked if he could return to New France and deal with the Iroquois problem "once and for all."
Louis made the fateful decision to send Frontenac back to Canada to deal with the Iroquois.
Upon his return to Quebec Frontenac approached the Iroquois to make peace. The Five Nations were not interested. They had
everything to gain by continuing their raids upon French settlements. In fact, the French request encouraged the Iroquois to believe New France was too weak to defend itself any longer. Frontenac knew the Thirteen Colonies were encouraging the Iroquois
to be aggressive. If Quebec was to have peace, then something would have to be done about New York.
A Canadien force attacked the English village of Schenectady on February 14th, 1690. The mayor of nearby Albany, New York,
described the French attack in a letter to the governor of New York: “We deeply regret to inform you of our deplorable situation,
which is the result of a horrible and murderous massacre, simply without precedent in this part of America. Two hundred
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Frenchmen and Indians swooped on the village and assassinated sixty men, women and children in the most barbarous fashion.
The cruelties committed in this place cannot be described, neither by spoken word nor in writing. Pregnant women were disemboweled, their children thrown live into the flames, and their heads smashed against doors and windows.” 6
The attack on Schenectady had the desired effect: the Thirteen Colonies were terrified. The English response was swift. On October 16th, 1690, a fleet of thirty-four ships commanded by Admiral William Phips appeared on the horizon of the St. Lawrence.
The English had already conquered Port Royal and now were postured to attack Quebec City. But the French had time on their
side. The English had arrived relatively late in the summer. If the city could just hold out long enough, the enemy fleet would be
forced to leave to avoid being locked in ice.
Phips sent a messenger to Frontenac with the ultimatum: surrender in one
hour or your toast. Frontenac was an exceedingly proud man and not easily
intimidated. (He'd be the type of guy who would send you angry emotes >: )
in a MSN chat room and TYPE IN ALL-CAPS.)
Aside from understanding the persuasive power of emoticons, Frontenac
knew he did not have to actually defeat the English. He just had to wait them
out. Winter would do the rest. Frontenac told the English messenger: "I have
no reply to make to your general other than from the mouth of my cannon
and muskets! He must learn it is not in this fashion that one summons a man
such as I. LET HIM DO THE BEST ON HIS SIDE, as I will do on mine.
=P."
Winter set in early that year. Before withdrawing his force Phips organized a
feeble attempt to take the city. The keyword here is feeble, folks. The attack
failed miserably. On October 24th, after eight days of siege the English fleet
left to avoid being trapped in the ice.
The conflict in both North America and Europe was officially brought to a close on September 30th, 1697, with the signing of the
Treaty of Ryswick. The treaty restored all territories to their former owners; however, the agreement was more a truce than a
treaty. Moreover, the Iroquois Confederacy and New France remained at war.

2.2 QUEEN ANNE’S WAR 7
In the first decade of the 18th Century, France and England were at it again.
Although the population of Quebec was but a fraction of the Thirteen Colonies, the French were repeatedly victorious over the English-Americans. This
was in the main a consequence of the Canadien soldier being so experienced
in frontier warfare. Yet, I believe the decisive advantage for the Canadiens
was their relationship with the indigenous peoples. Through the course of the
fur trade the French had intermarried with the natives and penetrated further
into the continent's frontier than the English. This enabled the French to create a system of military alliances stretching from the Ohio Valley southward
to the Gulf of Mexico. Further, English speaking peoples not French had
been continually pushing Indian nations westward, i.e. Shawnee, etc. so it did
not take much to convince an indigenous person to resist the Americans.
Moreover, the success of the French during the Queen Anne's War period
was due in part to the unexpected neutrality of the Five Nations.
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Pierre le Moyne d'Iberville 8
Iberville was an experienced fighter and frontiersman. In his early twenties, he had taken part in the famed raids of de Troyes
against English trading posts on James Bay. He was a patriot and a profiteer. Government officials in New France quickly saw
the potential of Pierre d'Iberville and he was given the responsibility of attacking the English who tenaciously clung to their forts
on Hudson Bay.
In 1689, Iberville led an expedition to throw the English out of the Hudson Bay area. His ability to improvise enabled him to
achieve successful outcomes. For instance, at one point he and his men were on the verge of starvation. He decided to launch an
attack on York Factory to gain both provisions for his men and cut the English off from their trade routes. In order to take the
fort, though, he had to capture two English warships (which he did with 20 men). He took 80 English sailors prisoner and then
successfully took York Factory. He returned to Quebec with a boatload of beaver pelts and received wide acclaim.
Pierre le Moyne d’Iberville (1661-1706): was the founder of the French colony
at Louisiana. His tended to travel by ship to his objectives, i.e. He was given the
task of rediscovering and establishing a colony at the mouth of the Mississippi
River; he captured the island of Nevis from the English in the Carribean Sea. He
traveled to Cuba to get Spanish help for an attack on the Colony of Carolina. He
contracted yellow fever while in Cuba and died. He eventually became the first Canadien born person to receive the Chevalier of the Order of St. Louis—the highest
military honor anyone could receive in the Kingdom of France.
While Iberville had been pushing the English out of the Hudson region, English from the territory of Maine had been raiding
Acadia. Moreover, he was angered upon learning of the massacre of French settlers at Lachine. Enthusiastically he followed
Frontenac's command to attack Schenectady, Maine. D'Iberville destroyed Schenectady (see Schenectady Massacre) and then
headed off to kill more English people in Newfoundland.
In 1694, Newfoundland boasted both French and English settlements. The French were on the west side across from the eastern
shore of Labrador. The English were located across the island on the far north-eastern side. At the time, it was believed that both
settlements were secure from any kind of overland attack. If you wanted to attack (it was believed) you would have to approach
from the sea. And the English had prepared for such an eventuality by arming their settlements with cannons trained on the ocean
approaches.
Iberville was a complex man—he was as ambitious and self-seeking as he was patriotic. And he was not the type of guy to back
down from a challenge. The challenge before him: how could he travel over the rocky, snowy, inhospitable wilderness of the
interior of Newfoundland to kill some English settlers? The killing part was easy (he had lots of practice). The traveling overland
part was what, at least initially, gave him the most difficulty. But remember this guy was a Canadien. He had plenty of experience with winter. And he had a secret weapon that the colonists of Newfoundland had never seen before: snow shoes.
Iberville acquired enough snow shoes to equip a force of 200 Canadiens and Natives. The well-equipped expedition walked
around the interior of Newfoundland killing and pillaging the English (in that order). In total d'Iberville and his men destroyed 36
settlements, killed about 200 settlers, and took 700 people prisoner. The English prisoners were carted off to prison ships never to
return to Newfoundland. And because d'Iberville had such a sense of style, he sent all the scalps of the dead back to Governor
Frontenac as war trophies. But he couldn't celebrate his victory in Newfoundland for long, though. During his murderous rampage, the English had retaken their forts on the Hudson and James Bay. He had to return and set the English straight.
Battle on the Hudson
Iberville acquired enough snow shoes to equip a force of 200 Canadiens and Natives. The well-equipped expedition walked
around the interior of Newfoundland killing and pillaging the English (in that order). In total d'Iberville and his men destroyed 36
settlements, killed about 200 settlers, and took 700 people prisoner. The English prisoners were carted off to prison ships never to
return to Newfoundland. And because d'Iberville had such a sense of style, he sent all the scalps of the dead back to Governor
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Frontenac as war trophies. But he couldn't celebrate his victory in
Newfoundland for long, though. During his murderous rampage, the
English had retaken their forts on the Hudson and James Bay. He had
to return and set the English straight.
In total, the English force had 124 guns to Iberville's 44. The only
reasonable option before Iberville was surrender. But Iberville was
not a typical man. So instead of making like Bruce Dickinson and
Running for the Hills, Iberville turned the Pelican around and headed
toward the enemy. His tactic worked as the English were caught offguard. Consequently, they could not properly re-position their ships
to engage. Iberville cut a path right through the three ships and fired upon the Hampshire from point blank range; it was at this
time that the Pelican was broad-sided (rammed) by one of the merchantmen ships. The French vessel fired upon the merchantman, point blank, and scored a direct hit. He could have escaped at this point. Instead, Iberville turned his ship around and made
yet another pass at the enemy.
The battle continued for another four hours. Iberville and the British exchanged crippling blows. The English should have easily
won the skirmish. Eventually Iberville sank the English frigate and then turned his full attention to the smaller merchantmen
ships. One of the two remaining English ships surrendered immediately while the other fled. The Pelican was in no shape to pursue the escaping vessel. Instead, Iberville's crew bailed out as his ship sank. Not too long thereafter the other French ships arrived. He then headed towards his original objective of York Factory and took it with relative ease.
Iberville's military exploits would not end here. He would go on to harass the English in the Caribbean for more several years. He
would also be responsible for establishing the first French colonies in what is now Louisiana and Alabama. Because of Iberville's
efforts France could lay claim to the entire north-south expanse of North America—from the Hudson Bay down to the Mississippi delta.
Peace at Last With the Iroquois
The Iroquois remained neutral during the French-English skirmishes not because they suddenly came to love Quebec. On the
contrary, they still despised the French and memory of Frontenac's invasion of the Seneca homeland was still fresh in their
minds. However, an outbreak of smallpox accomplished what no French army could: a Five Nations devastated by disease called
for a stop to the war.
In 1701, the French hosted a peace conference at Montreal. Delegates from the forty or so First Nations that had been major players in the last 100 years of warfare were invited. A treaty was signed between them on August 4th. The celebration was shortlived. An epidemic of influenza broke out in New France killing more than 10 per cent of the population.

QUEEN ANNE’S WAR 9
Shortly after peace was made with the Five Nations, New France became embroiled in yet another major war with the Thirteen
Colonies. In the first stage of the war, the French launched a series of attacks against New England. In response, New England
sent an army to knock out Acadia.
Colonel Benjamin Church led the English-American army against the Acadians in 1704. Church was essentially a mixture of
Pavarotti and Hitler: he was a huge and sadistic man with a great deal of experience with murder. You did not want to surrender
to this guy. He prided himself on being hard and had a well-earned reputation for brutality. He even recounted with pride in his
journal how he had killed family pets: "[Dear Journal], When the Acadians returned [from hiding] they were troubled to see their
cattle, sheep, hogs, and dogs lying dead about their houses, chopped and hacked to death with hatchets." This guy was psychotic.
Can you say double Y chromosome (XYY)?
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When Church's attack came, the Acadian governor asked France for help. Predictably, none came. Acadia had always been
viewed as a sort of buffer-zone for the main colony of Quebec. Acadia surrendered. Once British rule was established, Acadia's
name was permanently changed to Annapolis Royal in honor of Queen Anne.
NEW ENGLAND
Kentucky, California, Oregon, etc. did you ever think there was an American state called New England? If you did, you're not alone. I thought there was a state by this name up until about five years
ago. The main reason I thought this state existed is because there was an NFL team named the New
England Patriots. In reality, the Patriots are based out of Boston, Massachusetts. The phrase “New
England” actually refers to a collection of states, i.e. Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont.
The English governor tried to force the Acadians to pay the expense of supporting the occupying troops. Though a good idea in
theory, the reality was that the governor couldn't collect any taxes. There wasn't any money available to collect. The war had left
the Acadians in abject poverty. As it became obvious they weren't going to be getting paid, American troops began deserting and
returned home.
The English experience in Acadia was made even more difficult because of raids launched by the Mi'kmaq First Nation. The
raids became so irritating that the British brought in a contingent of Iroquois mercenaries to fix the situation; it took the Iroquois
about a year to bring the Mi'kmaq under control. The reputation of the Mohawk alone was enough to convince the Mi'kmaq to be
nice neighbors.
Treaty of Utrecht
Although the war in North America had for the most part gone well for the French, the war in Europe had not. The Treaty of
Utrecht was signed on April 11, 1713. According to the treaty, Louis XIV had to give the Hudson Bay region back to the English.
In addition, France agreed to surrender "all of Acadia comprised in its ancient limit." The English interpreted the word all quite
literally. They believed that France had given up the entire region of modern day Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. The French,
however, were creative in their interpretation of the treaty's terms. They insisted they had only agreed to give up the settlement of
Port Royal. Despite the ambiguity and legal mumbo-jumbo, the Utrecht agreement led to three decades of relative peace and
prosperity.
FORT LOUISBOURG BUILT (1719) 10
The Treaty of Utrecht resulted in a significant reduction of French territory in North America. The French undertook the construction of Fort Louisbourg on Ile Royal (Cape Breton Island) to consolidate and secure their access to the cod fish off the
Grand Banks. The fort took twenty-five years to complete and was the largest military installation in all of North America.
The purposes for the construction of Fort Louisbourg were as follows:
•

To enable French fishermen to have continued access to the cod fisheries

•

To provide a home for French colonists who had been dispossessed by Queen Anne's War

•

To provide a buffer of protection for Quebec and control the entrance to the St. Lawrence

Louisbourg was as expensive as it was imposing. The new French King Louis XV complained about the expense: "Are the streets
being paved with gold over there? I fully expect to awake one morning in my Palace at Versailles and see the walls of the Louisbourg fortress rising [above] the horizon." From the outset Louisbourg was the source of great controversy. The fort's strategic
position was an annoyance to the Thirteen Colonies. Bostonians felt the most threatened by the installation and were determined
to destroy it.
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The Acadian Expulsion 11
By 1750 AD the combined population of New France and Acadia was about
52,000. Farming was the main economic activity for both colonies. Farmers
in either colony did not actually own the land they farmed. Instead, rich land
owners called seigneurs rented the land to the farmers. Thus, the government
of New France was essentially feudalistic. Feudalism had died in the early
1500s in England. The English were far more progressive than the French,
and unlike the French, encouraged private ownership of land.
Under British rule, the French Acadians enjoyed a number of benefits:
•

They were encouraged to own their own farms

•

The French birth rate increased dramatically

•

Raids launched from New England stopped which allowed the Acadians
to develop peacefully and un-interruptedly

•

Catholics were allowed religious freedom (a right not enjoyed by English Catholics in Great Britain)

Despite the golden age that the Acadians were experiencing, they were still a conquered people. In fact, after Colonel Church had
taken the colony the British had decreed that the Acadians would be deported. Therefore, in the first few years of occupation the
Acadians expected to be expelled at any time. Louis XV had even encouraged the Acadians to settle at Fort Louisbourg. Yet few
Acadians actually moved to Ile Royal. They were farmers not fishermen.
As time passed, the British recognized the economic importance of the French presence in Acadia. Without the French, who
would farm the fields and feed the English settlers? And without the French presence, what would stop the Mi'kmaq from massacring the English settlers like what had taken place at Lachine or Schenectady? And most importantly, if the Acadians would
have been permitted to settle in Louisbourg it would've become the strongest French colony on the continent.
So if the Acadians couldn't be deported or allowed to leave voluntarily, the Acadians would have to swear an oath of loyalty.
Sounds simple but you'll see just how difficult it was to accomplish.
The Oath of Allegiance 12
In 1713, the population of Acadia was approximately 1,800. The people were predominantly Catholic and they were farmers. The
English king, George I, was neither. George I demanded that the Acadians swear allegiance to him. In reality, the Acadians were
being asked to do more than just swear loyalty—they were also being asked to renounce their connections to the French king and
the pope in Rome.
Perhaps the French could have been convinced to break ties with Louis XV; but the request to sever all ties to Rome was completely unacceptable. Bishops were appointed directly from Rome. If the connection to Rome were severed, who would appoint a
new bishop (and by extension who would appoint new priests) for the colony? The Acadians were a religious and pastoral people. The Pope was the head of their religious life. To renounce the Pope would be tantamount to renouncing their faith in God.
Therefore, the English had to content themselves with the status-quo. Moreover, the oath might not have even been necessary
anyways. There was still an outside chance the Acadians were going to be expelled.
Truthfully, the English were in no position to force the French to take the oath in 1713. I say this for three simple reasons:
•

Firstly, without the French the colony would die as there were too few English settlers in the region

•

Secondly, the English that did live in Acadia depended upon the farming of the French for survival

•

And lastly, the English would have been at the mercy of the Mi’kmaq had the French been forced to leave

By 1718 it had become clear to both the English and French that there was not going to be any expulsion order. The colony had
proven itself too valuable to disrupt. Therefore, the English again demanded the Acadians take an oath of allegiance to George I.
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For their part the Acadians approached the English governor with the following petition: “Today it appears that we are being
forced either to take the oath of allegiance or to leave the country. We are unable to do either. We are determined never to take
the oath because we are the good and true subjects of the Very Christian King [of France], and we cannot give this up, without
appropriate conditions, which were promised by the Court of France and were always refused by the Court of England. As our
current position is very difficult, we beg you to honor us with your generous counsel."
The Acadians got away without having to sign the oath, again.
The Acadian Neutrals
For the next ten years life in Acadia went on without any major interruptions. However, the English had not forgotten about the
unwillingness of the Acadians to take the oath. What the British had failed to recognize was that colonials—French or English—
could not be expected to simply do as they were told. A unique political culture stressing individualism and compromise had developed in North America. In Europe, people tended to be more unquestioningly accepting of authority. In North America, people were pre-occupied with concepts like justice, equality, and fair treatment. The English finally recognized this fact when they
approached the Acadians in 1730 with a more palatable conditional oath. Compared to previous versions the conditional oath had
four important alterations:
•

The Acadians would never have to serve in the army of the English king

•

The Catholic Church would continue to be respected and enjoy its ancient privilege

•

The Acadians would never have to fight either France or the Mi'kmaq First Nation

•

The Acadians must agree to never fight the English

Two versions of the oath were produced—one French and the other English. The English version apparently did not contain any
reference to the compromises listed above. The French version, however, did. I'm not too sure what the English were up to here:
did they think they could fool the French into speaking an oath in English? Not very likely. Then why? I am inclined to think the
English version was useful for propaganda purposes, e.g. It was published for the benefit of the Thirteen Colonies. Protestant
Americans would not have been pleased with Catholics receiving freedom of religion within a British colony. American reaction
to future acts of government passed by the British, i.e. The Royal Proclamation (1763) and the Quebec Act (1774), etc. would
seem to justify the English being worried about an American over-reaction to religious freedom being granted to Catholics in
1730.
The Acadians spoke the French version of the oath. Their loyalty was assured and they became known as the "Acadian Neutrals."
In 1745, when the English attacked Fort Louisbourg the French of Annapolis Royal remained loyal to England.

KING GEORGE’S WAR
Although King George's War began in 1740, the only battle of significance was the English-American siege of Louisbourg in
1745. The fortress proved not to be as formidable and imposing as previously thought; it fell after only 46 days of siege. During
the siege of Louisbourg, the Mi'kmaq busied themselves killing English settlers along the frontier. The Mi'kmaq were encouraged
by Father la Loutre the "warrior priest." For obvious reasons la Loutre was a very unpopular man with the English authorities. I
believe the governor referred to him as a "good-for-nothing scoundrel."
(I wonder: did the governor kiss his mother with that mouth? Such language...)
La Loutre lived among the Mi'kmaq and converted many of them to Catholicism. Like the Jesuits had done 100 years before, la
Loutre learned the Mi'kmaq language and culture. In some respects, he viewed himself as a sort of "Moses of the Mi'kmaq." As a
Christian figure, the priest was a strange contradiction: he loved the Mi'kmaq and wanted them to be free but he condoned and
even encouraged murder. He is reputed to have paid Mi'kmaq hunters for English scalps (the French were at it again with the
scalping thing). The English put a bounty on la Loutre's head. He was captured but not executed. Instead, the priest was sent to
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France where he received a hero's welcome. To tell you the truth the whole scalping theme in this unit has me wondering whether
or not I ever want to visit either Quebec or France.
In 1748, the fort was returned to the French to preserve the peace in Europe. The Americans were not very pleased by this.

2.3 FRENCH-INDIAN WAR 13
Expulsion of the Acadians
In 1749, there was a renewed threat of war in North America. The Acadians were considered by the British as at best unreliable
subjects. The prevailing opinion in London was that the Acadian problem had to be resolved once and for all. Yet, there were
three logistical problems confronting the English:
•

The Acadian population had grown almost ten times to around 12,000

•

The English believed they could not spare the resources necessary for the expulsion because of the threat from Louisbourg

•

It would take years for the English to gather enough ships, etc. to forcibly remove the Acadians

In 1749, the English gave the Acadians a final opportunity to swear an oath that would've guaranteed their loyalty to England. I
think the Acadians must have felt like Luke Skywalker when the Emperor was trying to turn him to the Dark Side of the force in
Return of the Jedi. The new oath included the old "reject the Pope" clause that had previously been rejected. The English never
fully expected the Acadians would take the oath anyhow. For expulsion order had already been given and preparations were underway.
The English governor finally gave the order to expel the French in September of 1755. An officer (and wannabe Sith Lord)
named John "Darth" Winslow was given the task of leading the expulsion. The French were immediately declared "non-citizens"
and their land/livestock were confiscated. As you can imagine, there was some confusion and anger among the French. However,
the British were prepared. They rounded up and deported 2,000 Acadians in the first month alone with little or no fuss. To escape
expulsion some Acadians fled into the forests where they were hunted down by British troops. Many French managed to avoid
capture and made it to Quebec. Nevertheless, by the end of the first year alone nearly 7,000 French had been successfully resettled.
Deportation
A doctor by the name of John Thomas, serving under Winslow,
kept a detailed journal of the events in Acadia: “September 2nd.
Pleasant day. Major Frye sent Lieutenant John Indocott’s detachment to the shore, with orders to burn the village at a place called
Peteojack. September 18. Very strong gusts of wind, with rain and
snow. Major Prible returned from an expedition with his men,
who had burned 200 houses and barns. November 19th. Cold. We
rounded up 230 head of cattle, 40 sows, 20 sheep and 20 horses
and we came back. We have started moving the inhabitants out.
The women were very distressed, carrying their newborns in their
arms; others brought along in carts their infirm parents and their
personal effects. In short, it was a scene in which confusion was
mixed with despair and desolation.”14
The majority of Acadians were deported to New England, where
they were not welcome: “The French neutrals arouse the general
discontentment of the population, because they are papist zealots,
lazy and of a quarrelsome mind,” declared the governor of
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Virginia, Robert Dinwiddie, who probably never met a French person in his life. He continued, “We have very few Catholics
here, which makes the population very anxious for its religious principles and makes it fear that the French shall corrupt our Negroes."
The ships transporting the Acadians were overcrowded as the French were squished into holds to the point of suffocation. These
transports were little more than prison ships. Some of the Acadians ended up in England and France, some in the Caribbean
(Antilles), a scattered few in the English Colonies, and a number of them settled in Louisiana.
In 1758, the English captured Louisbourg and a final series of deportations began. The most infamous of all the persecuting British officers was Robert Monckton. Those French who resisted deportation (and weren't executed outright) were sent on an all
expenses paid vacation to England where they labored for years in concentration camps. After their stay in England was over, the
French were sent to France where they felt and were treated like foreigners.
When the expulsion finally ended in 1762, over 10,000 people had been removed; and of those 3,000 had died due to shipwrecks
and disease. In 1764, the deportations officially came to an end and the ban on Acadians was lifted. The ban was lifted only because New France had been conquered and was no longer a threat. Approximately 3,000 people returned to Nova Scotia to start
over again. However, many of the French returned only to find their farms occupied by English settlers. Consequently, the majority of these people migrated north-west to found settlements in present day New Brunswick.

FRENCH-INDIAN WARS
The conflict was the result of a decades long territorial dispute over the Ohio Valley region. Ohio was important for a couple of
reasons: firstly, it was a productive area for the fur trade; and secondly, the Thirteen Colonies (especially Virginia) wanted to
expand westward and the French were in the way. The Americans were particularly unhappy that the French constructed Fort
Duquesne in the area of contention. So the Virginians sent an officer named George Washington to deliver a message ordering
the French to leave. The French literally laughed in Washington's face.
Washington needed little coaxing to return and attack the French the next year. He and a force of about 150 men led an ambush
in which ten Canadiens were killed. This was the first action in what would eventually become a world war. After the attack,
Washington and his men were in full retreat as the main force from Fort Duquesne pursued them through the wilderness. The
French caught up with the Americans and after a brief battle at Fort Necessity, Washington surrendered. All of the violence, I.e.
Ambush, the short battle, etc. had taken place during peace time. War had not been officially declared by either France or England.
Washington needed little coaxing to return and attack the French the next year. He and a force of about 150 men led an ambush
in which ten Canadiens were killed. This was the first action in what would eventually become a world war. After the attack,
Washington and his men were in full retreat as the main force from Fort Duquesne pursued them through the wilderness. The
French caught up with the Americans and after a brief battle at Fort Necessity, Washington surrendered. All of the violence, I.e.
Ambush, the short battle, etc. had taken place during peace time. War had not been officially declared by either France or England.
The American expedition was a fiasco. In the wilderness, Braddock had his men march side by side (as though they were marching in a parade). This type of formation was useful in wide open spaces because mobility was not a problem; but they weren't on
a parade ground. They were marching in a densely wooded area full of hills, rocks, and crevasses.
The Canadiens, who were experienced in frontier war, set up an ambush. A small band of Canadiens and First Nations allies
waited patiently for Braddock's force to march into a spot where hills rose sharply on either side of the Americans. The following
battle, to quote historian Will Ferguson, was "less an ambush than it was a turkey shoot."15 The Americans had no chance. The
French force was essentially invisible by virtue of the surrounding trees. The British lost 977 men and the French 23.
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(I thought of this battle during my son's fifth birthday party. He and his friends didn't have a clue on how to play laser tag. They
all stood in a circle facing one another. Meanwhile the older kids (who knew how to play) kept on shooting the little kids, running away, returning, shooting little kids, etc. My son earned the rank of Space Cadet for scoring three kills. He must have shot
himself three times. I should talk: I didn't do any better than him and I was 33 years old at the time.)
As you can see, just like my son's first laser tag experience the start of the war went poorly for the British. They ended up canceling the remaining three planned campaigns.
France’s Native Alliance System
The Thirteen Colonies boasted approximately 1.2 million people while New France could barely muster 60,000. So how were so
few French able to prevent Quebec from being conquered? And why were the Canadiens able to limit the westward expansion of
the Americans? There are several possible reasons:
•

The Thirteen Colonies often fought with one another and were by no means united.

•

Indigenous peoples were suspicious of the Americans because they wanted to both trade with Indians and settle Indian lands.

•

Indian peoples found the French more tolerable because Canadiens stressed trade as opposed to settlement.

Consequently, the French were in a better position to construct a network of forts in North America's interior that effectively
blocked the English-Americans.
Early French Victories
The governor of New France at the outbreak of hostilities was Rigaud de Vaudreuil de Cavagnal. Because I don't want an aneurysm every time I say his name, let's call him Vaudreuil for short.
He was the first governor of New France to have actually been born in the colony. Not surprisingly he supported guerilla warfare
tactics over conventional warfare. Canadiens had developed their approach to fighting, I.e. Ambushes, hiding behind rocks while
firing their weapon, attacking and running away, etc. from the Algonquin and Wyandot. This style of warfare did not suit European officers who believed hiding behind a tree in war to be "dishonorable." I laughed when I came across the following:
Both [Americans] and [Canadiens] resent[ed] serving under European generals...[because colonial soldiers] were used to a country where war was waged in a fashion unheard-of on the battlefields of old Europe. Americans...as well as French, were allterrain fighters, not hestitating to hide behind a tree and take their aim. It was a practice that scandalized a British officer [of the
old school], who cried: "That is no longer war, that is murder!" A New History of Canada: Volume 3, page 261
*Snicker*
Vaudreuil wanted to employ Canadien tactics of waging war against the English while Montcalm preferred more honorable
methods, i.e. Standing shoulder to shoulder in an open field within shooting distance of the enemy. When war broke out in 1756
both men demonstrated their value to the French war effort. New France enjoyed victory after victory in the early stages; and this
had as much to do with Vaudreuil's bold raids deep into American territory as it had to do with Montcalm's skill in leading the
regular French troops. Below is a list of the early accomplishments of these two men:
•

In 1756, Vaudreuil led a strike force against the English at Fort Oswego. Montcalm completed the conquest of Oswego
thereby giving France control of the entire Great Lakes region.

•

In 1757, Montcalm's troops and his Native allies captured Fort William Henry.

•

In 1758, at Fort Carillon a smaller French force under Montcalm turned back an attack by a much larger British attack force.
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LOUISBOURG FALLS
After their setback at Carillon the British knew nothing but victory: the change in England's fortunes was due to the success of
their naval blockade of New France. Montcalm was not receiving the supplies or reinforcements he required to make a successful
defense. Thus, Montcalm had to be selective, e.g. He could not defend both Montreal/Quebec City and forts Carillon and Duquesne. The French commander and chief therefore withdrew his forces to defend the all-important settlements on the St. Lawrence.
A combined Anglo-American force arrived at Fort Louisbourg in the middle of June, 1758. Before the expected attack, French
Governor Augustin Drucor and British General Jeffrey Amherst exchanged gifts and pleasantries. Following the exchange, Amherst returned to his siege lines to plan Louisbourg's destruction—a massive cannon bombardment. Drucour described the British
cannonade in the following way: "All the women and a great number of little children came out, running to and fro [like Ewoks
evading ATAT-Walkers], not knowing where to go in the midst of bombs and balls falling on every side; it seems the British
intention is not just to breach the walls but rather to kill everyone and burn the town." With the hospital destroyed, food supplies
dwindling and morale low, Marie-Anne Drucour personally fired three cannons a day herself to inspire the mutinous garrison of
Louisbourg to continue fighting.16
Britain's naval blockade isolated Louisbourg and prevented help from arriving. Despite the hopelessness of the situation, Drucor
refused to surrender: if he could delay the English long enough an attack on Quebec City could not be attempted until the following year. The British were in a hurry but time and winter were on the side of the French.
The British saw the island of Anse de la Cormorandiere as a chink in Louisbourg's armor. The small island was located just off
from the northern wall of Louisbourg; it was not fortified because it was considered indefensible. The British proved them
wrong. Not only did they hold the island, they placed heavy guns upon it which were used to help breach the walls of Louisbourg. A British soldier described the landing: "One boat in which were twenty grenadiers and an officer was [struck] and everyone drowned. The difficulty of landing at this place was such that they thought the devil himself would not have attempted it."
Brigadier-General James Wolfe's successful landing earned him a reputation for being reckless.17 Despite Wolfe's heroics, winter
was upon them and the invasion of Quebec was postponed until next summer.

THE BATTLE FOR QUEBEC (1759) 18
In 1759, Britain had more manpower and resources to draw upon than France in North America; however, the French never intended on defeating Britain through force of arms. Instead, the French strategy hinged upon the following: if the French could
draw out the conflict long enough the British would lose their taste for war because of the associated costs. The tactic turned out
to be a good one as Britain's prime minister, William Pitt, had virtually bankrupted Britain in order to vigorously prosecute the
war in North America.
The British Armada Arrives
The habitants of Quebec watched cautiously as the British Navy appeared over the horizon of the St. Lawrence. The fleet
stretched for some fifty miles. As the British sailed towards their target, Wolfe noticed Canadiens on the shore. Through a series
of written proclamations Wolfe warned them not to involve themselves in the approaching conflict. If the common people stayed
neutral they would be left alone; however, if they meddled in any way the British commander promised they would be mercilessly crushed. Maybe Canadien farmboys can't read or they simply ignored the good general's warnings, regardless they harassed
the English invaders during the entire occupation.
On the 25 of June, 1759, Wolfe stopped just out of range of Quebec's guns to plan his attack. Quebec was built upon the north
bank of the St. Lawrence River, its high cliffs made a direct assault on the city risky and unappealing. For his part Montcalm refused to meet Wolfe's army in an open battle despite invitations to do so. His defensive position was too great an advantage to
throw away.
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But Wolfe was not complacent. To soften the French position, he gave the order to establish artillery pieces on cliffs opposite
Quebec. The French did not try to defend the position because they believed the breadth of the St. Lawrence too great a distance
for cannon fire to reach the city. On June 12, the English fired upon the French defenders from the newly established battery. The
shot fell well short of its intended target. Perhaps the French were right after all?
The Canadiens (in true Monty Python fashion) taunted the English by calling them "animal food trough wipers," etc. and other
such insults in their outrageous French accents. However, every other shot fire by the English battery landed within the city's
walls. People wisely sought cover though there was none to be found. Virtually every building and habitation in Quebec City was
damaged in some form or fashion during the steady bombardment. Wolfe believed the barrage would force Montcalm to leave
the safety of the citadel in an attempt to silence the English guns. Yet, Montcalm refused to budge.
Montcalm’s Burning Boats
The fortress of Quebec was imposing: the perimeter of the city was walled and protected by high cliffs on virtually every side.
Perhaps the citadel's only weak point was a beach called Beauport on the shore below. Wolfe considered making an amphibious
assault against the beach. The beach, though, was defended by earthworks, trenches, and about 3,200 French troops. Wolfe therefore abandoned the idea of using Beauport. He would have to find another way to capture the city.
It is interesting to note that Beauport would normally not have been so well-defended. Somehow Montcalm managed to get hold
of a letter written by General Amherst describing in great detail the British
invasion plans. Beauport figured prominently in the English strategy. So
Montcalm did what he could to deny his enemy this flat position below his
city's walls. Thus, the French general ordered the construction of defenses
well before the expected arrival of British forces. If the English did try to
storm the beach, then at the very least it would be a costly undertaking.
Montcalm knew the English invaders depended heavily upon their fleet for
success. Therefore, the French general came up with a plan to hit the British where it hurt most: he commanded men to load boats and rafts with
gunpowder, to chain them together, and then to send these "floating
bombs" (as he called them) towards the enemy's ships anchored downstream in the St. Lawrence.
Had the operation succeeded history might have taken a very different
course. But the attack failed as one of the French pilots lost their nerve and
lit their fire boat too early. The other men took this as the signal to light
their own explosive-laden vessels. Consequently, the boats exploded too
early filling the night sky with pretty colors but accomplishing little else.
Montcalm attempted the fire boat tactic a second time on a subsequent night. This time the English were ready and beat back the
attack. Angered by the tactic, Wolfe wrote to Montcalm: “If you send any more fire-rafts, they shall be made [directed] to the two
transports in which the Canadien prisoners are confined in order that they may perish by your own...invention.”
The British Empire Strikes Back 19
Wolfe had the same problem in 1759 that Phips had in 1690: Quebec had to be captured before the St. Lawrence froze over.
Though the Canadiens were out-numbered, the French had an advantage: they could dictate when and where battles took place.
In the meantime, Montcalm's troops (and those pesky Canadien farm boys) slowly bled the English invaders with hit-and-run
attacks.
The British had to do something to avoid the fate of Phips. Wolfe returned to the idea of an attack at Beauport. Against the odds
he'd taken the island of Anse de la Cormorandiere during the Siege of Louisbourg. Why couldn't he repeat this success below the
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walls of Quebec? Therefore, Wolfe organized and sent a force of 4,000 British troops to Beauport; it was less an amphibious assault and more a turkey shoot. The French picked the British off before they even reached the shore. Four hundred English were
killed in the assault. The French lost 70 men.
“When the French are in a scrape,” Wolfe later wrote, “they are ready to cry out in behalf of the human species; when fortune
favors them, [there are] none more bloody, more inhuman [than the French]. Montcalm has changed the very nature of war, and
forced us, in some measure, to a deterring and dreadful vengeance.”
Wolfe believed Montcalm's defense of New France had been dishonorable. Yet, isn't the point of having walls to keep the "bad
guys" out? Why should Montcalm come out and fight? And Wolfe was no saint. He was prepared to burn all of New France before setting sail for England if the siege of Quebec failed. He communicated this very idea to General Amherst in a previous letter: “If, by accident in the River, by the Enemy’s resistance, by sickness, or slaughter in the Army, or, from any other cause, we
find that Quebec is not likely to fall into our hands, I propose to set the Town on fire with shells, to destroy the harvest, houses,
cattle...to leave famine and desolation behind me [thereby preventing those dreadful 1990s French talk shows from hopefully
ever appearing]."
Wolfe, James: (1727-1759) a British Army officer remembered chiefly for his
victory over the French forces of Canada and the establishment of British rule
there. He is considered by many Canadians as a national hero. (I could go either
way.) In 1745, Wolfe helped put down a Scottish uprising at the battles of Falkirk
and Culloden. At Culloden he refused to carry out an order to shoot a wounded
Scottish Highlander by stating his honor was worth more than his commission.
This act made him immediately popular among the Royal Highland Fusiliers
whom he commanded at the Plains of Abraham. Most French Canadiens see him
as the bringer of doom and do not celebrate him.

Montcalm, Louis-Joseph: (1712-1759) commanded French forces in North
America during the Seven Years' War. He is most remembered for his role in the
fall of Quebec. He was killed in action during the Battle of the Plains of Abraham
(likely because he had not yet mastered the epic card game French-e-mon). His
remains, consisting of a skull and a leg bone, were exhumed (that’s nerd for “dug
up”) in the 1800s and placed on display at a convent in a stone crypt alongside a
plaque commemorating him. In 2001, these remains were buried in the cemetery
where hundreds of casualties from both sides of the aforementioned battle were
buried 242 years earlier.
After the defeat at Beauport, Wolfe gave the order to set the Canadien countryside ablaze, i.e. The English regular army burned
23 villages while a detachment of American Rangers massacred and scalped the habitants. Lieutenant Malcolm Fraser of the 78th
Highlanders described one scene: “There were several of the enemy killed and wounded, and a few prisoners taken, all of whom
the barbarous Captain Montgomery, who commanded us, ordered to be butchered in a most inhuman and cruel manner; particularly two I sent prisoner by a sergeant after giving them quarter.”

BATTLE ON THE PLAINS OF ABRAHAM 20
By August 19th, 1759, autumn was fast approaching. Wolfe appeared to be all out of ideas. So he asked his officers to put together a plan for the capture of Quebec. The officers came up with the following plan: the English would land a large force upriver largely unopposed because the majority of the French army was tied up at either Beauport or inside the city itself. Once
assembled this large force would then march directly on to the city from there. Wolfe didn't like the idea; it lacked recklessness.
Thus, he replaced this idea (which made sense to most reasonable people) and came up with a plan of his own.
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Prelude to the Battle
During a leisurely stroll along the St. Lawrence, Wolfe got an idea: if the
French were confident the cliffs around Quebec City could not be scaled
they wouldn't really be looking for the English to attempt this. So, the English general reasoned, if the right place could be found surprise could be
achieved. A few weeks previous while on his ship, Wolfe was viewing the
shore through his spyglass. He discovered what appeared to be an abandoned cornfield; and leading up to the field from the rocky beach below
was a narrow, winding path. The French called this path the Anse au Foulon.
On September 13th, 1759, Wolfe's army spent six hours climbing the goat path. At the top, British scouts over-powered a few
sleeping French sentries assigned to guard the path for just such an occasion. (This reminded immediately of the sleeping orangutan posted at the doorway to guard the sacred Shikaka of the Wachati Tribe in Ace Ventura 2.)
By 5:00 am Wolfe's army was forming ranks at the bottom of a hill (shown at right) called the Buttes-a-Neveu. The English commander reluctantly took the low ground because he didn't want to give up his position too soon. He needed time to get the required men and artillery in place.
While Wolfe's army was busy organizing itself on the Plains, the bulk of Montcalm's forces were defending Beauport. They had
been up all night prepared to repel an attack that never came. Once word reached the French that Wolfe had unexpectedly landed
down-river, Montcalm marched his sleepy army double-time to meet the English (an hour away). The French army was reinforced by Iroquoius and Algonquin warriors and members of the local militia.
Battle on the Plains
The French reached the top of Buttes-a-Neveu and
formed into a line. The light rain that had been
falling all morning stopped as if in expectation of
the approaching battle. At about 7:30 am the Native allies of the French began firing on the British
from the woods nearby. The British attack itself
did not begin until 8:00 am. Wolfe had two sixpound canons at his disposal and he used them to
fire upon the French position atop the Butte. “We
had two pieces of short brass six pounders playing
on the enemy,” John Knox wrote, “which threw
them into some confusion, and obliged them to
alter their disposition, and Montcalm formed them
into three large columns; [at] about 9 am the two
armies moved a little nearer each other."
At around 9:45 am the mounted Montcalm rode the length of his line shouting, “Are you tired?” His troops responded with a resounding, “No!” At 10:00 am the French shouted “Vie le Roy!” and the battle formally began.
“The enemy [French] began to advance in three columns,” Knox wrote, “with loud shouts—two of [their lines moved] to the left
of our army, and the third to our right, firing [diagonally] at the two extremities of our line.”
The French line made up of Canadien and French troops had never trained together. They were moving in a disordered fashion.
Maures de Malartic, a French officer, observed the problem: “We had not got twenty paces when the left was too far in the rear
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and the center too far in front...The Canadiens who formed the second rank and the soldiers of the third fired without orders and,
according to custom, then threw themselves on the ground to reload. This false movement broke all the battalions.” They had
fired too soon, and their volleys were ineffectual and disruptive.
The disorganized French line stopped forty meters away from the British and fired again. British soldiers slumped over dead as
iron gun balls tore through their bodies. Just as Wolfe was about to give the order to fire back a sniper shot him through the wrist.
The British held their ground until Wolfe was bandaged up. The British general then raised his cane and shouted, "Fire!"
The British attack devastated the French line. First the Canadien militia and then the French regular troops began to retreat.
Wolfe sent a Scottish regiment called the Highlanders to attack the retreating French with their broadswords. The British backed
up their Scottish homies with their plaid and bag-piped wrath (oh yeah, and a bayonet charge, too).
The French Retreat
Wolfe had received several gunshot wounds during the battle, i.e. Wrist, groin, and a fatal wound to the chest. For me the fatal
shot would've been the one in the groin...but that's just me. Regardless, Wolfe died in the knowledge that the enemy was in full
retreat and the day was his. As the English general lay dying, Montcalm too had been fatally shot while trying to escape to the
city through the St. Louis Gate.
During all of this the Highlanders were chasing the remnants of the French and their allies into the woods. An Acadian soldier
named Joseph Trahan recounted the event in his journal: “I can remember the Scotch Highlanders flying wildly after us with
streaming plaids, bonnets and large swords—like so many infuriated demons—over the brow of the hill. In their course, was a
wood, in which we had some Indians and sharpshooters, who bowled over the Savages d’Ecosse in fine style. Their partly naked
bodies fell on their face, and their kilts in disorder left a large portion of their thighs, at which our fugitives on passing by, would
make lunges with their swords [and light sabers], cutting large slices out of the fleshiest portion of their persons."
Malcolm Fraser of the Highlanders recounted his own experience: “It was at this time, and while in the bushes that our Regiment
suffered most...Captain Thomas Ross was mortally wounded in the body by a cannonball from the hulks, in the mouth of the
River, of which he died in great torment...I received a contusion in the right shoulder, or rather breast...which pained me a good
deal...We suffered in men and officers more than any three regiments in the field."
Canadien snipers covered the French retreat from the safety of the woods. Shortly after 11:00 am, Vaudreuil arrived with reinforcements from Montreal. But he was too late. The battle had already been decided.
Wolfe and Montcalm
Wolfe's body was placed in a barrel of rum to preserve it for the voyage back to England. In London, his coffin was given a heroes' welcome. As for Montcalm, he died of his wounds later that day at Quebec's General Hospital. There were no coffins left in
Quebec. Instead, his body was placed in a make-shift box and then buried in a crater left by a cannonball that had landed in the
middle of a chapel. In memory of Montcalm, his homies stood around the crater, tipped their paper-bagged drinks spilling whiskey on the ground, and then they said, "And this one is for mon homme, Louis. Mot. Gyeah."
On September 18th, 1759, the British flag was raised above Quebec City.21 The British fleet returned to England leaving only a
small force to hold the fort. Taking over command of the English expeditionary force was General James Murray. Both the
French and English worked together to avoid starvation during the approaching winter.
The Battle of Saint-Foy
In the winter of 1759, the British military looked like anything but conquerors. In fact, more British soldiers died of exposure,
starvation and scurvy, than were killed during the Battle of the Plains the preceding summer. The British had another reason for
concern. Even though Quebec was in their control, there was still a large French army stationed in Montreal (30 kilometers to the
south). Montcalm's successor, General Francois-Gaston de Levis, commanded an army of seven thousand French regulars. To
avoid a repeat of the fiasco on the Plains of Abraham Levis taught the militia to fight in harmony with his own troops.
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On the morning of April 28th, 1760, Levis marched 6,500 regular French troops, 300 Canadiens, and 83 black soldiers to the
Plains of Abraham. He stood in the exact same spot Wolfe had stood seven months before. General James Murray and his troops
stood perched on top Butte-a-Neveu (where Montcalm had marshaled his forces). A repeat of the Battle of the Plains of Abraham
was about to take place: the Battle of Saint-Foy.
General Murray attacked the French before they had fully formed their lines. He had seen how disorganized the French had been
during the last battle. He hoped to catch them off-guard and create chaos this time, as well. But Murray made the same mistake
that Montcalm had: he had abandoned the high ground which would've given his guns an advantage in range over the French.
The battle ended with a French victory; however, Quebec City remained in the hands of the English.
James Murray: (1721-1794) an officer who became Canada's first English
colonial administrator and governor. He served as a captain of a grenadier
company during the War of the Austrian Succession. He commanded a
battalion during the 1758 siege of Louisbourg. When Louisbourg was taken,
Murray accompanied General Wolfe on raiding expeditions of French
communities along the west coast of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. He also
served under Wolfe during the Battle of the Plains of Abraham in 1759. With
Wolfe out of the picture, Murray was chosen as Quebec City's administrator.
In 1760, he became the first civil governor of the Province of Quebec. As
governor he was sympathetic to the French-Canadiens and he openly
favored them over the British merchants who settled in the wake of the
conquest. He served in the British army during the American Revolutionary
War.
Conclusion
After the Battle of Saint-Foy the French and English waited to see whose navy would arrive first. If Levis received the reinforcements he requested Quebec City mighty possibly be re-taken. If, on the other hand, the British fleet arrived first New France
would remain under the control of the English.
Eleven days after the Battle of Saint-Foy, the mast of a ship appeared on the horizon. The ship turned out to be British and it was
only one of 22 carrying reinforcements. France could not afford to send the requested support. The war was going badly for them
in Europe; therefore, Levis received five measly ships carrying four hundred soldiers.
Outnumbered and disappointed, General Levis retreated back to Montreal. On May 9th, General Amherst encircled the last remaining French stronghold. Governor Vaudreuil surrendered the city to the British on one condition: that the French would retain
the right to exercise their Catholic faith. The British agreed. This was pretty nice of them since in England Catholics had no religious freedom whatsoever.
The French-Indian War had several consequences for North America:
•

France's presence in North America was permanently ended (it retained control of a couple islands off the southern coast of
Newfoundland called St. Pierre and Miquelon).

•

Literally half the continent changed hands overnight thereby de-stabilizing the balance of power in the Great Lakes region,
i.e. Pontiac's Rebellion.

•

George II now had sixty-five thousand French-speaking Catholic subjects.

With the French threat gone the Thirteen Colonies became more outspoken with respect to asking for greater decision-making
power from Great Britain.
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2.4 MILITARY GOVERNMENT IN QUEBEC
Life During the Occupation
After Vaudreuil surrendered Montreal to the British in 1760, 65,000 French Catholics suddenly became subjects of the British
King. The French habitants could not have been more different than the English. According to James Murray, Quebec's military
governor in 1760, the French were a conquered yet dignified people—they were quiet, pliant, hard-working, and humble. By contrast Murray viewed English settlers recently arrived from the Thirteen Colonies with contempt. The Americans were hardworking but, as the governor saw it, they were also arrogant and over-bearing. They were especially outspoken when it came to
demanding privileges entitled to conquerors.
Although the French-Indian War was over in North America by 1760, the Seven Years' War continued in Europe and Asia for
another three years. Despite the fact that Britain wanted to assimilate the French as soon as possible this could not realistically be
accomplished during wartime. Therefore, Britain temporarily introduced military rule in Quebec until such time that a more permanent form of civilian government could be set up. In the military rule system, the English governor had virtually absolute
power in the colony. His will was law. The only political body capable of limiting his power was Westminster (English Parliament) back in London, England.
Murray likely wasn't appointed governor because of his military knowledge. Instead, it is more likely he was made governor because he spoke French fluently (useful for meaningful interaction with the seigneurs). He was a unique man among the British:
for most English people it was policy to hate the French. Murray respected them. He insisted that British soldiers treat the French
with great respect.
The main reason no attempt was made at establishing a more permanent form of government in Quebec between the years 1760-1763 was because there still existed an outside chance that the colony
might be returned to France at the conclusion of the Seven Years' War. Military governors did not
want to waste their time radically changing Quebec society if the colony was just going to revert to
France.

Daily Life
In the early 1760s, New France became officially referred to as Quebec. Though conquered the habitants were by and large
thankful for the peace that followed the British occupation. In particular, in 1763 the French were still dealing with the effects of
Wolfe's terror tactics of three years before, i.e. Starvation and disease confronted the people everyday.
In terms of religion, the Roman Catholic Church's influence was at an all-time low. Many priests died during the Siege of Quebec. Worse still the bishop of New France had been killed; and without a bishop no new priests could be ordained. Britain, despite its pragmatic toleration of Catholicism, refused to allow Pope Clement XIII to appoint a new bishop for the colony.
With the noted exception of Governor Murray, the British did not trust the Canadiens. The French habitants were believed to be
no different than the peasants of Ireland that gave England so much troubles. Consequently, the military government enacted a
series of restrictions aimed at controlling the French:
•

It was illegal for a Canadien to own a firearm.

•

The coureurs des bois were no longer allowed to trade furs with the First Nations.

•

French people could not be found out-of-doors past 9 pm.

Military rule had the desired effect, in that, life in the new English colony was orderly and peaceful. However, a more permanent
form of government was required to establish long-term security. The opportunity to set up such a government came once the
Seven Years' War ended with the signing of the Treaty of Paris (1763).
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A Question of Options
In 1763, Britain decreed that the Canadiens had a year to decide whether or not they wanted to become British subjects. If they
refused to take an oath of loyalty they would be expelled like the Acadians had been in 1755. In the end, Britain hoped the French
would just leave on their own. However, as it turned out only 2,000 habitants actually left the colony for France and/or Louisiana.
Since the majority of Canadiens did not emigrate as Westminster had hoped, a realistic and long-term policy with respect to the
treatment of the French had to be decided upon. The British had four possible options:
•

Deport the French to a different colony or back to France.

•

Don't make any changes and allow the French Canadiens to continue business as usual.

•

Aggressively assimilate the French by prohibiting their language, customs, laws and religion, and make them into British
subjects.

•

Reach a compromise with the French and allow them to keep some of their laws, ancient rights, etc.

The Royal Proclamation
In 1763, Westminster passed the Royal Proclamation. The
Proclamation established a more permanent form of government for Quebec by granting it a colonial elected assembly.
In theory, Britain hoped an assembly would attract democratic-minded settlers from the Thirteen Colonies to Quebec.
In practice, very few Americans made their way to the French
colony.
The Americans were particularly unhappy with the Proclamation because it effectively blocked them from settling west
of the Proclamation Line of 1763 (see map to the right). England had good reason to prevent the Americans from settling
the Ohio. Following France's defeat and their expulsion from
the Great Lakes region, France's former Native allies banded
together to resist the English, i.e. Pontiac's Rebellion broke
out in the Great Lakes area completely de-stabilizing the region. If the Americans were allowed to settle the Ohio, etc.
Britain would be confronted with the expensive and unattractive prospect of continual frontier warfare. Therefore, to appease the indigenous population Britain kept the Thirteen
Colonies out of the Ohio Valley but in so doing angered their American colonies.
In the end, Governor Murray did not enact all the provisions of the Proclamation. He avoided making changes that would destabilize Quebec. For example, the provision giving the French colony a representative assembly was never carried out. This is because, as previously mentioned, the expected wide-scale American immigration to Quebec never took place. Since the Canadiens
had no experience with representative or democratic institutions, Murray resolved to keep the military government in place. The
French did not oppose Murray’s continuation of a military-style government. On the contrary, the French were content keeping
the military government so long as their culture—language, religion and civil laws, etc.—were left alone. Ultimately, Murray
wanted to secure the loyalty of the French population and in this he was successful.
For the time being the British appeared to be following a policy of tolerance and compromise towards Quebec. Yet, appearances
can be deceiving. In reality, the British accommodated the French because they needed to guarantee stability in their new colony
while they addressed the growing problems with the Thirteen Colonies.
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A NEW GOVERNOR
In 1763, James Murray became Quebec's first peacetime governor. As governor, he appreciated Quebec would remain French in
character well into the foreseeable future. Therefore, he implemented only those provisions of the Royal Proclamation that did
not outright threaten to alienate the French and thereby destabilize Britain's newest colony: the Proclamation established the legal
groundwork for the creation of an elected assembly for Quebec. Murray, however, refused to implement this change to government. He knew it would be dominated by the English minority and the Canadiens wouldn't tolerate it. Instead, Murray's colonial
government was based on the idea of an appointed council.
The council was composed of influential, i.e. wealthy, etc. British and French citizens. Members of the council advised and
helped the governor make policy. The creation of an appointed council did not sit so well with the English. They were the conquerors after all and they were not well-disposed to the idea of sharing power with the conquered. Also, settlers from America
transplanted certain democratic tendencies that were completely contrary to the idea of an appointed council.
Although the Proclamation stated that British law would replace the existing French system, Murray allowed both French courts
and civil laws to remain in force. In short, the governor established a two-tiered system whereby the British system applied to the
English while the French system to the habitants. Further still, he guaranteed Catholics the right to be judges, lawyers, and jurors
(which was in clear violation of the Proclamation).
Moreover, the Proclamation legally replaced the French seigniorial land holding system with the British approach, e.g. Citizens
of Quebec could own their own land. Murray nonetheless did not abolish the seigniorial system (a fact the seigneurs appreciated
because they retained their ancient landowning privileges).
On a personal note, Governor Murray wasn't happy in Quebec. Actually, his wife wasn't happy and by extension he couldn't be.
She detested life in Canada and left the colony for England never to return. Likely Murray's greatest source of unhappiness was a
result of his conciliatory approach to the French. His policies made friends of the French but enemies of the English merchant
class of Montreal. As a consequence, he was recalled to England by Westminster to stand trial for his apparent failure to implement the Proclamation. He was eventually acquitted of all charges; nevertheless, he did not return to Quebec. (I wonder if he told
his wife that he was back in England?)

A NEW GOVERNOR
Guy Carleton took over for Murray in 1768. He was intimately familiar with Murray's problems with the merchants. Though
careful not to alienate the English minority, he adopted a similar policy of conciliation towards the French.
One of Carleton's first acts as governor was to dismiss members of the appointed council that were a little too friendly with the
French. The British merchants of Montreal rejoiced. Finally, here was a governor that understood them and what it was to be
British.
Guy Carleton: (1722-1808) an Irish born soldier who served twice as governor of
Quebec. He was General Wolfe's aide-de-camp during the siege of Louisbourg.
During the American Revolution he commanded British troops based out of British
North America. After the revolution he recommended that all the British colonies,
i.e. Nova Scotia, Quebec, Prince Edward Island, etc. be jointly governed under an
overall 'Governor General.' This recommendation was not adopted until several
decades later following three failed rebellions in Quebec and Ontario in the 1830s.
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Despite Carleton's apparent love for all things British, he fast became an admirer of the habitants and their simple way of life.
This admiration led him to support and protect French rights (and rites) from the interference of the vocal English minority, I.e.
The English were still calling for an elected assembly but Carleton refused. Even though Westminster decreed such an assembly
be created back in 1763, Carleton like Murray before him refused reasoning: "Barring a catastrophe too shocking to think of, this
country must to the end of time be peopled by the Canadien race, who already have taken such a firm root that any new stock
transplanted will be totally hid amongst them." In short, any government in Quebec would have to include (not exclude) the
French.

“Barring a catastrophe too shocking to think of, this country must to the end of time
be peopled by the Canadien race, who already have taken such a firm root that any
new stock transplanted will be totally hid amongst them.”
Governor Guy Carleton
The English of Quebec insisted they were being denied their rights as good subjects of the king. Carleton didn't buy it: he knew
the English only wanted to create an assembly so they could use it as an instrument of self-interest and control.
Governors Murray and Carleton did much to preserve the French identity in Quebec. The habitants for their part were under no
illusions. They knew full well that if a less conciliatory governor were appointed the Canadien majority would be at the mercy of
the English minority. Fortunately, for the French trouble was a brewing in the Thirteen Colonies; and this trouble paid huge political dividends for the French: England needed to ensure French loyalty (or at the very least neutrality) if a war with America
broke out; therefore, Westminster passed the Quebec Act (1774) guaranteeing the unique Canadien identity within the British
Empire.
The Quebec Act (1774)
The Quebec Act was enacted at a time when the Thirteen Colonies were asking for fairer treatment from Britain. Some Americans went further and demanded outright independence. The British feared that this "independence fever" might spread to Quebec. To prevent this from occurring, Westminster pursued a policy of gaining support of French Canada in the approaching conflict.
The Quebec Act (1774) essentially continued where Murray and Carleton left off. Below are the most important provisions of the
act taken directly from Douglas Baldwin's book Revolution, War, and the Loyalists, Page 24:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Quebec would receive no representative assembly; that is, government would not be elected. Instead, the colony would be
controlled by an appointed governor who himself would appoint wealthy French and English citizens to a council of advisors. They would make laws for the colony.
British criminal law, with trial by jury, would replace French criminal law. French law would be applied to all civil matters,
such as business and property disputes.
The seigniorial system of land holding would be preserved. Seigneurs would continue to collect their rents. However, people
could own private property, as in the British system, if they chose.
Freedom of religious practice would be granted to both the Roman Catholics and Protestants. Catholics could be judges, lawyers, and jurors. The Roman Catholic church could collect tithes from its members.
Quebec's boundaries were enlarged to include the Ohio Valley region.
No white people would be allowed to settle in the lands designated for Aboriginal peoples.
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Section 3 Overview
1760 to 1810 AD
This section covers events in North America immediately following England's victory
over France during the Seven Years' War. In particular, this unit pays close attention
to how political developments in the Thirteen Colonies affected the development of
Quebec (Canada).
In the 1760s, the American colonies pressured England for more freedom and decision-making power. The English refused to meet these demands; and to teach the
outspoken Americans a lesson (and pay for the costly Colonial Wars), George III
passed a number of taxes affecting the colonies. The colonists responded angrily to
the taxes and called them "intolerable." From the years 1765 to 1774 AD, England
and America prepared for war. The English passed the Quebec Act in 1774 to guarantee French loyalty in the approaching conflict. The Americans responded by sending a
letter entreating the French to make common cause with them against the British.
The war that followed has been called the American Revolutionary War. This conflict is
important because of the influx of American immigrants (called "Loyalists") to Canada
which resulted in the creation of new northern colonies.
A weak alliance of French, English, and Mohawk, successfully defended Canada from
the invading armies of the Americans. Once the war was over, a new balance of power
was established in North America. To bring stability to the colonies, King George III
passed the Constitution Act (1791) that created two more new colonies and introduced a reformed colonial governing system.
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3.0 CANADA & THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION 13
COMPETING IDEAS
The American Revolution was the final colonial war fought during the 18th Century. But, unlike the previous wars, the revolution was not a struggle for control over the fur trade. Instead, the American Revolution was a war between rival world views.
The chart below describes the two competing world views—British (aristocratic) and American (democratic):

Great Britain
(Old School)
CONSERVATIVES

Thirteen Colonies
(New School)
LIBERALS

The British believed tradition (status-quo) promoted a sense of
continuity.

Americans generally believed progress could only be achieved
through change.

Members of upper class have privileges not enjoyed by all, I.e.
Rich ugly noble dudes do pretty much what they want when
they want.

Equality for all, I.e. All people treated equally regardless of
birth or inherent ugliness.

Authority exists in the king and the aristocracy (because "that's
how we've always done it in the past").

Authority exists in the people (because "there are more attractive poor people than there are ugly rich people").

The government is not accountable to the common people
(king cannot be removed from office for doing a bad job or
being corrupt...well, I guess you can chop his head off).

Politicians are elected and directly accountable to the common
people; that is, if a politician seeks re-election he/she must do a
good job.

Institutions like government, etc. are established the way they
are by God; therefore, you should not change or challenge
them.

Institutions like government, etc. are established by and for
men; therefore, change should be seen as a path to improvement.

Mayonnaise is placed on the sandwiches of everyone because it The responsibility of placing mayonnaise on sandwiches, etc. is
is an absolute good.
left to the individual.
An Analogy
If you're still not quite sure what the Americans and British were disagreeing about, here's an analogy (a comparison) that should
be of some help. Okay. A mother (let's call her England) wants to prevent her son (Thirteen Colonies) from going out with a girl
who wears a dog collar, dresses all in black, and listens to Nine Inch Nails. Anyways, mom is still living in the past and hasn't
realized (yet) that her son has grown up and has changed. Basically, the son still loves mom but he wants her to quit smothering
him. Too stubborn to give up her authority, mom throws a fit and yells, "You can't go out. Go to your room until you're 30!"
The son responds, "Psssha. Look mom, I love you but—whateverrr." Then he goes out with his new girlfriend to mosh at the
Nine Inch Nail's concert. Then mom sits at home worrying about whether or not he's getting tattoos, body piercings—okay, okay
we've learned enough from the analogy.
In the end, the American Revolution was a conflict between two opposing philosophies (world-views—
a conflict between conservatives who preferred to keep things the same and liberals who preferred to
change with the times. The American Revolution was really a product of the Enlightenment (also
known as the "Age of Reason"). Two of my favorite quotes from this period come from Voltaire, an
irreverent and extraordinary French writer, i.e. "I hate your opinions but I would die for you to have
the right to express them" and "I prefer the uncertainty of a social experiment to the certainty of tradition."
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A COMPARISON OF BRITAIN & THE THIRTEEN COLONIES
Between 1760 to 1774 AD, two related developments took place disrupting the relationship between Britain and the Thirteen
Colonies:
1.
2.

America no longer needed the protection of England against the French
Britain failed to appreciate the unique needs of the Thirteen Colonies

For decades Americans had discussed the idea of independence; however, it had always been just that—talk. The French and
Indian threat before 1760 made a close relationship with England necessary. But with the English victory in the French-Indian
War and the removal of this threat, the Thirteen Colonies felt secure enough (militarily) to trying going it alone. Economically
speaking, the Colonies were still heavily dependent upon Britain for their well-being.
Therefore, the Thirteen Colonies became determined to ask their king for more rights. In other words, America asked King
George III for greater autonomy. The British, however, did not fully understand the American request.

King George III: (1738-1820 AD) was known as the King of Great Britain and
Ireland. He later became known as the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland in 1801 once these two countries were formally unified. He was a
member of the House of Hanover (a German royal family); however, he was born
in Britain and spoke English as his first language. His long reign was marked by
a series of wars involving Britain and most of Europe.

The British were essentially an urban society steeped in kingly traditions. They had centuries old universities, their oldest city
was nearly a thousand years old. Theirs' was a world where the greatest scientific, political, and economic minds met. In short,
they thought very highly of themselves (so much so their foreign policy objective was "to make the world England").
Certainly there were large cities in the Thirteen Colonies, I.e. Philadelphia, Boston, New York, etc. Yet, the Americans basically
possessed a frontier mentality. They were extremely practical people who appreciated action more than words. They were a people who had hacked out an existence out of the wilderness.
The British believed everything should be sacrificed for "King and country!" The Americans were far more individualistic. They
were a people that prided themselves on self-reliance and greatly valued personal freedom. The English and the Americans could
not have been more different. In reality, the English viewed the American desire for more power as a form of disloyalty.
Although England was a democratic state, it was not really democratic as you and I understand the word. The English had a
firmly entrenched class system. In this system, the rich enjoyed privileges not enjoyed by all; and not everyone could vote in
elections. At best, you could call England a benevolent oligarchy: the elite (rich) made decisions that they felt would benefit all
of society (but all of society was never consulted in the decision-making process).
In comparison, the Americans were far more democratic than the English. They believed (at least in principle) that every man
was born free and equal. Therefore, every man had the right to participate in elections, own property, live where he wanted, run
for political office, etc. However, the Thirteen Colonies were by no means perfect: they still practiced slavery; women could not
vote or own property; and only white men could vote in elections.
To the English the word "democracy" was synonymous with the word "mobocracy." The English elite did not feel that poor people were educated, informed, or smart enough, to take part in elections. The elite hated everything about sharing power with the
masses of poor people.
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What the Thirteen Colonies needed more than anything was political reform. The British refused to reform anything. If anything,
the British increased their own personal control over the affairs of America. This increase of control eventually led to the outbreak of the American Revolutionary War (1776-1783 AD).
“No Taxation Without Representation!”
In the early 1760s, most Americans did not want independence. In reality, they simply wanted a little more control over their own
local affairs. But the English had other things in mind. The Colonial Wars against France were expensive. England had to cover
the cost of fighting these wars somehow. Consequently, the English Parliament passed several laws to tax their loyal American
subjects and pay for the Colonial Wars.
To the Englishman the paying of taxes was a way of showing loyalty to the king. To the American the paying of taxes was symptomatic of a loss of power. Since the French threat no longer existed, the Americans agreed to pay taxes but with a condition: if
we pay taxes then we expect to have some say as to how this money is spent.
The rallying cry of many an American in the 1760s was "no taxation without representation!" The Americans insisted that if they
paid taxes then they should have representation within the English Parliament. The English regarded the American request for
representation as ridiculous and ignored it.

THE ROAD TO WAR
By 1774, America was on the verge of war with England. The revolution was really a civil war more than anything, e.g.
Neighbor turned against neighbor, friend against friend, brother against brother. Families were literally torn apart as fathers loyal
to King George III saw their sons go off to join the American Continental Army. There was no room to be neutral. If you were
undecided, you were considered an enemy by both sides.
Eventually angry talk turned into angry action. As tempers flared in the Thirteen Colonies the rule of law broke down. In the ensuing chaos, armed mobs scoured the countryside in search of Loyalists (people loyal to Britain) to beat and lynch. If you were
lucky, the mob only burned your home down, imprisoned you and/or sent your family into exile (or worse, forced you to live in
New Jersey).
The revolution involved more than just the unlucky Thirteen Colonies. The conflict was global because it involved France, Quebec, and naval battles took place all over the North Atlantic.
Quebec was attacked because of its strategic importance to the Americans. Some American strategists believed that whomsoever
controlled Quebec at the end of the war would probably win the war itself. The question in 1775, though, was whether or not the
Canadiens would be an ally of, or enemy to, the American cause.1
Causes of the American Revolution
We've identified two of the primary causes of the revolution so far. They're easy to remember because they are opposites of one
another. You just need to remember one to remember the other.
America wanted more decision-making power or autonomy.

Britain refused to grant the Thirteen Colonies more decisionmaking power in order to preserve their hegemony.

In addition to the philosophical causes of the revolution mentioned above, there were two or three events that influenced the
American decision to ultimately rebel against Great Britain. For instance:
Taxes called the "Intolerable Acts" were passed by England.
Americans found these taxes to be burdensome and humiliating.

British troops fired on American protestors in Boston, Massachusetts, I.e. The Boston Massacre and Boston Tea Party.
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THE INTOLERABLE ACTS
The first tax imposed on the Thirteen Colonies was the infamous Sugar Act of 1764. To appreciate how disliked this tax was you
need only imagine getting in between the Notorious B. I. G. and his Slurpee machine. It wouldn't be easy or pretty. This act also
taxed other items like coffee, alcohol, and clothing; it was after the Sugar Act that Americans started to chant the slogan "no taxation without representation!"
Quite pleased with themselves, the British passed a second act in 1765 called the Stamp Act. This piece of legislation placed a tax
on newspapers, pamphlets, bills, legal documents, licenses, dice and playing cards. And later that same year, London passed the
Quartering Act (1765). According to the terms of this act, Americans were required to shelter and feed English soldiers at their
own expense. This act enabled England to have a permanent military presence in the major cities of the colonies and pass on the
cost of maintaining that force to the colonists themselves. For some reason Americans felt this act violated their right to privacy.
Go figure.
The Boston Massacre
As a result of the Quartering Act, there was a permanent presence of English troops in all of the most important American cities.
In Boston, politicians quickly organized protests against the English presence.
During one of these anti-English protests in 1770, an American mob taunted an English soldier standing guard at Boston's customs house. British soldiers came to the aid of the guard, a fist fight broke out, and shots were fired. Four of the protestors were
killed immediately and a fifth died a few days later. This event became known to Americans as the "Boston Massacre." The massacre helped convince many Americans that England had to be opposed.
Following the massacre, the English soldiers responsible for firing on the mob were arrested and tried in American courts. All of
the soldiers were eventually found to be not-guilty. The reason for this was an American from the mob (not an English officer)
had actually yelled the word, "Fire!" The solders were frightened and on edge from the crowd and therefore obeyed the "order."
Following the massacre, the English soldiers responsible for firing on the mob were arrested and tried
in an American court. Interestingly, all of the soldiers were eventually found to be not-guilty. This verdict was returned because it was discovered that an English officer had not in fact given the order to
fire on the crowd. Instead, an American within the mob had made his way behind the English and
yelled the word, "Fire!" The soldiers, spooked and frightened, obeyed the command and fired their
weapons. The American responsible for the massacre was deliberately trying to create an "incident"
so as to influence his countrymen into revolution.
In 1773, the British passed the Tea Act. This angered American businessmen because it gave English tea companies unfair advantages over American tea manufacturers:
Firstly, the East India Tea Company of England did not have to pay taxes on profits earned but Americans companies did.
Secondly, English companies had unrestricted access to any market within the British Empire. Americans, however, were not
allowed to sell their products anywhere except within their home colony (they could not even trade with other members of the
Thirteen Colonies). This obviously unfair situation contributed to the growing political instability of the colonies.
The Americans attempted to improve their situation by pressuring the governor of Massachusetts to prevent England from importing tea to the colony. The governor ignored the American demands and the East India Tea Company unloaded their tea at
Boston Harbor.
On December 16, 1773, the Americans organized a creative protest: 150 Americans dressed up as Mohawk warriors boarded the
ships of the East India Company dumping company's tea into the waters of Boston Harbor. By the time they finished, 342 boxes
of tea had been thrown overboard.
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The Quebec Act (1774)
As badly as the Sugar and Quartering acts were received, the greatest insult to America's honor came in the form of the Quebec
Act (1774). The most odious provision of the Quebec Act was its legal guarantee of the rights, culture, religion, and traditions of
the Canadiens. There was something inherently wrong about granting French Catholics equality with English Protestants. The
Thirteen Colonies were so offended by this equality of religion provision, etc. that they wrote a letter to King George III complaining about the French Catholic Satan worshipers (an act Canadiens took note of and that came back and bit the Americans in
the you-know-where when they later appealed to the French for assistance against Britain).
The equality provision granting the French religious freedom was extraordinarily radical. Even Catholics within Britain itself had
none of the legal guarantees the French of Quebec possessed.2 Extraordinary times, though, required extraordinary measures:
Westminster wanted to gain the active support of Canadiens (or at worst their neutrality) in the approaching conflict with the
Thirteen Colonies. And this they accomplished.
Adding insult to injury, the Quebec Act also expanded the boundaries of Quebec to include most of the Ohio Valley. This region
had long been coveted by the Americans. The Virginians, in particular, expected to eventually settle there once the French were
removed. The French were gone. Yet, Virginians were prevented from moving into the area.3
The Quebec Act also confirmed the sole right of the Native Americans to live in the disputed territory indicated by light green on
the map above. Land-hungry Americans were again hemmed in on all sides. Tension between the Thirteen Colonies and Great
Britain increased.

THE CONTINENTAL CONGRESS 4
In response to the Intolerable Acts, each of the Thirteen Colonies sent representatives to Philadelphia to participate in the First
Continental Congress of 1774.
The First Congress was not established to pursue outright independence from Britain. On the contrary, the purpose of the gathering was to bring some much needed focus to an otherwise disorganized movement. Congress addressed some of the problems
associated with intercolonial rivalries, i.e. Connecticut versus New York, etc. and provided the Americans with an opportunity to
agree upon and pursue a collective course of action.
The majority of colonial representatives believed (justifiably) that Westminster, and not the king, was to blame for Britain's antiAmerican policies. Thus, Congress wrote a letter directly appealing to the king to pass much needed political and economic reforms. The letter fell on deaf ears. George III, pressured by Westminster and his own sense of honor, refused to pursue any of the
proposed reforms. In fact, the letter of appeal encouraged the British to send more troops to the colonies.
In April of 1775, the first clash between Colonial and regular British troops took place at Lexington (not too far from Boston).
The Second Congress met a month later and its mood was much more pessimistic than the First. British aggression seemed to
prove once and for all that a diplomatic (peaceful) solution with Britain could not be found. A decision, therefore, was made to
establish an American Continental Army under the command of General George Washington.
Washington was not chosen to lead necessarily because of his ability as a military strategist (though he had plenty of experience
with war). Instead, he was chosen because of his reputation. Washington was respected throughout the colonies north and south
by both poor and rich alike. Congress believed he could unify the otherwise motley crew of disaffected colonies into an effective
fighting force.
The Second Congress officially declared America's independence in 1776. Although the war technically started with the clash at
Lexington and the American siege of British troops at Boston, etc. the publishing of the Declaration of Independence is considered by most historians as the official start of the revolutionary war.5
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Open Letter to Quebec
During the time of the First Continental Congress (1774), both American politicians and newspapers alike complained bitterly
about the Quebec Act. In 1775, however, the official American position with respect to Canada had changed: a friendly Quebec
was recognized as strategically important to the success of their cause.
America's Congress, confident that the Canadiens wanted the British out of North America as bad as they did, sent the French a
letter entitled an Appeal to the Inhabitants of Quebec. In this appeal, America urged Canada to make common cause with them
against the "English tyrant."
The letter insisted that the French were deluded if they thought they were free. The Quebec Act, it was implied, was an empty and
opportunistic gesture, a promise that would be broken once circumstances changed and favored Britain. The Americans, on the
other hand, could guarantee that the rights and liberties of the French would be preserved in a union of all the North American
colonies—from "Georgia to Nova Scotia."
If the French chose to support the wrong side (Britain) in the conflict, the Americans threatened Quebec would be destroyed. The
author of the letter, Henry Middleton, warned the French that you "are a small people, compared to those who with open arms
invite you into fellowship. A moment's reflection should convince you which will be most for your interest and happiness, to
have all the rest of North-America your unalterable friends, or your inveterate enemies."
Many French Canadiens empathized with the Thirteen Colonies situation; however, the previous letter sent to George III equating Catholicism as a form of Satanism convinced the French that the Americans were two-faced, i.e. Middleton aruged that
Catholics and Protestants co-existed peacefully in Switzerland. Perhaps this peaceful co-existence could be established in North
America? Or maybe pigs would someday fly? The Maple Leafs win the Stanley Cup? The Americans were selling but the French
were not buying.
If you want the French to ally with you in a war, I'd say insulting their religion by calling it "Satanic" is at best counterproductive. (More recent events, i.e. FIFA World Cup 2006 Championship, seems to bear this out; that is, it isn't too smart to say
anything negative about a French guy's religion or his mother and/or sister.)
The main problem with the American proposal was that they offered the French nothing new to consider. The French already
enjoyed freedom under the Quebec Act. Arguably, an alliance with America may have eventually led to a limited form of selfrule for Quebec (the key word here is limited though). The Canadiens viewed the Americans rightly with suspicion. They did not
place too much stock in their promises of tolerance and religious freedom.
For the Americans had always been anti-French (and the French knew it). If the Americans believed the French were anxious to
be free, they were right. But if the Americans felt that the Canadiens were anxious to become an uncertain minority within an
American empire, the Americans were sorely mistaken.6
The British must have been happy that the Canadiens did not side with the Americans; however, it is worth noting that the French
offered no significant military assistance to the English either. The British governor (Carleton) had naively believed that the
French would actively support the British because of the freedoms they received under the provisions of the Quebec Act. The
reality was that the majority of French were more concerned with their own daily lives to bother supporting either the Americans
or British.7
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Even before America declared her independence, plans had been made and preparations undertaken for the invasion of Quebec.
British authorities in Quebec ordered the French militia to assemble and defend the homeland. Surprisingly very few Canadiens
actually responded to the order. The situation became so desperate that Carleton was forced to declare martial law. One British
commander actually threatened to blow up Montreal himself if no one volunteered for the militia. The seigneurs (French landowners) tried to convince their tenant farmers to take up arms against the invading Americans. But it was no use. The farmers
treated the landowners like Frankenstein and turned them away with pitch forks (not even kidding).8
The greatest ally of the British at this time was the Catholic Church. Both governors Carleton and Murray had worked to support
the ancient privileges enjoyed by the Church in Quebec. In response, the Church did what it could to convince Catholics not to
side with the Americans. The bishop of Quebec actually threatened Canadiens with damnation if they supported the Americans.
Instead of frightening the French into obedience, all the Church accomplished was undermining its own authority. The bishop of
Quebec lost his credibility by siding so obviously with Governor Carleton. The best the British could hope for from the Canadiens was a militant neutrality.9

3.1 THE INVASION OF CANADA
Initially, the Thirteen Colonies wanted the Canadiens as their allies. But after their clumsy attempt at diplomacy had failed, the
Thirteen Colonies decided to attempt an invasion of Canada. General Washington appointed two men—General Richard Montgomery and Colonel Benedict Arnold—to organize and launch the proposed attack.10
General Richard Montgomery: (1738-1775 AD) was an Irish born soldier who served in the British
Army. He eventually reached the rank of brigadier-general in the Continental Army during the American Revolution. He was the ranking officer during the 1775 invasion of Canada.
Colonel Benedict Arnold: (1741-1801 AD) was an American colonel who served during the American Revolution. He was originally seen as a great patriot; however, he ended up changing sides and
joining the British for two reasons: firstly, he was heavily in debt and required more money; and secondly, he felt that he had been unjustifiably passed over for promotion in the Continental Army.
Therefore, he attempted to surrender his command (West Point) to the British. He failed in this but
served thereafter with British forces as a Loyalist. He died in relative obscurity, a man without a
country.

The invasion of Canada had three primary objectives (and one imaginary):
Political
Objective

America wanted to liberate the French from British rule.

Military
Objective

They wanted to prevent Britain from using Canada as a base to strike against the Thirteen Colonies.

Economic
Objective

They wanted to absorb Quebec and make it part of the United States.

Humanitarian
Objective

They wanted to put an end to all those horrendous talk shows that appear on the French CBC.

The American Plan
1). Two American armies would march overland through uncharted wilderness to strike at the Canadiens homeland. Brilliant!
2). These armies would attack Canada simultaneously from two directions—Montgomery from the south and Arnold from the
east. Another stroke of brilliance!
3). Canadiens would accept the fact they all secretly desire to be Americans. Hmmm...
Ultimately, for the plan to succeed the American army had to defeat the English before the arrival of winter. As always, time and
the weather was on the side of Canada.11
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Before Montreal could be taken, the British fort at St. Jean had to be captured. Although Montgomery commanded a larger army
than the British defenders, his men in comparison lacked training and were poorly disciplined. In fact, he had to discharge hundreds of troops before the battle for St. Jean even took place. His men were simply unfit to fight.
Fort St. Jean itself was defended by 600 well-trained English regular soldiers. The Americans knew they could not take the fort
simply by storming it. Instead, they decided to cut the fort's supply lines and starve the defenders into submission.
The Americans pounded the British with artillery and destroyed virtually every building in the fort. By the first week of November, the siege of the St. Jean entered its third week. Montgomery's strategy took a long time but eventually met with success. The
British commander of the fort, Major Charles Preston, approached the Americans to discuss terms for surrender.
Though successful the siege at St. Jean ultimately took too long. The Americans lost precious time and were behind schedule. In
particular, General Montgomery's army would not be able to join with Colonel Arnold's forces at Quebec City until the early
winter months. This was every invading commander's worst nightmare—attacking Quebec in the dead of winter without proper
equipment, hope of reinforcement or of re-supply. After capturing St. Jean, Montgomery moved on to the more important objective of Montreal. Governor Carleton requested that the people of Montreal evacuate north to Quebec City. Few people obeyed
this order. Carleton barely escaped capture as he was still in the city at the time the Americans arrived. He escaped only by disguising himself as a peasant and walking between American sentries posted at the Recollet Gate. From there he headed north to
prepare the defenses of Quebec.
For their part the majority of Montrealers welcomed the Americans as liberators. One of the leading citizens of Montreal wrote a
letter of welcome to the invaders which read: "Our chains are broken...blissful liberty restores us to ourselves...We accept union
as we accepted it in our hearts from the moment we learned of the address of the 26th October, 1774 [the Appeal to the Inhabitants of Quebec mentioned previously].12
Arnold Lays Siege to Quebec City 13
On December 3, 1775, the two American armies—Arnold's from the east and Montgomery's from the south—converged on Quebec City. The city's greatest asset—its fabled walls—were crumbling and in disrepair; and making matters worse for the British
the Canadiens demonstrated at Montreal that they could not be counted on for support. Consequently, Carleton didn't hold much
hope for a successful defense of the city.
"Could the people in the town by depended upon?" Carleton wrote, "I should flatter myself, we might hold out...But, we have as
many enemies within [the City], and a foolish people, dupes to those traitors [the Americans], with the natural fears of men unused to war, I think our fate extremely doubtful, to say nothing worse."14
Though neither the walls nor the Canadiens could depended upon,
Carleton was much encouraged when he saw the terrible state that
Arnold and Montgomery's armies were in. Specifically, Colonel Arnold's army had had quite a difficult time of it. Arnold left Maine for
Quebec in September with a force of 1,100 men. By December his
army was reduced nearly by half. Many soldiers had either deserted
or died along the brutal 600 mile overland march. In other words,
their "surprise" attack on Quebec turned out to be surprisingly difficult. The Americans were so starving by the end of their journey that
they were eating shoe leather, musket ball cartridge boxes, and their
mascot (a pet Newfoundland dog) to stay alive. And all this took
place before even a single shot had been fired upon Quebec.15
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The Americans were so starving by the end of their journey that they were eating shoe leather, musket ball cartridge boxes, and
their mascot (a pet Newfoundland dog) to stay alive. And all this took place before even a single shot had been fired upon Quebec.15
Meanwhile, French merchants were profiting by selling supplies to both the Americans and English. The Americans couldn't
understand why the French would not join them when it appeared as though the invading army would win the conflict. The English (and Carleton in particular) felt betrayed. He had spent fifteen years working to improve French-English relations; moreover,
he directly influenced colonial policy to secure rights for the French through the Quebec Act (1774).
In Montreal, American soldiers were ordered to be as friendly as possible to the French inhabitants, I.e. Paying for all their supplies in gold, observing local customs, respecting French civil laws, etc. If the French were treated well perhaps they would join
the American cause? Unlikely. However, as the war entered its seventh week, the Americans ran out of gold to pay for supplies.
They attempted to pay for equipment from French merchants by using American paper money. The merchants refused to accept
the currency because it was completely worthless in Quebec. The Americans grew desperate for supplies so they took what they
needed. Consequently, relations between the French and the foreign invaders deteriorated rapidly.16
On the 8th of November, Arnold and his pathetic army arrived at Quebec on the eastern shore of the St. Lawrence River. Arnold's
first act was to write a letter (stop with the letters already (o.O)) to the defenders of Quebec demanding they surrender; it took
him six days to even deliver the letter because the English repeatedly turned away the American couriers by gun fire. Once the
letter actually reached Carleton, the British did not even bother drafting a response. Before he could begin the siege of Quebec
City, Colonel Arnold had to wait for reinforcements from Montreal. Montgomery's delay at St. Jean cost the Americans precious
irretrievable time.17
In early December, Montgomery arrived with a tiny army of 300 men. The Americans sent another letter (oh, oh, another letter)
to Carleton (this time Montgomery wrote it) and the British burned it unopened. The Americans responded to this by bombarding
the walls of Quebec with their cannon. However, the American bombardment proved useless as the British defender's had more
guns that were larger and shot further. Thus, the American artillery withdrew to a safe distance from the city; but the indomitable
Montgomery would not give up so easily. He courageously ordered some of his men to attach letters to arrows and then had these
messages sent over the walls.
Winter Grows Colder
By mid December the snows and winds of winter arrived making the American situation worse. They lacked adequate supplies, there was an outbreak of
disease, and many soldiers' tour of duty was about to run out. Montgomery
and Arnold had to try something drastic if they were to bring the invasion to
a successful resolution.
Therefore, the desperate American commanders organized a direct assault on
a weak point of Quebec City's walls. For their plan to work they would have
to attack during a snow storm. The logic of the attack was solid: hit a weak
point, get inside the city, and do it during a storm to avoid detection and too
spread mass confusion.
My problem with this strategy is that the Americans thought it would be to
their advantage to attack Canadians during a snow storm. What were they
thinking? That's like believing you somehow have an advantage over a great white shark in a fist fight simply because you have
some brass knuckles. As it turned out, Carleton learned of the attack from an American deserter before it even happened. So
when the attack came the English were ready.18
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Suicidal Winter Night Attack
On December 30th, the blizzard General Montgomery was waiting for
finally arrived. Believing himself to be sneaky, Montgomery led his
men through the swirling snow towards Quebec. In the distance, he
could see the outline of a medium sized house. He led his men towards the house not knowing that a bunch of drunken Canadiens were
expecting them. From under the cover of the swirling snowy darkness
the Canadiens fired their weapons at the unsuspecting Americans.
Montgomery died instantly as a musket ball tore through his head. The
men who survived this first volley ran away.
As Montgomery was "attacking" (more like dying) from the southwest, Arnold led a simultaneous attack on the north wall of the fortress. His men pinned the message "Liberty or Death!" to their hats.
They should've just pinned, "Death!" Perhaps they should've spent less time pinning messages to themselves and writing letters
and more time thinking about how dumb it was to attack a fortified position during a snow storm...? As Arnold's men approached
the city walls, a small number of British regular troops fired down upon the Americans from the wall's ramparts.19
Pressed from above the Americans stormed forward but were stopped by a street barricade. The Americans quickly overcame the
defenders of this obstacle. They cheered at their success; and thinking he had the better of his enemy, Arnold gave the order for
all his remaining forces to pour into the opening. However, there was a problem: the Americans had walked into a trap, i.e. A
second and considerably stronger barricade confronted them just down the street. During the confusion, the Americans were plastered with musket fire. Arnold himself was shot in the leg and carried from the field.
As Arnold's wounds were being looked after, his men were torn to shreds as they were now being hit from three sides and from
above. I believe the philosopher Bart Simpson expressed it best when he said, "Easier than shooting turkeys in a barrel." Nearly
four hundred Americans surrendered and the rest of Arnold's thousand-man army was either dead or had fled the scene. Montgomery's frozen, contorted hand was found the next morning protruding from the snow.20
Following the American defeat at Quebec City, Benedict Arnold wrote to his wife, "My wound has been exceedingly painful,
[but] I have no thoughts of leaving this proud town until [I write a few more letters to the English defenders of Quebec City. For
when I was a school boy my teacher said that the 'pen is mightier than the sword.' Naively, I took him literally and this was
Montgomery's undoing, as well.].”*21
The attack on Quebec failed miserably. Arnold and what remained of his "army" waited for reinforcements that never came. The
Americans eventually fled the area when British reinforcements arrived following the spring thaw. The much vaunted invasion of
Canada was over and Carleton earned a knighthood for his part in the defense of Quebec.
On July 2nd, 1776, the American invasion army completely withdrew from Canada. And on July 4th of that same year, the Continental Congress issued its Declaration of Independence from England.22
*I took some creative license by adding the comments found within the square brackets of the quote.
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3.2 THE LOYALISTS
The Thirteen Colonies' power struggle with Britain created division among the colonists. By 1775 most Americans had given up
on the possibility of any compromise being reached with England. The only option was independence; however, a sizable minority of American colonists still wanted to remain loyal to Great Britain. Those loyal to King George III came to be known as
"Loyalists." Loyalists, not surprisingly, were persecuted for their beliefs by "Republicans." Republicans were those Americans
wanting independence. Republicans refused to tolerate the Loyalists. Too much was riding on the revolution to do otherwise. If
the revolution failed, the Republicans were sure to be persecuted themselves. Moreover, England held all of the cards in the approaching conflict—England had a stronger economy and industrial base; it
had a larger population to draw from and a more experienced army; and,
perhaps most important of all, they possessed the world's strongest navy
capable of striking the coast of any one of the Thirteen Colonies unopposed
at any time. Yet, for all their short-comings, the Thirteen Colonies had the
home court advantage; but to make proper use of this small advantage Loyalists could not, would not, be tolerated.
Thus, Loyalists were subjected to all sorts of violent and degrading treatments. One of the more inhumane methods of persecution was called "tar
and feathering." For example, a mob of Republicans would catch someone
suspected of being loyal to King George III, strip them naked, apply hot tar
to their skin, and then mash feathers into the black hot sticky substance.
Once the tar cooled, the person would be left scarred and feathers would
remain embedded in the victim's skin essentially for the remainder of their
life.
(The man depicted in the picture below was tarred and feathered for refusing to support a war drive bond for America during
World War I.)
In addition to being turned into human chickens, United Empire Loyalists could also expect to
receive beatings or to be lynched upon "Liberty Trees." With mobs running about the countryside looking for Loyalists to punish, the rule of law completely broke down. In the wake of the
violence, 100,000 Loyalists left the Thirteen Colonies for the relative safety of England, Quebec, or Nova Scotia. This was the largest mass migration of people in the history of North
America (ten times greater than the Acadian Expulsion of 1755).
Loyalists eventually exacted revenge through the actions of paramilitary units like "Butler's
Rangers." John Butler was a wealthy landowner before the revolution. He did not share the republicanism of his more independence-minded countrymen. Therefore, during the revolution he
formed a guerilla force to disrupt the Continental (American) Army's supply lines, demoralize
settlers, and attack Republican paramilitary groups not unlike his own.23
The Revolution & the Iroquois Confederation
Thayendanegea (Joseph Brant) was a chief among the Mohawk people. Brant felt equally at home among both the English and
the Mohawk. Thayendanegea was not a fan of either the British or the Americans. Yet, if a side had to be taken in the approaching conflict (and it did), he believed the British the lesser of two evils. For if the English won the war, they could be counted
upon to keep their word and prevent American encroachment upon Mohawk lands. If the Americans were victorious, Brant believed his beloved ancestral homelands would be in jeopardy.
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In addition to providing Butler's Rangers with much needed aid, Thayendanegea also offered his services to Quebec's Governor
Carleton. Carleton, not unlike Montcalm 20 years before, disliked the terror tactics so characteristic of the First Nations of North
America. Thus, he politely declined Brant's offer of assistance. Brant, however, was not to be discouraged. Instead, filled with a
sense of mission he sailed to Great Britain to speak directly to King George III.
Joseph Brant: (1743-1807 AD) was a Mohawk chief and officer in the British army.
Brant participated in many of the raids on American settlements that took place during the American Revolution. He was respected by both allies and enemies alike for
his intelligence, tactics, and leadership skills. Americans tend to remember him for
the atrocities that he committed against them; whereas Canadians typically consider
him to be a patriot who was simply trying to defend his lands from American encroachment.
I read about Brant's various experiences while in Britain in the book Canada: A People's History (Vol. I). Brant struck me as an
honest man who appreciated this quality in others. He spoke openly and candidly, valued wisdom, and had a genuine zest for life
and a sense of mission. He also had a decent sense of humor. For example, he is reputed to have made the following observation
after watching a performance of Shakespeare's Romeo & Juliet: "If my people were to make love in that way our race would be
extinct in two generations."
George III favored an alliance with the Mohawk. For what could it hurt? Besides the reputation of the Mohawk warriors for fearlessness was well known even in the courts of Europe; moreover, their inclusion in an anti-American coalition provided certain
strategic benefits: with the support of the Iroquois the British could strike anywhere along the shared British-American frontier.
The Five Nations became the "Six Nations" following the adoption of the Tuscarora in 1728. The addition of the Tuscarora boosted the Confederacy's population and military power; it also had the unintended effect of weakening the famed unity of the organization by the inclusion of an outsider (albeit
an "Iroquoian" outsider). Further still, thousands of non-Iroquoian peoples, i.e. Tutelo, Saponi, Nanticoke, etc. had been forcibly adopted by the Iroquois over the previous eight decades. This further
weakened the strength, cohesiveness and unity of Iroquoian society. What Dekanawidah had helped
established centuries ago warfare with the French, disease, and circumstance tore asunder.

Iroquois Unity Shattered
Brant returned to North America to speak with the sachems of the Six Nations about making common cause with Britain. Despite
a passionate plea for unity, he only convinced four out of the six—Mohawk, Onondaga, Cayuga, and Seneca—to make war
against the Americans. The remaining two nations—Oneida and Tuscarora—remained neutral. The once proud and united confederacy was now officially broken.
In 1777, Brant led an attack against the Americans at a place called Oriskany. The Battle of Oriskany was particularly brutal, in
that, while only a handful of Iroquois died hundreds of Americans were slaughtered without mercy. General George Washington,
Commander of the Continental Army, viewed events at Oriskany and the Iroquoian-British alliance with disfavor. In retaliation,
Washington ordered that a direct attack upon Iroquois be undertaken.
The Continental Army invaded Iroquoia laying waste to towns, village, crops, people, and livestock. Once the genocide was over,
Washington boasted that every single crop and house of the Six Nations had been burned to the ground. The Oneida and Tuscarora were not rewarded for their neutrality—their farms and people were destroyed, as well.
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THE REVOLUTION: 1778-1781 AD
In 1778, a British army under the command by Lord Cornwallis landed on the coast of South Carolina. The Battle of Savanah
followed shortly thereafter ending with an English victory. During the battle Cornwallis captured South Carolina's capital city of
Charleston. He expected to be greeted as a liberator there by the large number of Loyalists suspected of being in the region; however, the Loyalists were nowhere to be found. They had already left the Thirteen Colonies for the safety of either Quebec or Nova
Scotia. Hence, Cornwallis could not count upon them for either moral or material support. Instead, he found himself surrounded
by an angry and unfriendly population.
In 1780, the Americans led by General Horatio Gates attacked Cornwallis' army at South Carolina. During the Battle of Camden
that followed the British decisively defeated the Continental Army. Because of this defeat at Camden General Gate lost his command. He was replaced by General Nathanael Greene. Greene believed rightly that the British had a decisive advantage over the
Americans when it came to conventional fighting tactics, i.e. Thin Red Line, etc. Instead, Greene chose to play to the strength of
the North American soldier thereby using a more "North American" style of fighting, e.g. Hit and run approach.
Greene's use of hit and run tactics both bled the English occupying force slowly and prevented the British from inflicting any
significant damage upon the Americans. Cornwallis could do nothing to stop the ambushes or the disruptions to his supply lines.
Moreover, not unlike James Wolfe three decades before who complained bitterly of Montcalm's unwillingness to leave the safety
of Quebec's walls, Cornwallis was upset that the Americans would not meet him on an open field of battle. In
fact, he believed they were being dishonorable by not doing so. Cornwallis therefore decided to retreat to north to
Yorktown, Virginia.
With the Continental Army in front of him and the Atlantic behind, Cornwallis and his army were effectively
trapped. Their only hope was to be rescued by sea. Cornwallis anxiously watched the horizon for signs of the
Royal Navy. In October of 1781, ship masts appeared on
the horizon. Unfortunately for the British the ships turned
out to belong to France (ally of the United States since
1778). The French Navy supported the Americans by
bombarding the British troops. With no hope of victory or
rescue, the British commander surrendered to the armies
of General George Washington.
Although a state of war continued to exist between the United States and Great Britain for two more years, the Revolution War
had been decided: America had won her independence.
The Treaty of Paris (1783)
In 1783, with the signing of the Treaty of Paris (1783), the Revolutionary War was officially brought to a close. Despite the
treaty Britain refused to acknowledge America's independence. For his part King George III wanted to continue the war. The
only thing stopping him was the very principle that had provoked the revolution in the first place—democratic accountability.
Westminster, England's Parliament, used its constitutional power to block the King from pursuing an unwinnable war just to bandage his wounded sense of pride. Thayendanegea felt betrayed by Britain because the Treaty of Paris made absolutely no mention of the Six Nations. Insofar as the balance of power in North America was concerned, the Iroquois were no longer a significant political or military force. In recognition of their service to Britain, though, the Iroquois were given a large tract of land
north of Lake Erie where their descendants continue to dwell.
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John Butler and his followers established Butlersburg on the west bank of the Niagara River. This settlement became a haven for
United Empire Loyalists who continued to trickle out of the United States well into the 1790s. The name of the settlement was
later changed to Niagara and eventually became the capital city of Upper Canada (Ontario). Butler died in 1796. Joseph Brant
spoke the following words at Butler's funeral: "Our loss is the greater, as there are none remaining who understand our manners
and customs as well as he did."
Brant died at his home in 1807. His last words were, "Have pity on the poor Indians; if you can get any influence with the great,
endeavor to do them all the good you can."24

THE GREAT EXODUS
After Yorktown the British were left in control of only one significant stronghold, New York City. In New York Guy Carleton,
commander of British Forces, was confronted with two problems: firstly, the Continental Army was fast approaching; and secondly, he had to find some way to evacuate thousands of British troops and Loyalists before the Americans arrived. To buy time
the British fought a series of rear-guard actions to slow the Republican advance while the Royal Navy hurriedly evacuated New
York.25
Slavery, Black Loyalists & Freetown
The majority of United Empire Loyalists from New York settled in Nova Scotia. Thanks to the Expulsion of 1755 Nova Scotia
contained far fewer French Catholics compared to Quebec. Consequently, Nova Scotia was the preferred site for settlement. Unfortunately for the English settlers, they were not discriminating enough when it came to things that actually mattered: instead of
worrying about who or who did not live in Nova Scotia they should have been asking the question whether anyone could make a
living there at all, i.e. Of 10,000 Loyalists that settled Shelburne in 1783 only 600 remained three years later.26
David George: (1742-1810 AD) was an African-American Baptist preacher and United Empire
Loyalist. He was also a founding father of Freetown, Sierra Leone. His autobiographical writings are
considered to be some of the most important on slavery in the United States.
When you take the economic and political systems of the Thirteen Colonies as a whole it becomes obvious that the United States
was founded upon a fundamental contradiction of principles—there was a genuine desire to build and expand democracy but
there also was a determined effort to maintain the age old institution of slavery.
In 1776 all Thirteen Colonies practiced slavery. During the Second Continental Congress while the American Constitution was
being written, slave holders like Thomas Jefferson argued for the end of both slavery and England's tyranny. Jefferson argued
that it was impossible to establish a truly free society when a significant proportion of that society lived in bondage. So in a gesture of sincerity, Jefferson freed the slaves from his Virginian plantation arguing passionately that the "inalienable" rights of all
Americans need to be respected; however, the issue of abolishing slavery proved to be too divisive at the time (a time when colonial unity was so essential to successfully winning the revolution).
Colonies like Georgia and South Carolina had no desire to end slavery. Plantation owners significantly benefited by having access to free labor. Southern colonies had grown fat indeed on the exploitation of slaves and therefore did not develop the economic diversity of their northern neighbors. Northern colonies like Massachusetts and New York had healthy ship building, metal
working, and publishing industries, etc. that did not depend upon the existence of slaves. Thus northern states could "afford" to
put an end to slavery whereas its removal from the South would have had dire economic consequences (or so it was believed).
In terms of the political will to end slavery, it existed in virtually only the North. Politicians in the South argued that if their right
to own slaves was challenged, they would remain outside of the new nation being proposed (United States). Thus, the issue of
ending slavery proved to be too divisive and controversial for the Founding Fathers. They needed colonial unity to create the new
nation; it would be up to future generations to address the obvious problem of the co-existence of slavery and democratic freedom.
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Britain understood full well how controversial slavery was for United States. Therefore, the English offered slaves their freedom
(and free land) if they fought for England. The English promise was motivated less by moral opposition to slavery (for they practiced slavery themselves) and more by a desire to weaken their enemy. In total, approximately the same number of blacks fought
for both the British or the American side. Both sides of the conflict offered freedom and both sides ultimately failed in delivering
on promises.
When the Royal Navy evacuated the British Army and White Loyalists from New York,
Black Loyalists were left behind to fend for themselves. If Black Loyalists attempted to
board ships they were turned away by the point of a sword or musket. More than one
Black Loyalist lost fingers when they refused to let go of the boats escaping to the safety
of the Atlantic. Many of these people escaped north only by traveling overland through
the wilderness. They did not have much of a choice for the alternative was nothing less
than a return to slavery (or worse). In fact, half of the African-Americans that actually
reached Shelburne, Nova Scotia, only did so because they came as slaves of their Loyalist masters; and they remained slaves in Nova Scotia. (Slavery was not officially abolished in the British Empire until 1834.)
Faced with the renewed prospect of raising their children in an environment of intolerance, bigotry and discrimination, many Black Loyalist families left Shelburne in 1792 for
a new settlement called Freetown in Sierra Leone, Africa (see map at left).27

NEW COLONIES 28
Fourteen-thousand Loyalists established a new settlement along the Saint John River. Not long after establishing St. John these
Loyalists asked for their own colony. In 1784, Great Britain divided Nova Scotia into two—New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
Colonel Thomas Carleton, younger brother of Guy Carleton, was named New Brunswick's first lieutenant-governor—a position
he held for the next 30 years.29
Quebec (1784)
In 1778, Frederick Haldimand took over for Carleton as governor of Quebec. Haldimand was much like the previous governors:
he appreciated the hard-working Canadiens and worked to keep the English merchants in line. The arrival of 10,000 Loyalists to
Quebec in 1784 destroyed the political balance that Haldimand (and Carleton before him) had worked so hard to achieve. The
swelling numbers of English encouraged them to make greater demands for recognition with the colonial government. To restore
stability to his largest remaining North American colony, King George III sent Carleton back to Quebec to remedy the situation.
Frederick Haldimand: (1718-1791 AD) was a Swiss born soldier who
spent his early years fighting for Sardinia, Prussia, and Switzerland. He
joined the British army at the outbreak of the French-Indian War and remained in Canada after it was captured by the British following the Battle of
the Plains of Abraham (1759). In 1778, he became Governor-General of
Canada.
During the American Revolution he was instrumental in helping build up
Quebec's defenses. Moreover, he encouraged numerous British raids
(Carleton's Raid (1778)) of American settlements. At the end of the Revolution, he helped settle American Loyalists in territories eventually designated
as New Brunswick and Ontario. He also assisted Joseph Brant and the remnants of the Six Nations settle on the northern shore of Lake Ontario.'
In ten years, Quebec had undergone a dramatic change. What worked for Carleton in 1774 was not likely to succeed in 1784.
Specifically, there was no possibility of restoring the previous political balance—there were simply too many English people
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unwilling to reach a compromise with either the French or its colonial governor. The situation called for a more creative approach
to problem solving.
The fact was that the two peoples simply could not co-exist. Therefore, Governor Haldimand (at the suggestion of Carleton) drew
Loyalists away from Quebec City and Montreal by offering free land on the northern shore of Lake Ontario to anyone willing to
swear allegiance to George III. Basically, this approach was designed with the intent of keeping French and English as far apart
as possible.
Loyalist Impact on the Canadian Character
The impact of the Loyalists on the future development of Canadian society cannot be overstated. They established traditions and
attitudes that continue to persist right up to the present. For instance, the placing of mayonnaise on sandwiches (and by extension
hamburgers) is something they have passed on down to us.
More seriously, though, they also brought with them bagpipes and a wide variety of songs such as The Brown Maiden, Castle
Dangerous, The Clumsy Lover, and my personal favorite Itchy Fingers. I always get chills when pipers play their tunes at special
events like Canada Day, etc. Every song is so distinctively different from one another it's impossible to tell them apart. (To quote
Metallica singer James Hettfield's Scottish cousin Angus, "Aye, it's sad but true, lad.")

“Aside from the pipes and mayonnaise, the Loyalists brought with them a conservative world-view, a dislike for violent revolution and a preference for political evolution.”
Teacher Guy Rick Delainey
To quote Professor Will Ferguson, the Loyalists brought with them values that were at their very core "anti-American."30

3.3 UPPER & LOWER CANADA
CONSTITUTION ACT (1791)
The large influx of Loyalists to the Maritimes created
problems for Great Britain. Even though Nova Scotians
and the United Empire Loyalists were both English, they
differed in their outlook: Americans were more vocal and
independent-minded while Nova Scotians tended to be
more on the conservative side.
Moreover, Loyalists resented the fact that while they had
lost everything during the American Revolution the merchants of Halifax had enjoyed huge profits. These differences were effectively overcome by creating a new colony for the new comers (New Brunswick).
When it came to the Loyalist situation in Quebec an altogether different solution was required: for inasmuch as
two English groups might differ from one another the
differences between French and English were by comparison astronomical; therefore, it was at once obvious
that the mutual distrust between the French and English
made separating the two groups a priority; nonetheless,
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Westminster was unwilling to give the French their own colony because doing so would effectively end any hope for their eventual assimilation. So, the two groups had to be kept separated geographically...but...they somehow had to remain part of the same
administrative center.
Through the Constitution Act (1791) the colony of Quebec was sub-divided into two provinces—Upper Canada (Loyalist) and
Lower Canada (French). By keeping the colony of Quebec intact Britain left the door open for the eventual absorption of the
French into an English-dominated Canada.
The words Quebec and Canada are in many respects synonyms for one another at this time (1791).
The Constitution Act of 1791 reflected the constitutional changes then being implemented by England
in its reorganization of British North America. British North America refers to all those nonAmerican colonies still under English control following the American Revolution.

The Constitution Act’s Main Provisions
Listed below are the five most important provisions of the Constitution Act:
1). Quebec would be divided into two provinces called Upper and Lower Canada.
Although the British separated the two peoples geographically the door was left open for the potential assimilation of the French.
2). Each province was granted a separate elected government (assembly).
The colonies were to have separate governments. For the time being this would keep French-English contact to a minimum. In
reality, the elected assemblies had absolutely no decision-making power. These assemblies were in fact powerless. Upper and
Lower Canada would be controlled by a non-elected governor and two councils (legislative and executive) members of which
were directly appointed by the governor.
3). Roman Catholics could vote and hold public office; but only
people who owned land were allowed to vote.
The right to vote really didn't matter anways as the elected assemblies
of the two Canadian provinces did not actually have any decisionmaking power. In terms of French culture, the freedoms granted to
them through the Quebec Act (1774) were re-affirmed; it was believed
that once the English were in the majority the two provinces—Upper
and Lower Canada—would be united under a single assembly and the
English would then be able to overturn the Quebec Act's more
"controversial" provisions.
4). In Upper Canada, British civil and criminal law and a British
landowning system went into effect.
The English received what they had wanted all along in Quebec—the adoption and supremacy of their own set of laws.
5). Lower Canada combined French civil law with British criminal law. The tithe to the Catholic Church remained in
affect.
The French (especially landowners and the Church) were pleased when their ancient feudal privileges were reaffirmed.
Why was Ontario called Upper Canada instead of Lower when it was obviously the southern-most of
the two colonies? Because Ontario was up the St. Lawrence River from Quebec City (and by extension
Quebec was down river or "lower").
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Some Problems with the Constitution Act
Although the Constitution Act created the desired political stability in Canada for the present (1791) it opened the door for future
problems. This is ironic, in that, the new colonial government system was ultimately designed to prevent the spread of revolutionary ideals from America to Canada. In reality, the flawed colonial government system encouraged the eventual outbreak of
three Canadian rebellions in the 1830s.
Upper and Lower Canadian Rebellions (1837-1838)
The colonial government system established by the Constitution Act increased stability in Canada for
the short-term; however, in the long-term the existence of this colonial ruling regime led to the outbreak of one rebellion in Upper Canada (Ontario) and two rebellions in Lower Canada (Quebec).
By granting both Upper and Lower Canada elected assemblies it appeared that Canada had a democratic system. Nothing could
have been further from the truth. (Well, okay, okay, if I were to say a marauding army of light-sabre wielding leprechauns invaded Quebec to impose their luck on unwilling Canadians then that would be even further from the truth.) Ultimately, Britain
did not trust either the French or the American-Loyalists. The French could not be trusted for obvious reasons (they were French,
after all). The Loyalists could not be fully trusted, well...because they were American; and because they were American they may
have been "infected" by the ideals of the Revolution, i.e. One man one vote, a desire to expand democracy, a faith in representative government, etc. Therefore, Britain was determined to limit the power of both Upper and Lower Canada's elected assemblies.31
In reality, the elected assemblies for both provinces had absolutely no decision-making power whatsoever. Instead, all power was
in the hands of a colonial governor (who was only accountable to the British Parliament). To assist the governor with the day to
day affairs of the colony he appointed a small number of wealthy men (I like to call them "ugly, rich, noble dudes") to one of two
administrational councils. By denying the average colonist any power, Britain hoped to preserve traditional authority and minimize the risk of any future revolution breaking out in Canada.
Some More Problems
The Thirteen Colonies insisted that they had rebelled because they felt oppressed and had no other alternative. Britain disagreed.
On the contrary, Britain insisted the revolution was precisely a result of the Americans being given too much freedom. Britain
learned its lesson: they would never again make the mistake of giving one of their colonies too much freedom. This antidemocratic attitude had an unmistakable influence over subsequent developments in Canada. For instance, when the British put
together the Constitution Act (1791) they did everything possible to include provisions preventing power from ending up in the
hands of the common person.
Rich, Timeless & Ugly
The historical record is full of examples where governors, kings, dictators—even democratic governments—ally themselves with the wealthy to suppress the freedom of the masses.
Members of the wealthy elite of Germany in the 1930s aligned themselves with the National Socialists
(Nazis) in part because Hitler promised to put "labor unions in their place." William L. Shirer's book
Rise and Fall of the Third Reich provides an excellent description of the betrayal of German democratic institutions by the middle and upper classes.
And in Iran during the 1960s and 70s, the United States backed up a "rich dude" who was very unpopular with the majority of Iranians because of his oppressive policies. The Americans supported him
with money/weapons and in return this leader (called the Shah) gave them unrestricted access to
Iran's oil reserves. The Shah was eventually overthrown by the Iranian people in 1979. If you are interested in reading more about the Iranian Revolution I recommend the book Takeover in Tehran by
Massoumeh Ebtekar.
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Thus, the power of the colonial governor was exponentially increased. Now if you thought Murray and Carleton were powerful,
governors after 1791 had comparatively more power over the colony (more power than even what the king himself possessed in
Britain). Not even kidding. Governors were virtually absolute rulers in Canada. When it came to the king his power was limited
by Westminster and a Constitution. In the colonies, the governor had no such limits imposed upon him.
The governor could not of course rule all by himself. Even dictators need help. He could not align himself with the masses. The
uneducated and poor majority had to be if anything controlled. No. He needed to look to help from a willing minority. Therefore,
the governor aligned himself with the most powerful and rich people of the colony. And he appointed these "ugly, rich noble
dudes" to something called the Executive Council. The Executive Council's most fundamental role was in seeing that the governor's policies were enforced. Oh, and by the way, these policies just happened to help the rich get richer. But this of course was
just a coincidence. =P
Final Remarks
The elected assemblies created by the Constitution Act had no real authority. For the colony to be called truly democratic both the
governor and the "rich guys" would have to be somehow accountable to the people. And by "accountable" I mean "removable"
and by removable I mean "bootable." If people are unhappy, they should be able to replace those currently in power with other
more suitable representatives. Further, if the colonial government were truly accountable they would have to consult with the
colony's people (rich and poor) about how tax dollars should be spent. This simply did not happen. The opposite occurred.
I'll give you an idea of how irresponsible the Executive Council was with the colony's tax dollars, i.e. Instead of using the money
to build schools, roads or hospitals that would benefit the colony as a whole, council members actually used tax dollars for gambling purposes and/or to pay for the expense of throwing lavish parties on their massive estates. The Executive got away with this
type of irresponsible behavior because they were not directly held accountable to the people from whom the taxes were collected.
The majority had no way by which they could remove corrupt leaders from power. This all sounds eerily similar to what caused
the American Revolution.
The colonial government in Canada was a collection of contradictions: it was democratic in name but in reality was aristocratic,
e.g. An appointed council was placed in charge of an elected assembly.

THE CREATION OF UPPER CANADA
Upper Canada was carved out of Quebec because the English Loyalists wanted their own colony. The border separating the two
Canadian provinces was basically an imaginary line drawn in the wilderness. And by wilderness, I mean just that. There were no
roads, towns, settlements, etc. in the new colony. There were trees, trees, rocks, tree roots, trees, maybe a few Leprechauns, and
yes more trees (oh, and some more rocks). Despite humble beginnings, Upper Canada was geographically two times the size of
France and it was also destined to become Canada's most populous province.
The early growth of the colony can in part be attributed to the efforts of its patriotic first governor, John Graves Simcoe. He used
to lower the British flag in front of his cabin before going to bed every night singing God Save the King with his wife. He really
knew how to show a girl a good time. The first thing that popped into my mind when I read this was an image of Simcoe fronting
the Sex Pistols and singing a punk rock version of God Save the Queen.
Simcoe wanted to recreate England in the wilderness of Canada. One fundamental ingredient was lacking: people. To encourage
settlement he placed ads in newspapers around Europe and America promising free land to anyone willing to swear an oath to the
king. His efforts were not fruitful. Instead of attracting farmers to Upper Canada, he attracted American land speculators (people
who like to buy land cheap and sell it high). In fact, the City of Hamilton, Ontario is named after one of the most notorious of
land speculators at the time. I'd like to start a Facebook group to pressure Hamilton to change its name to something more Canadian...
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Although settlers did not pour into Upper Canada as Simcoe had hoped, he did manage to establish the basis of what would eventually become Ontario. And to defend the colony from the Americans, he set up a military garrison on the shores of Lake Ontario
at a fort called York. The First Nations called the place Toronto. I call the place Smog-ville and the place where NHL franchises
go to die.
My wife and I traveled to Toronto in the summer of 2006. I was impressed by the shear size of the city; nevertheless, what caught
my attention most was the terrible air quality. The Toronto air hurt my throat. I constantly had to wipe a white film build-up from
my lips and inner mouth. During my stay, I had a conversation with an elevator operator about the air quality. He was surprised
that I thought the air was bad. I told him quite emphatically that Saskatchewan, despite being located in the "gap" at least had
good air quality. (I'll take adding ten years to my life expectancy over the privilege of watching the Maples Leafs lose all the
time.)
By 1812, the population of Upper Canada was 75,000. The majority of these people could trace their ancestry directly to the
United States. The colony, therefore, was essentially American.

SLAVERY & CANADA
In the 18th and eartly 19th centuries, the entire British Empire—including Canada—had institutionalized slavery. Canada had
fewer slaves compared to the United States only because we had fewer land owners. However, the number of slaves grew dramatically with the arrival of the Loyalists following the revolution.
Although slavery was legal in the British Empire there also existed a strong anti-slavery movement. Governor Simcoe personally
despised slavery. Despite strong public opposition, Simcoe passed the Slave Act (1793) making Canada the first place in all the
British Empire to officially abolish slavery.
In order to pass the Slave Act, Simcoe had to reach a compromise with the elite: the legislation would not free existing slaves but
it would make it unlawful to buy or sell any future slaves. The elected assembly of Upper Canada was so angered by the Slave
Act that they introduced a law of their own to reinstate slavery. Simcoe refused to place the law into affect. The ruling elites, and
Simcoe in particular, were responsible for ending slavery in Canada.
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Section 4 Overview
1810 to 1849 AD
The 18th Century was important for so many reasons: it was during this time that the
Scientific and Industrial Revolutions took place. Also, it was at this time that a democratic revolution took the western world by storm. In particular, two revolutions—one
in America and the other in France—shifted the balance of power out of the hands of
the nobility and into the hands of the common person.
In 1791 the British passed the Constitution Act; it established the rich aristocracy as
the supreme authority in the British North American colonies. This went against the
democratic spirit of the age and many people called for political reform in Upper and
Lower Canada, Nova Scotia, etc.
When war broke out with the United States in 1812, the calls for political reform were
replaced with a rallying cry to defend the homeland against the American invader. The
War of 1812 was basically an attempt by the United States to conquer Canada while
Great Britain was pre-occupied with fighting the French in Europe. After several battles the war ended in a draw.
Following the end of the War of 1812, people renewed their demand for political reform. Eventually two rebellions broke out—one in Upper Canada and the other in
Lower Canada—because Britain refused to grant Canada responsible government. The
British put down the rebellions quickly. Then they sent Lord Durham to Canada to find
out the causes of unrest in British North America. During his brief stay Durham determined that the problem with Canada was its political institutions which were dominated by the rich. He recommended Canada be given responsible government. And
that is eventually what happened with the passing of the Act of Union in 1840.
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4.0 THE WAR OF 1812
Ever since England and the United States went their separate ways in 1783, they felt nothing but mutual hatred for one another.
Thus, when the Napoleonic Wars broke out in Europe, neither side needed much of an excuse to fight again in North America.
And considering how truly sour their relationship was, it's surprising war did not break out between the two countries earlier than
1812.
In Europe, the English Channel and Great Britain's formidable navy prevented Napoleon Bonaparte from invading England. The
French fleet lacked the numbers and leadership to confront the English navy (which was the strongest in the world at the time).
On the flip side, England could not really invade Europe: their small population prevented them from mustering an army large
enough to challenge Napoleon's. Thus, the English tried to hurt the French economy by putting in place a naval blockade of continental Europe.
Bonaparte, Napoleon: (1769-1821) French general and emperor famous for leading
his armies to victory after victory in Europe. By 1807 he ruled an empire stretching
from Portugal to Italy and north to the river Elbe. His attempt to conquer the rest of
the continent failed; a defeat in Russia in 1812 and his 1815 loss to the British and
Pussians at the Battle of Waterloo effectively destroyed his empire. He was sent into
exile on the island of St. Helena, where he died in 1821.

For the Americans the British blockade was too effective; that is, the blockade cut off American merchants from European markets; and without access to these lucrative markets, America sank into economic recession. Moreover, the British were confiscating American ships bound for France (and seizing their cargoes).
Adding insult to injury, the English were "impressing" American sailors. If you recall, Britain never acknowledged America's
independence. Thus, from a British point of view anyone sailing for the American navy was still an English subject and therefore
could be pressed into the service of Great Britain.
Lastly, the United States suspected the British were actively encouraging Natives to attack American settlements along the western frontier. So, with Britain preoccupied with France in Europe, the United States seized the opportunity to exact their revenge
and attack British North America.1
America Declares War
America could not have gone to war under more favorable circumstances: firstly, their population was 13 times greater than all of
British North America combined; secondly, English naval power would not really influence the outcome of the war as most of
the battles were fought on land; and lastly, the Canadians—French and English alike—had doubtful loyalty to King George III of
England. This is because the majority of settlers in Upper Canada were recent immigrants from America.
Thomas Jefferson: 1743-1826, third president of the United States and one
of the main writers of the Declaration of Independence. He is best remembered as a champion of human rights and an influential figure of the Enlightenment Period. Jefferson made news in 2009 when curriculum developers in
Texas decided to omit both the author of the Declaration and the Enlightenment from history texts. Some conservatives had a problem with Jefferson’s
liberal politics and insistence on the separation of Church and State; moreover,
many people on the religious right dislike the Enlightenment because it was
during this period that philosophers placed into question blindly following religious authority. The Enlightenment was a period in which ration/reason and
science grew in importance.
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Thus former American president Thomas Jefferson seemed justified when he said conquering Canada would be "a mere matter of
marching."2 Fortunate for Canada, though, the war was extremely unpopular with most Americans. And this unpopularity would
ultimately mitigate some of America's apparent advantages.

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA PREPARES FOR WAR
General Isaac Brock was the governor of Upper Canada when America formally declared war in June of 1812. He was an experienced military strategist and well understood frontier warfare. Additionally, he was the type of leader men naturally followed: he
was tough but fair, decisive but not impulsive, and he related well to soldiers.
Now compared to the Americans, Brock's overall military position was precarious at best. He had barely 1,600 soldiers with
which to defend a thousand miles of shared border with the United States. The Americans had a much larger military force at
their disposal. Therefore, they could chose when and where to strike. If Brock had been a lesser man, he would've felt that he had
no choice but to go on the defensive. Instead, he chose to attack the Americans.
General Isaac Brock: 1769-1812, British general given command of forces in 1806 of
Upper and Lower Canada. In 1811, he was appointed governor of Upper Canada. During
the War of 1812, Brock joined in an alliance with Tecumseh's Native Confederacy. He
later received a knighthood for his part in the capture of the American fort at Detroit.

He opted for an aggressive military strategy for two reasons: first, he knew he could not count upon the Upper Canadians to support the British in repelling the American invaders; secondly, through a daring invasion Brock hoped to catch the Americans offguard (and maybe steal the initiative).3
Oh, and one last thing, Brock did have one advantage the Americans did not—the support of the influential Shawnee war captain,
Tecumseh.
Tecumseh & the Indian Confederacy
Tecumseh was an important leader of the Shawnee First Nation. He had a profound dislike for Americans for they had killed
members of his family and stolen his people's lands. E.g., Under pressure from American settlers, the Shawnee had moved west
to the Ohio Valley; and not too long thereafter they were again forced to move yet further west because of renewed American
expansion.
Tecumseh: 1768-1813, an influential Shawnee war captain. He worked to unite all
Indian tribes in North America into a confederation to oppose America’s westward
expansion in the early 1800s. As a Shawnee Tecumseh was in an excellent position
to appreciate the threat America posed to Indians, e.g. The entire Shawnee Nation
was forced to move not once but twice by American settlement. Tecumseh was
unique, in that, he argued that Indian lands were held in common by all native peoples and that no individual nation could “treat” with the Americans. He was killed at
the Battle of the Thames (1813).
What the majority of the Natives didn't appreciate, and only the Shawnee seemed to understand, was that the American lust for
land was insatiable. There was no escaping them. Tecumseh felt that Native peoples had two choices: they could either join the
Americans and forget their culture and traditions or they could collectively resist American expansion. Tecumseh chose resistance.
Therefore, in 1805 Tecumseh began building a united Indian Confederacy to oppose the United States. Unfortunately, the majority of Native peoples did not share Tecumseh's distrust of the Americans. Most tribes in central North America had been insulated from the effects of white expansion. They felt the Americans were a distant enemy, a myth, not a real threat.4
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The situation was complicated: many Native American tribes were traditional enemies of one another. But Tecumseh was an effective speaker: he used his nation's experience with the whites as a means of convincing chiefs to forget their differences and
join the Indian Confederacy. Nevertheless, many chiefs just sloughed off the Shawnee captain's warnings. The American threat
was too abstract of a concept for people with a cyclical view of time.
Tecumseh is known to have used the following argument when speaking to chiefs, "The white men aren't friends to the Indians.
At first they only asked for land sufficient for a wigwam; now, nothing will satisfy them but the whole of our hunting grounds
from the rising to the setting sun."5
Although Tecumseh did not manage to convince every tribe that the Americans were the common enemy, he did manage to add a
number of powerful groups to his intertribal alliance. The most powerful of which were the Delaware, Wyandot, Kickapoo, Seneca, and Potawatomi.
Battle of Tippecanoe (1811)
By 1811 Tecumseh's confederacy had grown significantly. For their part the Americans well understood the purpose of the native
organization—to stop America from fulfilling their "manifest destiny."
Ultimately, for the Indian Confederation to be effective there had to be an administrative center. For instance, it would be difficult to imagine how a country as large as Canada could be effectively governed without a central government in Ottawa.
Tecumseh chose to establish his capital in the Indiana Territory. The
capital was called Prophetstown and it was constructed on the Tippecanoe River. The choice of location was important as the river straddled the western frontier where America ended and the Indian frontier
began. Tecumseh's strategy was simple: Prophetstown would be both
a symbolic and physical obstacle to westward encroachment by the
Americans.
The capital was appropriately named Prophetstown after Tecumseh's
brother Tenskwatawa (who was simply known as the "Prophet").
Tenskwatawa was the spiritual leader of Tecumseh's pan-Indian
movement. He advocated a rejection of the white man's ways and a
return to the traditions that had preserved Native culture for so long.
An opportunity for the Americans to attack Prophetstown came in 1811. Tecumseh was away trying to convince more tribes to
join his confederation. Before leaving he instructed the Prophet not to provoke the Americans in any way. However, in a vision
the Creator told the Prophet that Native warriors would not be harmed by the bullets of the Americans if there was a fight. Further, the Creator told the Prophet that if they shot the American leader riding the white horse the Natives would be victorious in
battle.
(Dreams are fine and all but the Prophet would've been better off asking the Creator how to go about inventing kevlar vests.
When the battle started the warriors indeed fell and died when musket balls tore through their flesh.)
On November 7th, 1811, American troops led by William H. Harrison descended upon Prophetstown. Ignoring Tecumseh's advice, the Prophet commanded his warriors to attack the Americans. The Prophet told his men to take out Harrison (who was supposedly riding a white horse). During the battle, Harrison's horse was in fact shot and killed from underneath him. However, he
himself was not killed and continued to lead the attack. Although both sides in the battle suffered roughly equal losses, the battle
was a victory for the Americans. Prophetstown was burned and destroyed.
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Technically speaking, the Battle of Tippecanoe did not take place during the War of 1812 (it happening in 1811 should have been
your first clue). Actually, the battle was part of the ongoing Indian Wars (just one of the many wars of genocide launched by the
Americans against Native peoples). Yet, Tippecanoe did influence events during the War of 1812, in that, Tecumseh would later
make common cause with Great Britain (Canada) against the Americans.6
The War in Upper Canada
In 1812, the American army was poorly organized and ill-prepared for war. The same could be said of the Continental army during the American Revolution; however, in 1776 America's sense of mission galvanized them into a effective fighting force. During the War of 1812, they were not fighting for independence. They were waging a war of conquest and their hearts were not
really in it.
The majority of Americans opposed going to war with the British. However, the American government did not listen and went to
war anyways (a pattern that sadly continues to repeat itself in American political culture, I.e. Vietnam War, War in Iraq, etc.).
Additionally, the Americans never took full advantage of their numerical superiority over the British-Canadian-Native alliance.
For instead of launching a single massive attack on Montreal or York, the Americans divided their forces and struck at the British
in multiple places all along the shared frontier.
The American strategy was a sound one, in that, by striking in multiple places simultaneously the British-Canadian defenders
would be incapable of mounting a solid defense; however, for such an approach to work you had to be organized and disciplined:
the Americans were anything but organized as there was significant division and disagreement between officers within the
American army.7
The War of 1812 Begins
The Americans struck first on July 12th, 1812. General William Hull marched unopposed ahead of 3,000 men into the wilderness
of Upper Canada. Hull mistakenly took the inaction of the Canadians as a sign the local people would support him. To that end
he issued a proclamation that read as follows: "Inhabitants of Canada! The army under my command has invaded your country,
and the standard of the United States now waves over the territory of Canada. To the peaceable, unoffending inhabitants, it brings
neither danger nor difficulty. I come to protect, not to injure you. The United States offers you Peace, Liberty, and Security. Your
choice lies between these and War, Slavery, and Destruction. Choose then, but choose wisely..."8
The initial success of Hull's invasion was short-lived for the Canadians did not join the American cause. In fact, Hull's army was
soon chased out of Upper Canada by a combined British-Canadian-Native force (led by Brock and Tecumseh).
Psychological War at Fort Detroit
With Hull's pathetic attempt at invasion, Brock gained an insight into the mind of his
opponent: the enemy used smaller armies than expected, they appeared disorganized,
and based on their hasty retreat they seemed to lack the resolve to fight.
Brock lacked the soldiers to fight the Americans using conventional tactics. This
mattered little as the War of 1812 was a frontier war, a war of cat and mouse. Consequently, the British commander used a mix of bluff and psychological warfare to
accomplish his goals. For instance, the Americans were absolutely terrified of the
Natives (and Brock knew it). There was no shortage of stories on the American frontier of Indian massacres. Stories of butchery, beheadings, scalping, cannibalism, etc.
abounded. Although some of these stories reflected actual events, I.e. Schenectady, Lachine, etc. the stories of terror were largely
a product of American paranoia.
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Before arriving at Fort Detroit General Brock allowed the Americans to intercept a "secret" message. In the message, the British
general asked his superiors to send 5,000 more Native warriors to support the impending attack on Detroit. After reading this
piece of British propaganda, General Hull lost whatever will he had to fight: how could his army of 2,000 stand up to such a
force? In reality, Brock had only 1,000 men total under his command.9
When Brock and Tecumseh arrived at Fort Detroit on August 15th, 1812, they went right to work demoralizing the
Americans. Hull watched in horror as "thousands" of Native warriors marched in front of the fort. The funny thing
was that there were only about 400 Native warriors total
(Tecumseh presented the same warriors over and over giving the impression of greater numbers). To add to the illusion of greater numbers, Brock dressed the Canadian militia in the red coated uniforms of the British regular army.
Brock's strategy depended upon bluff for success.
Following the procession, Brock wrote a letter to Hull. The
letter, when translated into modern day ebonics, read
something like: "I won't be able ta prevent ma Native
homies from massacring y'all once da battle starts. You know das right!" And to assist Hull in making up his mind, Brock gave
the order for his artillery to start "pounding da walls o' the hood at Fort Detroit." General Hull surrendered the fort without even
pulling out his Glock 9mm.10
Massacre at Fort Dearborn
Even before Detroit surrendered, a second British force attacked nearby Fort Dearborn (or present day Chicago) on August 15th,
1812. I don't believe Brock played any part in the massacre at Dearborn. But his Native allies definitely were behind the slaughter
of American prisoners of war; it is probable that Indian massacres like at Dearborn, etc. influenced the scale and severity of the
subsequent American genocide of Native Americans during the Indian Wars following 1815.
The British victories at Detroit and Dearborn added considerably to Brock's prestige in Canada. Thereafter, the British commander had little difficulty convincing Canadians—French and English alike —to join the militia. And with the fall of Fort Dearborn in particular, Brock dealt the United States its worst defeat on home soil in its entire history. Brock's victories encouraged
the Iroquois to end their neutrality and join the British side. The Mohawk were led by John Brant the adoptive son of Joseph
Brant (a man we learned about him during the American Revolution unit).11
The Battle of Queenston Heights
Following the loss of Dearborn, the Americans decided to invade at a place called Queenston Heights in Upper Canada. To his
credit General Brock anticipated the American attack. He, like the American military planners, understood that whoever held the
Heights would probably end up controlling all of Upper Canada. Consequently, when the invasion began Brock was stationed at
nearby Fort Grey.
The battle began on October 13th, 1812, with American cannons raining fire down upon Fort Grey from their side of the Niagara
River. So much for subtlety. The cannon fire woke General Brock from his sleep. He mounted his horse Alfred and rode towards
the direction of the noise. When he arrived at the Niagara River he saw dozens of boats full of American soldiers crossing the
Niagara River to the Canadian side. The invasion was underway.
Ironically, Brock was encouraged by what he saw: the Americans did not have boats large enough to properly transport men,
cannon, and supplies across the river. Moreover, the river's strong current made it difficult for the enemy to cross. Over the
course of two hours the Americans did manage to get ashore 1,200 men. In addition, the invaders successfully captured and held
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the high ground at Queenston. For a time it appeared as though the battle was going to be won
by the Americans. A combined British-Native
force counter-attacked. They forced the American invaders against the edge of a cliff. Brock
could smell victory and decided to personally
lead the final charge against the American position. Before the general mounted his charge he
was shot dead by a sniper. With the death of
their brilliant (but not bullet proof) general, the
British and their allies fell into confusion. Luckily for Canada their Native allies had lost none
of their resolve. Led by John Brant a force of
300 Mohawk warriors launched repeated
charges against the Americans. The Americans
had nowhere to go and many of them jumped
off the cliffs to avoid being caught by the Natives.
On the American side of the river, the American commander tried to persuade his remaining men to cross and help their countrymen. Not a man would budge. He was helpless as his men on the Heights were butchered without mercy by the Anglo-Native
force. The Americans at Queenston tried repeatedly to surrender. The Natives ignored the attempts. I think they were having too
much fun exacting revenge on the people responsible for destroying their ancestral homeland. Eventually the British finally got a
handle on the situation and the Americans were at last allowed to surrender. The Canadian victory was a hollow one, in that, although they had defeated the Americans they had lost their leader. The Americans wreaked a little revenge a month later when
they sacked York. But this is Canadian history and I don't want to dwell on American victories. Snicker.12
Battle of the Thames
In autumn 1813, an American army of 3,000 men followed General Harrison into Upper Canada. British General Henry Proctor,
commanding a similar sized army, was stationed at nearby Fort
Malden (along with Tecumseh and his warriors).
Tecumseh was eager to fight Harrison. He wanted avenge the loss
of Prophetstown. Proctor, however, chose to retreat instead of
fight. In some respects, Proctor's decision to retreat was a smart
one: the American navy had recently defeated the British in the
Battle of Lake Erie. With the Americans firmly in control of Lake
Erie, they could prevent Proctor's army from being supplied. However, by running away the British gave up whatever advantage
comes from defending a fixed position like a fort.
Also, the unwillingness of the British to fight placed a huge strain on the Anglo-Native alliance. The Natives did not respect
Proctor's decision and many left for home in disgust. Tecumseh's army had been nearly 1,000 strong at Fort Malden. Now fewer
than 500 remained. Proctor's own men questioned his leadership; and when the Americans finally caught up to the retreating
Proctor the British put up only token resistance.
The British left Tecumseh and his warriors to face the Americans virtually alone. The warriors fought heroically against hopeless
odds. But they were inevitably overwhelmed and Tecumseh was killed. His body was never recovered. The idea of a unified
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Native confederacy died with him. After the American victory at the Battle of the Thames, Harrison found himself in a position
to conquer Upper Canada. Two factors prevented him from completing his conquest: firstly, he had reached the end of his supplies; and secondly, the onset of winter turned him away like it had Phips and Arnold before him.13
Laura Secord
During the American Revolution, Laura's family established a homestead in Upper Canada. In 1797, she married a man by the
name of James Secord (who had been a member of Butler's Rangers). The couple was one of the first pioneer families in the
Queenston area. When the War of 1812 broke out James rejoined the military.
James was wounded at the Battle of Queenston Heights and was apparently left for dead. (Considering the British only lost 14
people killed total in that battle, I'm thinking either they didn't try too hard to locate the wounded or James just wasn't all that
popular in the bunk house.) James' determined wife traveled to the battle site, found her husband, and took him home. Soon after
she had brought him back, Americans arrived and confiscated her farm. For some reason the Secords were allowed to stay at the
homestead; it was then that Laura overheard American officers discussing plans for a surprise attack at a place called Beaver
Dams.
The next morning Laura woke up with the intention of warning the British then encamped not too far from Beaver Dams. The
problem was the Americans would not just let her leave. She would need some sort of excuse to be allowed to go. She told her
American guests that she wanted to leave for a short time to visit a sick relative living in the neighboring village of St. David's.
With great foresight the Americans allowed her to leave. Laura then set off on a 16 mile journey through the wilderness to the
British camp at Beaver Dams. When she finally arrived at the camp, night had fallen, and her feet were bloody and swollen.
Laura immediately communicated to the British commander the American plans. Soon thereafter the British set up an ambush
and waited for the Americans to arrive. On June 24, 1813, the British and their Mohawk allies basically frightened the Americans
into surrender. The Battle of Beaver Dams effectively ended America's attempts to conquer Upper Canada.14

THE WAR IN LOWER CANADA
Two weeks after Proctor's humiliation and the death of Tecumseh, two American armies descended upon Lower Canada. Both
armies shared a common objective—Montreal.15
The Battle of Chateauguay
Late in 1813, an American army led by Major General Wade
Hampton invaded Lower Canada. As Hampton and his men
marched along the Chateauguay River, he did not feel overly
confident that his men were up to the challenge. His men were
poorly trained and he had too few experienced officers. Moreover, his lines of supply were extremely vulnerable to attack as
the British navy still controlled the St. Lawrence River behind
him.
Leading the Canadien contingent was an imposing man named Charles de Salaberry. He was cut from the same cloth as d'Iberville, in that, he was a seigneur and a career soldier. De Salaberry was a natural choice to lead his countrymen against the American threat. With Brock's victories at Detroit and Dearborn, the French willingly rallied to the British cause. De Salaberry's reputation and charisma made the decision to join the Canadien militia all the more easy. Consequently, he established the French fighting force called Les Voltigeurs Canadiens (literally translated "Canada's Acrobats").16
Uhm, I hope acrobats in de Salaberry's day were more physically intimidating than they are in mine. The specter of acrobats
wearing tight multi-colored spandex charging me with bayonets (and circus music playing in the background) does not exactly
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fill me with fear. Now when I think of Mohawk warriors coming at me at full speed I say to myself, "Scary." But with acrobats I
think of Cirque de Soliel (and I'm pretty sure even I could beat up those guys).
The battle at Chateauguay was a 100% Canadian victory. The British played no direct part in it. The Americans had an army
4,000 strong. The Canadian force numbering about 300 was made up of French and English-Canadians and a Mohawk contingent. Luckily for the Canadians 1,200 of Hampton's men from New York State refused to cross the frontier into Canada. Therefore, the army confronting de Salaberry numbered only 3,000.
The French Canadien commander came up with a plan of ambushing the invaders. Once the Americans were bottlenecked, his
much smaller force could concentrate their fire and devastate the Americans. However, the Americans would not knowingly walk
into a trap. They would have to be led or forced into it. Therefore, de Salaberry gave the order to destroy specific bridges and cut
down strategically located trees in the area. By doing this he eliminated a number of travel options available to the Americans. If
the invaders wanted to take Lower Canada, they would have to come through the route de Salaberry had set up.

Charles de Salaberry: 1778-1829, was a French-Canadien nobleman who served as an
officer of the British Army in Lower Canada (now Quebec) and won distinction for repelling the American advance on Montreal during the War of 1812.

As the Americans walked along the path Salaberry had created, the French commander positioned his men behind earthworks on
top of some high ground overlooking the Chateauguay River. The position gave the Canadians a perfect position to fire down
upon the Americans below. To help push the enemy into his trap, de Salaberry placed men on either side of the river some distance away from the main base. These men were instructed to make noise and consequently direct the Americans into the bottleneck.
Three days after the Canadiens completed their preparations the Americans arrived. The enemy was gunned down as they foolishly and repeatedly attempted to break past the Canadian gunners. The battle was bloody and lasted most of the night. Hampton,
who had little stomach for the war in the first place, ordered his men to retreat. De Salaberry thought that the Americans retreated
in order to regroup. Thus, he and his men stayed holed up in their defenses for eight rainy days and nights. He did not move from
his position until First Nations scouts told him the Americans had completely withdrawn.17
Battle of Crysler’s Farm
Three weeks after the Battle of Chateauguay (1813), a second American army marched west along the St. Lawrence River.
Unlike Chateauguay, the Battle of Crysler's Farm was a conventional "thin red line" battle.18
The American force, led by a loud mouthed Kentucky general named James Wilkinson, attempted to advance on Montreal. A
combined Anglo-Canadian force pursued the Americans and finally caught up to them at a place called Crysler's Farm. The subsequent fight was short: the Americans turned and tried to break
through the English lines. The attack failed and the Americans withdrew. Both sides claimed victory. I'm not sure how the Americans
could claim victory here. They ran away.19
The British Burn Washington, D. C.
In retaliation for the sack of York, the British launched a sea borne invasion in autumn of 1814 of America's capital city, Washington D.C.
During the battle the American army retreated and the British burned
down virtually the entire city (including the White House). The fire
damage of the White House was so extensive that only the exterior
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walls remained. A legend emerged during the reconstruction of the president's home: apparently white paint was applied to the
House to hide the burn damage (and thereafter it became known as the "White" House). Well, unfortunately, this is just a legend.
The White House had been white ever since its completion in 1798.
President James Madison barely escaped capture when the British arrived in the capital. And in his haste, he left a number of
important documents behind that most Americans think are important like the original Declaration of Independence. However,
his courageous wife Dolly did manage to escape with the Declaration and a life-sized portrait of George Washington. The story
does not end there. In 1939, a Canadian man returned a jewelry box to then President Franklin Delano Roosevelt. The Canadian
claimed that his grandfather had taken it from the White House during the British attack in 1814.
After a couple days, the British packed up and sailed north attacking the City of Baltimore and laying siege to Fort McHenry.
The attack inspired a poet named Francis Scott Key to write a poem called the "Star-Spangled Banner." The poem was adopted as
the American national anthem in 1931.20
Conclusion: Treaty of Ghent
The war officially ended on December 24, 1814, with the signing of the Treaty of Ghent; it resulted in a number of positive
things for both Canada and the United States:21

Canada

America

Canada remained independent of America.

Britain finally recognized America's independence.

Canada claimed victory.

America claimed victory.

The shared border between Canada and the United States became "de-militarized."

Britain returned all seized territories to the United States.

The war cemented Upper Canada's "British" cultural and politi- Britain agreed not to interfere any longer with the westward
cal nature.
expansion of America.
The colonial rivalries that had created such instability in North America were now completely over. The continent would basically be divided equally between the Canadians and Americans.
The War of 1812 had mainly negative consequences for Native peoples in North America. As relations between Canada and the
United States normalized, the First Nations were no longer needed as allies. The time when either the British or the French would
look to them for help was over. And just as Tecumseh had warned, the Americans and Canadians moved westward glutting themselves on Native lands (and destroying centuries old societies in the process).22

4.1 THE ROAD TO REBELLION
In the late 18th Century, the American and French revolutions radically changed their respective societies. No longer were the
nobles and kings in charge. Instead, the people were now in control. And they chose for themselves a new form of government
called democracy.
The two rebellions were fought for essentially the same reasons:
1.
2.
3.

People wanted representative and responsible government.
They wanted to end privileges enjoyed by the aristocracy.
They wanted to replace the "rule of caprice" with the "rule of law."

Times had changed: being the first born son of the king was no longer the main qualification a person had to have in order to lead
the country. In the new democratic age, people believed monarchs, nobles, etc. belonged to a more superstitious time, a time
when people still believed the earth was flat, the burning of witches was justified, and doctors used bloodletting to cure disease.
Now Canada was not immune to the "democratic fever" of the time. If you recall, tens of thousands of Loyalist Americans
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immigrated to British North America in the late 18th Century. And they brought with them both a faith in the greatness of the
British Crown and an appreciation for democratic institutions.
Joseph Howe, the son of a Loyalist immigrant to Nova Scotia, was typical of most British North Americans in the 1820s. He
wanted to maintain close ties with Great Britain, but he also wanted to enjoy the privileges that came with being a British subject.
However, the colonial government in Nova Scotia only looked democratic; it was in fact an oligarchy. Thus, in the 1820s and 30s
men like Joseph Howe, William Lyon Mackenzie (Upper Canada), and Louis-Joseph Papineau (Lower Canada), challenged the
aristocracy by pushing uncompromisingly for democratic reform.23
The chart below compares the colonial government (1820) with the British system in London, England, at the same time.

British North America Colonial System

Westminster in England

House of Assembly
Membership: elected by the people.
Role: debate public policy and new laws.
Decision-making Power: none.

House of Commons (or Lower House)
Membership: elected by the people.
Role: debate public policy and new laws; participate in the
creation of new laws.
Decision-making Power: significant.

Governor
*Membership: appointed by Westminster (England’s Parliament).
Role: head of colonial government in British North America.
Power: final decision-maker; appoint members to the Executive and Legislative councils.

English Monarch
Membership: hereditary.
Role: symbolic head of government.
Power: suggest new laws; veto (block) laws; decision-making
power limited by the Parliament and Constitution.

*Technically, the only governor in BNA based in Upper Canada. All the other colonies had a lieutenant-governor.

Legislative & Executive Councils
*Membership: appointed by the governor or lieutenantgovernor; drawn from the French and English aristocracy.
Role: assist governor/lieutenant-governor in decision-making
process.
Power: enact (Legislative) and enforce (Executive) laws.

Prime Minister
Membership: a member of either the Upper or Lower House
and appointed by the monarch.
Role: official head of government.
Power: appoints cabinet ministers; sets agenda for government;
enforces the law.
The House of Lords (or Upper House)
Membership: hereditary.
Role: provide a check to the power of the Lower House to ensure royal interests of Britain are met.
Power: this body could propose new laws and pass them with
the approval of the Commons; however, their main role is to
provide final approval for laws proposed by the Commons.

*Members of the Legislative Council serve for life; whereas,
members of the Executive only served so long as they met the
approval of the governor.
English Parliament (London, England)
Colonial government required permission of London to make
even the most basic decision. Colonial governors, however,
did possess significant discretionary or prerogative power.
Britain refused to allow the passage of laws/policies that did
not agree with British interests in the region.
Britain often sacrificed the needs of the colonies, i.e. Thirteen
Colonies in the 1760s, etc. to meet its own needs.

English Parliament (London, England)
Both the Upper and Lower houses shared decision-making
power.
The House of Lords tended to be more powerful, i.e. prime
minister; but the Commons nonetheless enjoyed decisionmaking privileges.
The English Constitution (called the Bill of Rights (1689)) was
the supreme law of the land and limited the power of the monarch.

The Colonial Government: Governor
Every colony in British North America had a governor; however, only Upper Canada had a governor general. The other colonies
all had lieutenant-governors. These men were appointed directly by the English Parliament. Comparatively speaking, the governor had more power in the colonies than the English monarch had in England itself. He had virtually absolute control over the
colony: he could call elections, dissolve government, pass laws without consulting the people, etc.
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In England, power was shared between multiple levels of government. The monarch's power, in particular, was limited by Parliament and by the English Constitution (Bill of Rights (1689)). This gave rise to the saying in England that, "The King reigns but
does not rule." The same could not be said of the colonial governor. He was accountable to no one (other than the English Parliament).
The Executive and Legislative Councils
Assisting the governor in administrating the colony were two councils—the Executive and Legislative. To be a councilor one had
to belong to the aristocracy. Councilors were appointed to their positions by the governor (or lieutenant-governor). Members of
the Legislative Council were appointed for life; whereas, members of the Executive only kept their position so long as the governor was pleased with their performance.
The Legislative Council's purpose was to propose and enact new laws (much like the Lower House in Great Britain). The Executive carried out and enforced laws.
If the colonial system was established as responsible, the two councils would have worked independently of one another. However, this was not the case: often a man might actually belong to both councils at the same time. This of course created an obvious conflict of interest. If you think about it, a person should not be able to both pass a law and enforce it. What would stop such
a man from passing a law that met only his own selfish needs when he is also the enforcer of that law? Nothing. And that's precisely why Howe, Mackenzie, and Papineau, wanted to reform the colonial system—it was rotten to the core.
The Assembly
The Assembly was where the people's elected representatives debated public policy and laws. Despite representing the majority
of people in the colony, the Assembly had the least decision-making power in government. The elected representatives were useful to the governor only insofar as they could raise money from the people through taxes. Although the people's representatives
did at times pass laws, they could only do so with the consent of the governor. And to be sure the governor (and his poker buddies in the councils) would not approve of a law that limited their own influence and power.24
Consequences: The Constitution Act
The Constitution Act (1791) was passed by Parliament for two reasons: to provide subjects in British North America with a limited form of democracy; and thereby prevent a revolution (like what had happened in the Thirteen Colonies) from breaking out in
Canada.
Although the act established a democratic style of government in the colonies, it did not establish responsible government. The
British distrusted the individualism inherent in the North American style of democracy. Thus, the Constitution Act was designed
more to promote stability as opposed to the growth of democracy. And that was the act's most obvious flaw: it placed greater
importance on creating a stable as opposed to relevant government. Thus, the English invested all power in the hands of one man
(accountable only to them), the governor. Arguably, the colonial system that this act put in place made rebellion more not less
likely.
In reality, when the British passed the Constitution Act they were simply trying to "get with the times." The democratic spirit was
in the air. And in the early 19th Century, it was "cool" to appear democratic because that's what people wanted. However, Britain
was just trying to look cool without actually being it. (I.e. If you think about it, Britain was sort of acting like how your dad might
when you bring your friends home. He pretends to be cool by talking to your friends and using terms like "werd" and "homie,"
etc. but in reality he's not so "phat" after all)).
Constitutional Contradiction
If you recall, the main problem with the Constitution Act was that it placed an elected assembly under
the control of an appointed council.25
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Six Colonies One Problem
In 1820, British North America had a population of nearly one million. The colonial system of government, with its all-powerful
governor and aristocracy, was ill-suited for governing people who demanded to be included in the decision-making process. In
reality, the colonies had outgrown their colonial government and by 1830 the cracks were showing.
In the colonies, ideas like equality, justice and liberty, encouraged people to take a closer look at their political institutions. People wanted to see their government become more democratic. However, the aristocracy used their considerable power to prevent
democratization.
Before the American Revolution (1776), not too many people questioned the legitimacy of having a small group of wealthy men
(oligarchy) wield power over so many. After the revolution, people saw that change was possible (even necessary). And by 1830,
the population of British North America was clamoring for change.26

DISCONTENT IN LOWER CANADA
In my opinion, Lower Canada had it the worst of any of the British
North American colonies. They not only had to deal with a corrupt colonial government, they also:
1. Struggled to prevent being absorbed by the English. In Quebec, the
French birth rate was lower than the rate of new immigrants coming to
the colony. New immigrants came from Scotland, Ireland, and England.
Insofar as anyone coming from France, it just wasn't happening. The
French feared if the trend continued, they would eventually become a
minority within their very own colony.
2. English merchants dominated both the colony's economy and the colonial government. The French felt like second-class citizens within
their own colony.27
Life in Quebec: 1820-1837
Lower Canadian society was divided along linguistic and economic lines. For instance, in Montreal, French and English lived in
completely separate districts within the city. Adding to the sense of separation was the fact that the English (and not the French)
had benefited from the city's economic growth. There was division within the countryside, as well. The French (rural) were
mainly farmers while the English (urban) were merchants. Consequently, the two groups had little interaction. They tolerated but
distrusted one another.
The Parti Patriote
The powerful, and aptly named, English Party dominated politics in Quebec. For instance, members of the Executive and Legislative councils were drawn solely from the English Party. The English aristocracy was dubbed the "Chateau Clique." The nick
name was apparently a reference to how much time the members of the English Party spent at the lieutenant-governor's residence, Chateau St. Louis.28
Opposing the aristocracy was the Parti Patriote. Members of this political party were drawn primarily from the French and Irish.
Relations between the Patriotes and the English Party were never good. They each stood for the opposite of what the other stood
for. Frequent fights in both the Assembly and on the streets of Montreal took place between them. During one altercation in
1832, three French men were shot and killed by the British 15th Regiment that had been called in to restore order. The political
climate quickly deteriorated.
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Cholera Epidemic
In June of 1832, Irish immigrants sick with cholera arrived in Montreal. Three days later the disease claimed its first French victim. The illness spread rapidly throughout Montreal and the countryside. The urban poor (French and Irish) suffered the most
because of their terrible living conditions. The abysmal conditions were the result of the inaction of the governor; it was his responsibility to see that the city had adequate sewage disposal systems, etc. But as he was not accountable to the people for his
performance, he did nothing.
Both the colonial government and the medical community seemed incapable of dealing with the epidemic. Doctors, in particular,
wrongly believed cholera was transmitted by fumes carried through the atmosphere. Thus, instead of insuring people had access
to clean drinking water, that garbage was collected and properly disposed of, and sick people were quarantined, they ordered that
cannons be fired into the sky to purify the air. Despite the declaration of war on the air the epidemic continued and eventually
claimed 9,000 lives.29
The Ninety-Two Resolutions
In the early 1820s Louis-Joseph Papineau, a seigneur and leader of the Parti Patriotes, was an admirer of the English Constitution. He believed the Bill of Rights (1689) could be used to help obtain justice for his countrymen. However, by the early 1830s
he had given up this hope. The governor and the Chateau Clique had used their prerogative power to prevent much needed reforms from being passed in Lower Canada, i.e. Adequate sewage systems in Montreal.
The Bill of Rights (1689)
Also known as the English Constitution; a list of laws protecting the rights of individuals from being
infringed upon by other individuals or the government. The document is considered to be the supreme
law of the land and is extremely difficult to change; it forms the basis of the rule of law in England.

Papineau, Louis-Joseph: (1786-1871) was a Quebec politician, lawyer,
seigneur and dedicated republican. He was an important leader of the Parti
Patriote movement. Under Papineau the Patriotes worked to reduce the power
of the French-English elite in Quebec. After peaceful attempts to expand
democracy failed in Quebec, the Lower Canadian Rebellion broke out.
Papineau fled to the United States to avoid prosecution. He tried to gain
American support for the rebellion; however, America declared its neutrality.
Thus, he traveled to Paris in the hopes of getting France involved. France, too,
did not actively support the rebels. He left France and returned to Canada in
1845. Papineau supported something called the Montreal Annexation
Manifesto that called for Canada to join the United States. He also participated
in the creation of the Parti Rogue which eventually became what is known as
the Liberal Party of Canada of today.
Thus, in 1834 (like the American Continental Congress had done in 1775) the Parti Patriotes tried to take their grievances directly
to the English Parliament. Papineau led a delegation to England and presented Parliament a list of Ninety-Two Resolutions. I
think it highly unlikely that Papineau actually believed this measure would succeed. After all, it was London that had created the
colonial system in the first place. And if the British had refused to listen to their fellow Englishmen in 1775, why would they
listen to a bunch disgruntled Frenchmen in 1834? Nevertheless, the Patriotes respected the rule of law and wanted to give diplomacy a chance.
The two most important suggested resolutions were:
1.
2.

The Legislative Council membership be taken directly from the elected representatives in the House of Assembly.
The Executive Council be directly responsible to the House of Assembly for its performance (and not to the lieutenantgovernor).
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In short, Papineau was asking for what Joseph Howe wanted in Nova Scotia: an end to political corruption by introducing responsible government. Three years later the English Parliament gave the Patriotes their answer: no. All of the resolutions were rejected. The Parti Patriote immediately began preparing Quebec for rebellion.30
Causes of the Rebellions in Lower Canada in Brief
1. Political reforms, i.e. responsible government, accountability, democratization, etc. were blocked by the Chateau Clique.
2. There were crop failures in 1837 which encouraged people to look for radical solutions to the problems confronting the colony.
3. There was an increase of immigration to Lower Canada from the British Isles which threatened the French character of Quebec.
4. An outbreak of cholera contributed to a climate of mistrust and fear between English and French.
5. There was an international economic recession.
Responsible Government Explained
Responsible government basically is a government accountable to the people. In the colonial system,
a powerful English Governor General appointed members of the wealthy elite to the Executive and
Legislative councils. These people were appointed and could not be held accountable for the laws
they passed or did not pass. They were directly accountable only to the governor. For the colonial
system to become “responsible” the members of Executive and Legislative councils would have to be
drawn directly from the House of Assembly (elected representatives). In principle, the governor could
not just appoint whomever he wanted. He had to get approval from the House of Assembly. Also,
both the Governor and the Executive Council—the “decision-makers”—would only remain in power if
they passed laws that the people’s representatives (Legislative Council) wanted. If the governor and
Executive Council failed to follow the wishes of the elected representatives then the Governor, etc.
would be removed.

TROUBLE IN UPPER CANADA
In 1791, Governor General Simcoe had tried to recreate the greatness of Great Britain in the wilderness. In order to do this, he
encouraged the immigration of wealthy American and British settlers to the colony. These settlers formed the basis of a new aristocracy (gentry). Following the War of 1812 the aristocracy became more powerful. They shared the governor's power through
the Executive and Legislative councils.
Just like in Lower Canada, the majority of people in Upper Canada did not belong to the aristocracy. Farmers, lawyers, doctors,
teachers, and other professionals, formed the basis of an influential middle-class in the colony. The contribution to society by the
middle-class was considerable (yet they lacked political power). Therefore, they pressured the governor and the aristocracy to
share more of the decision-making power with them. Predictably the aristocracy refused.
William Lyons Mackenzie
Mackenzie owned a newspaper called the Colonial Advocate in York (Toronto). In his paper, he fiercely criticized the aristocracy. He called them the "Family Compact." Mackenzie traced all of Upper Canada's problems to the interference of the Family
Compact in the affairs of the colony.31
Mackenzie's criticisms of the aristocracy did neither go un-noticed nor unanswered. In 1826, young men from many of York's socalled finest families destroyed the printing presses of the Colonial Advocate. If the vandals (like Nigel and Edward III) hoped to
silence Mackenzie they were mistaken. Instead, they made the fiery newspaperman into a martyr. Mackenzie took the vandals to
court, won the case, and the people loved him for it. The journalist then made the fateful decision to enter politics. In 1828,
Mackenzie was elected to the House of Assembly for Upper Canada. He wasted no time in using his new position to directly
criticize Governor General John Colborne and the aristocracy.
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Mackenzie, William: (1795-1861) was a Scottish born Canadian journalist,
politician, and leader of the 1837 Upper Canadian Rebellion. He was also the first
mayor of the City of Toronto. He used his newspaper the The Colonial Advocate
as an instrument to attack Canada’s economic elite. Perhaps his most important
contribution to Canadian history was his coining of the phrase “Family Compact”
to describe the “ugly noble dudes and their poker buddies” who were running/
ruining the colony.

Colborne detested Mackenzie and forced him out of office four times in six years; however, Mackenzie kept getting re-elected.
By 1834 Mackenzie left the Assembly and won election as the first mayor of Toronto.
Crisis in Upper Canada
In Upper Canada, the Reform Party opposed the Family Compact. The Reformers wanted responsible government and at first
believed it could be achieved through democratic means.
In 1836, the British Government started to come to its senses. In an attempt to appease the Reform Party, Governor Colborne was
replaced with the more "diplomatic" Sir Francis Bond Head. One of Bond Head's first actions was to appoint Robert Baldwin (a
reformer and member of the Assembly) to the Executive Council. The gesture was intended to show England's willingness to
listen to needs of its subjects; however, the new governor basically ignored Baldwin's recommendations in the council. Baldwin
resigned in protest and the political situation deteriorated.
Thereafter, Bond Head refused to talk to the Reform Party at all. The resultant political deadlock led to the entire Assembly resigning in protest. During the election of 1837, Bond Head used his money and influence to guarantee the Family Compact received a majority of seats in the Assembly. Mackenzie's moment had come. The people were finally ready for what he had always wanted, rebellion.32
Causes of the Rebellions in Upper Canada in Brief
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Political reforms, i.e. responsible government, accountability, democratization, etc. were blocked.
There were crop failures in 1837 which encouraged people to look for radical solutions to the problems confronting the colony.
The incompetence of Bond Head.
The Church of England felt threatened by the influx of immigrants who were not Anglican.
There was an international economic recession.

TROUBLE BREWING IN NOVA SCOTIA
In the 1830s, Nova Scotia was the most politically stable colony in British North America. The international seaport at Halifax
gave the colony a more diversified economy. Unlike Lower and Upper Canada, the economy was not focused primarily around
agriculture. Nova Scotia's greatest industries were ship-building, international trade, and fishing. Consequently, the stronger
economy (combined with a virtually homogenous population) led to a more stable political situation. Yet, not all was well. Nova
Scotians were ruled under the same colonial system as in Upper and Lower Canada—the aristocracy blocked even the simplest of
democratic reforms.33
Joseph Howe
Like Mackenzie Joseph Howe was an editor of a newspaper (The Novascotian) and he was an advocate of responsible government. Unlike the fiery Upper Canadian, Howe was a strong supporter of the monarchy. The son of a Loyalist immigrant, he had a
profound distrust of American-style democracy. Yet, he wasn't too keen on the colonial system either. He was a moderate reformer, and his Loyalist origins prevented him from going as far as either Papineau or Mackenzie.34
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According to Howe, the ruling elite were obviously corrupt. They were holding Nova Scotia down through their self-serving
ways. Members of the aristocracy brought charges of libel against Howe in 1835. Howe successfully defended himself and the
charges against him were thrown out. Correspondingly, his popularity and influence in the colony increased. And like
Mackenzie, Howe decided to enter politics and put words into action. In the election of 1836, he won election to the Assembly
promising to work for responsible government.35
Howe, Joseph: (1804-1873) a journalist and reform-minded politician. He was the
son of a United Empire Loyalist. Thus, he felt a strong connection to England. Yet,
he saw the need for political reform within the colony (which meant he had to
challenge the colonial system Britain had established through the Constitution Act
(1791). Howe is best remembered for his gifts of oratory and writing. In particular,
he used both his gift for writing and oratory to expose corruption in the colony. As
a consequence, he was charged with libel by those police and politicians he
exposed. He won his case which firmly established freedom of the press for Nova
Scotia. Today, he is considered one of Nova Scotia's greatest and best-loved
politicians.
The ruling elite were displeased with Howe's success; it was hard to be corrupt when the colony's most influential newspaper
kept on reporting your corruption; it was equally impossible not to look selfish when Howe told everyone you owed your wealth
to the hard work of others. Thus the aristocracy tried to silence Howe the only way they could—through a duel.
The challenge came after Howe had published an unflattering comparison between the children of rich families and the apprentices he employed in his print shop. The aristocracy considered this to be an intolerable insult. Howe accepted the challenge to
duel a man named John Halliburton.
During the duel, Halliburton fired first but missed. Howe had all the time in the world and a clear shot. Instead of firing at his
opponent, he raised his pistol and fired in the air. I'm certain Halliburton was thinking to himself, 'Is he trying to protect himself
from cholera?'
Okay, Halliburton probably didn't think that; but the fact remains Howe did discharge his weapon into the air. He said of the
event, "I never intended to fire at [my opponent] and would not for 10,000 [dollars]—all that was necessary was for me to let
them see that the Reformers could teach them a lesson of coolness and moderation."36
Howe's coolness under fire personified the reform movement in Nova Scotia. They would never advocate violence to achieve
their objectives. Howe had perhaps the most in common with Papineau, in that, although he felt progress through the rule of law
was slow it had to be given a chance to work. Violence was not the answer; and it is perhaps for this reason that in 1848 Nova
Scotia became the first province to enjoy responsible government in the British Empire. Upper and Lower Canada would not
receive responsible government until 1849 (and there would be blood shed first).
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4.2 THE REBELLIONS
THE BOILING POINT
In 1837, Governor Bond Head had two unhappy colonies to deal with. The question confronting the governor was: which of the
two colonies would rebel first? Bond Head had to take the following into consideration:
•

Both Papineau and Mackenzie were agitating for armed rebellion.

•

Mackenzie was actively and openly training men to support some sort of military action.

•

The Patriotes were French whereas for all their flaws the potential rebels in Upper Canada were English.

Bingo! French guys get it first.
Although the governor was concerned about Mackenzie's activities in Toronto, he believed the greater danger came from Quebec.
Accusations of prejudice aside, Bond Head made the right decision to send troops first to Lower Canada. The Patriotes, though
lacking organization, were a far more sizable force than Mackenzie's ragtag militia. Moreover, there were rumors that the Patriotes were planning to declare the independence of Lower Canada.
The first actual armed resistance took place inside the hamlet of St. Jean. British soldiers escorting two Frenchmen (arrested on
charges of disturbing the peace) were ambushed by a group of Parti Patriote supporters. The two men were rescued and the rebellion was underway!37
For Papineau it had come much too early. His movement lacked organization (or even a
plan) and he knew that without help from America, the prospects for success were bleak.
Nonetheless, the Patriotes began making preparations to defend themselves. For some reason they felt it important enough to start printing their own money. However, they did do a
couple of "revolutionary" things: they designed a flag (see left) and put together a declaration
of independence.38
In November 1837, armed rebellion broke out in and around Montreal. Governor Bond Head ordered British troops to put down
the revolt. The man given the responsibility of leading the government's troops was none other than the former governor, John
Colborne. Arrest warrants were issued for Papineau and the other leaders of the Patriotes. Papineau, along with his supporters,
retreated to the Richelieu Valley and the county of Deux-Montagnes.39
Rebellion in Lower Canada
Britain's rejection of the Ninety-Two Resolutions was the last straw. The Patriotes organized public rallies in protest (and rallies
turned into armed mobs roaming the countryside). As the rule of law broke down, armed supporters of the Patriotes took control
of rural areas surrounding Montreal. With the arrival of Colborne's army in November, 1837, the rebels moved to the Richelieu
Valley where they could expect support from the local population.40
The Battle of St. Denis
Colonial government forces under the command of Colonel Charles Gore
marched into the Richelieu Valley on November 22, 1837. Gore commanded
three-hundred British troops and expected to make quick work of the rebels. Opposing the British were the Patriotes 800 strong led by Dr. Wolfred Nelson.
The Patriotes barricaded the road and waited for the British to arrive. (Oh and
when I say the road I mean the road—there weren't many others.) The Chateau
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Clique frequently blocked the Assembly from approving expenditures on necessary infrastructure like roads, bridges, hospitals,
schools, etc. Manning the barricade were farmers, doctors, teachers, lawyers, and public notaries. For his part Papineau was no
where to be seen. As soon as he caught sight of the government troops approaching he "booked it."
In the early hours of the morning, Gore arrived three kilometers outside of the village of St. Denis with his troops. They had been
marching all night through mud, cold, and freezing rain. They were caught off guard when a group of Patriotes ran out of a house
and opened fire on them from behind the barricade. The British charged the barricade and the French withdrew behind the safety
of a stone wall. The two sides continued to exchange fire for several hours.41
By mid-afternoon, the defenders of St. Denis received reinforcements from the surrounding villages. The English were tired, they
had not expected such resistance, and they were nearly out of ammunition. Gore ordered his force to retreat. The battle left 12
British and 13 Patriotes dead.
The Patriotes celebrated their victory without their beloved leader, Papineau. (He was heroically hiding somewhere at the time of
the battle.) Nelson meanwhile pondered the consequences of the battle: he knew full well that the Battle of St. Denis was only a
skirmish; and he understood that one of the world's most powerful armies would return in greater numbers. The Patriotes would
not catch the British sleeping again.42
Battle of St. Charles
All the victory at St. Denis did was boost French morale; that is, it convinced doubters that Britain could be opposed successfully. Consequently, many doubters volunteered to join the rebels in their fight for independence. Despite the influx of volunteers, the French had little hope of overall victory. They were opposed by a professional army (including the elite regiment
known as "The Royals"). Ultimately, the rebellion's success or failure depended upon the Patriote defense of the hamlet of St.
Charles.
The Royals: (established around 1660) an elite fighting force also known as the
Royal Dragoons or Royal Guard; fought in the War of Austrian Succession and the
Seven Years War. The Regiment went on to see service during the Napoleonic Wars
and fought at the Battle of Waterloo against Napoleon Bonaparte. The Regiment was
especially favored by King George IV. The king appointed the brilliant military strategist, the Duke of Wellington, as its Colonel.

On November 25th, St. Charles, a small community built upon the banks of the Richelieu River, was still and quiet. The colonial
commander, Colonel George Wetherall, proudly marched 425 British soldiers towards the sleepy town. As the soldiers marched
they noticed a barricade beside the road. Once Wetherall and his men got close enough to the barricade, the Patriotes opened fire.
The two sides exchanged musket fire for several minutes. Then the Royals charged the barricade. Despite the best efforts of the
poorly-equipped Patriotes, the Royals pushed them from their defensive position. As the Royals advanced, the defenders retreated into the cold waters of the Richelieu.43
At another spot on the battlefield, Patriotes holed themselves up beside a seigniorial manor house. The French defenders of the
house came out of the front door as if to surrender to the British (they knelt on one knee with their rifles turned upside down).
Seeing this the Royals let down their guard to go arrest the defenders. But, at the last moment, the French opened fire on their
would-be captors from point blank range. After this bit of treachery, the Royals yelled and charged at the Patriotes slaughtering
them. By the end of the day, 150 Patriotes and 3 British soldiers lay dead on the battlefield.
After hearing of the Patriote defeat, Papineau and Nelson made good their escape to the United States. Those unlucky enough to
be caught by the British ended up in a medieval-like prison in Montreal.44 It didn't take long for news of the rebellion in Lower
Canada to reach Mackenzie in Toronto. He became convinced that the time for action had come and he immediately set about
preparing his supporters for rebellion.
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Battle of St. Eustache
Following the Battle of St. Charles martial law was declared
in the district of Montreal. On the 4th of December, General
Colborne personally led a colonial force of 2,000 British
regulars against the village of St. Eustache. By the time Colborne reached the village only a couple hundred French remained to fight.
Leading the defense of Eustache was the courageous and
diminutive Dr. Jean-Olivier Chenier. A born leader of men,
Chenier commanded respect because of both his physical
strength and strength of character. For instance, when someone suggested they should flee from the English, Chenier
replied: "Do what you want, but as for me, I am here to fight, and if I am killed, I am going to take a few of them before dying."
Some of his men worried that they did not have enough weapons. "Rest assured," he told them, "Some men will be killed, and
you can take their guns."45
On December 14, 1837, Chenier and his men set up their defense at the church of St. Eustache. The two sides did not exchange
fire for some time as though they were waiting for some sort of divine intervention. General Colborne broke the silence when he
ordered his artillery to bombard the church. The resultant cannonade continued for two hours. As night fell on the small town,
Colborne gave the order for the Royals to charge the church. The Royals were pushed out of the building by the musket fire of
the defenders. The British then decided to light the church on fire. The defenders realized that if they remained in the church they
would be roasted alive. So the rebels tried to escape. Colborne gave orders for his men to kill anyone coming out of the building.
One-hundred Patriotes were killed in the battle including Dr. Chenier.46
Following the successful end to the campaign in Lower Canada, Colborne left leaving behind a bunch of rowdy, EnglishCanadian drunken militiamen. In the spirit of James Wolfe, the English militia set about burning the farms and homes of the habitants of Deux-Montagnes and the Richelieu Valley.47
The Rebellion and Its Aftermath
Following the defeat at Eustache eight-hundred Frenchmen suspected of treason were arrested and tried before a colonial court.
The court handed down the following sentences:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Papineau and fifteen other Parti Patriotes leaders were banished forever from Canada.
Ninety-nine were sentenced to death (12 were actually hanged).
Fifty-eight were banished to penal colonies in either Bermuda or Australia.
And the rest were set free.

In addition to the arrests, many habitants had their property confiscated and/or destroyed. While all the drama was taking place in
Canada, Papineau was on his way to spend a short exile in Paris, France.
A second rebellion broke out in Quebec in February, 1838. A group of Patriotes-in-exile in the United States launched a series of
small raids into Lower Canada. They were led by Robert Nelson (Wolfred's brother). During the first raid into Lower Canada,
Nelson read a proclamation declaring a new republic with himself as president. When he returned to the American side of the
border, he was arrested and thrown in jail. The Americans did not disapprove of what Nelson was doing and soon released him.
In the end, the second revolt was even more poorly organized than the first and was put down within a week of the first raid by
local volunteers.48
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REBELLION IN UPPER CANADA
One of Mackenzie's first revolutionary acts was to change the name of his newspaper to the Constitution (a clear reference to the
American republic). He then issued the Toronto Manifesto (also called the Toronto Declaration) declaring the independence of
Upper Canada on December 3, 1837. Inspired by the uprisings in Lower Canada, he began riding around the countryside urging
the people to cast of their chains and rebel. He managed to convince a small number of people to join his cause. And with his
small band of followers, he determined to march on York (Toronto) and declare a glorious new republic!
Without a doubt events in Quebec influenced what happened (or did not happen) in Upper Canada. For instance, Bond Head was
confident the rebels would not dare try anything so long as he was in charge. Therefore, he sent his entire army to put down the
rebellion in Lower Canada. Mackenzie used the opportunity to launch a rebellion of his own (albeit premature). His logic was
solid enough: with the British regulars gone he could capture York's city hall, take possession of its arm store, and overthrow the
colonial government.
Battle of Yonge Street
On the morning of December 5, 1837, Mackenzie marched a rebel "army" down Yonge Street in the direction of York City Hall.
Out of a force of seven-hundred men, only a handful actually had muskets. The rest were armed with pitchforks, clubs, and a
playdo-resolve. For his part, Mackenzie wore several heavy coats thinking the garments would protect him from bullets. As the
rebels proceeded down Yonge Street, church bells rang in warning.
All seemed to be going according to plan when suddenly the rebels were brought to a complete stop. To their horror a few hundred meters away they saw what they believed to be a cannon coming towards them. When the "canon" drew close enough, it
turned out to be only a wagon full of wood being drawn by a horse. I'd have to say the French showed a heck of a lot more courage and resolve compared to these Englishmen. These would-be rebels counted themselves lucky, swallowed any reservations
they had about continuing, and continued marching towards their objective.
Yonge Street, in reality, was more of a country road than anything linking Montgomery's Tavern which was a little distance away
from Toronto. And since rebellions apparently give you the munchies Mackenzie stopped to eat at the tavern. While he was having his meal (probably haggis or some other equally detestable Scottish food), messengers representing Bond Head arrived. They
wanted to discuss whether or not a truce could be reached. However, when the governor discovered how poorly armed the rebels
were he broke off negotiations and quickly raised a militia of 250 volunteers.49
The Battle Continues
After finishing his dessert, Mackenzie and his men went back on the march. The rebels were confronted by two dozen members
of the local militia led by Sheriff Jarvis. As Mackenzie's men came into full view, Jarvis ordered his men to fire (after the first
volley they turned and ran away). The rebels returned fire (and then ran away in turn, too).
Ahem. Yeah. Where's everybody going? Even General Proctor would've been embarrassed...
What had happened, I guess, is that the rebels in the front of the line dropped to the ground to allow the men behind them to fire.
The men in the back, seeing the men in the front drop, thought their comrades had been hit and then ran away. Who could blame
them? We can't all afford multiple and glorious overcoats like Mackenzie...
Bar Fight at Montgomery's Tavern
After the fiasco on Yonge Street, the remaining rebels fled back to Montgomery's Tavern to re-organize. (Also, running away can
make you really, really hungry.) Two days (and six meals later) Bond Head arrived at the tavern ahead of 1,500 men.
Mackenzie's supporters numbered only 500 at the time. The colonial militia fired a cannon ball through the window of the tavern,
causing panic among the rebels. The battle lasted only 30 minutes before the rebels—including Mackenzie—fled for their lives.
The Rebellion of Upper Canada had been effectively crushed (or had it?).
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The Republic of Navy Island
Following the defeat at Montgomery's Tavern, Mackenzie fled to New York. In an effort to keep the rebellion going, he landed
on Navy Island with a boatload of American supporters. (Navy Island was in the Niagara River and technically part of Upper
Canada.) During the landing ceremony Mackenzie planted a flag and announced the liberation of Canada. He also declared himself the first president of the Republic of Canada.
His American guests cheered but the celebrations didn't last long. British shore guns began
bombarding the proceedings. Mackenzie was too tenacious a man to be discouraged, though.
He established what basically would amount to a provisional government on the island. As
his followers launched raids into Upper Canada throughout 1838, he enticed people to join
his cause by offering them free land.50
Tired of the rebel presence, the Canadians finally rowed to the American side of the Niagara
River and set fire to Mackenzie's supply ship the Caroline. As the vessel burned, the Canadians loosened the vessel from its moorings and sent it over Niagara Falls in a fiery blaze.
And during the brief fight, the Canadians accidentally killed an American citizen. The murder of the American pushed Canada and the United States to the brink of war. Although
relations between the two countries became strained, they never fought one another. Moreover, the rebellion of Upper Canada was finally over.
It is informative to note that more men died during Mackenzie's American-backed border raids than in the original 1837 rebellion. More than 1,000 rebels were captured, 20 hanged, and more than 800 sentenced to prison. The rest were either sent into exile or else banished to the brutal penal colonies of Australia.51
The Results of One and a Half Rebellions
The rebellions in Upper and Lower Canada, though small in scale and somewhat pointless, resulted in some interesting developments both at home and abroad:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

The rebellions influenced Great Britain to eventually grant Canada (and other colonies within the British Empire) responsible government.52
Radical reformers like Mackenzie disappeared from the political scene in Canada. They were replaced by moderates like
Robert Baldwin.53
Thankfully the American Government resisted the temptation to go to war.
Mackenzie, Papineau, and Wolfred Nelson, were all pardoned and allowed to come back to Canada. Papineau, in particular,
was the only one to have an impact on later events (he helped establish the Parti Rouge in the 1840s which would later become the Liberal Party of Canada).54
Without the reformers the Family Compact and Chateau Clique were left in firm control of Upper and Lower Canada.

4.3 RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT
The rebellions succeeded where Papineau's diplomacy and Mackenzie's insults had failed: the British Government was finally
listening. The newly crowned Queen Victoria sent Sir John George Lambton (Lord Durham) to British North America to learn
the reasons for the rebellions and report back to Parliament.
In 1838, Lambton was appointed governor general of all British North America (a position that technically had not existed prior
to Lord Durham). With this new office came a great deal of executive decision-making power. The British were bent and determined to solve their colonial problems once and for all.55
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When Lord Durham arrived in the colonies, many Canadians were optimistic. He had earned a rep utation as a progressive and
forward thinking man who supported responsible government.
Durham's first act as Governor General turned out to be the beginning of the end for him. He pardoned many of the imprisoned
Patriotes; and he sent the leaders of the rebellions to sunny Bermuda instead of the nasty penal colonies of Australia. In the long
term, his sending of Canadian prisoners to Bermuda would get him into trouble; however, in the short term the act seemed to
improve French-English relations in Lower Canada.
John George Lambton: 1792-1840, sent by Queen Victoria in 1838 to investigate the
circumstances surrounding the Lower and Upper Canadian rebellions. His detailed and
famous Report on the Affairs of British North America (1839) recommended that the colonies be granted responsible government and that the two Canadas be united into one
large province.

While in British North America, Durham spent the majority of his time in Lower Canada. Unfortunately for the French, Durham
did not consult with the French about their specific concerns. Instead, he spent most of his time with English merchants of Montreal; and in so doing he inherited their anti-French bias and their ridiculous belief that English was superior to French-Canadien
culture. This bias was later reflected in Durham's Report on the Affairs of British North America (1839).
Report on the Affairs of British North America
Commonly known as “Lord Durham's Report” is an important document in the history of Canada and
the British Empire. Durham had just been appointed Governor General and given special powers as
high commissioner of British North America. He had spoken to merchants in Britain who wanted
greater British control over the Canadas, as they felt the French Canadians' presence in Lower Canada
undermined their economic interests. The Report made several recommendations that were eventually implemented by the British Government in 1847 (namely the union of Upper and Lower Canada
and the granting of responsible government).
During his brief stay in Upper Canada, Lord Durham met with the father and son team of reformers William and Robert Baldwin.
The Baldwins insisted that the culture of privilege enjoyed by the Family Compact and the lack of accountability in the colonial
government were both to blame for the civil unrest. If the British were sincere about solving Canada's problems, the colonial government would have to become "responsible." Although Durham was sympathetic to the Baldwins, he needed more information
before making any recommendations.
In the meantime, he visited New York State to restore the Anglo-American relationship back to normalcy. (If you recall, the Canadians had killed an American citizen while sinking the Caroline.) His mission to the United States was a complete success.
There would be no American war with Canada.56
Canada Loses Its First Governor General
Remember when Durham sent those French prisoners to Bermuda? Well, he should've sent them to Australia (or New Jersey).
The governor of Bermuda was apparently upset with Durham for sending him the French prisoners. First of all the island paradise
was not a penal colony; secondly, Durham's authority did not extend to Bermuda; and lastly, Durham did not say "please." He
had apparently over-stepped his authority. Bermuda's governor made sure the English Parliament was aware of Lambton's actions.57
After only spending five months in Canada, Durham was recalled to England to defend his actions. He resigned his position
shortly thereafter. (Possibly the real reason for his recall was that he had made too many powerful enemies in England with his
unabashed republicanism). Coincidentally, a second uprising in Lower Canada erupted only days after he departed. The rebellion
was crushed easily. The following spring, Durham submitted his Report on the Affairs of British North America. Among his
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many recommendations, the three most important were:
UNIFICATION

Upper and Lower Canada should be united into one government

RESPONSIBLE
GOVERNMENT

Members of the executive and legislative councils should only be taken from the people's elected
representatives in the House of Assembly

SEMI-AUTONOMY

The colonies should be given authority over their own internal affairs. (Only on imperial matters
would the governor be allowed to override them.)

Ultimately, Durham simply recommended colonists be given the same rights as citizens in Britain. As for the cause of the two
rebellions? The two conflicts occurred for very different reasons:
Upper Canada: he blamed an outdated colonial system and the self-serving Family Compact.
Lower Canada: the Governor General felt the rebellion was caused by a power struggle between the French and English. According to Durham, in Lower Canada "I expected to find a contest between a government and a people: I found two nations warring in the bosom of a single state: I found a struggle, not of principles, but of races."

“I expected to find a contest between a government and a people: I found two nations warring, in the bosom of a single state: I found a struggle, not of principles,
but of races.”
Lord Durham
Some Final Words
In my opinion, Durham's view of Quebec was overly simplistic. He took on far too unquestioningly the attitudes and opinions of
the English merchants of Montreal. I know he respected the "simple" French people but he spent no time talking directly to them
about their concerns. Had he done so, he would have found a reasonable and reform-minded people who simply wanted political
change.
Durham ignored the fact that the same backward colonial system existed in both Upper and Lower Canada. Thus, he failed to
make the connection that the cause of conflict in both colonies was fundamentally the same: tension between poor and rich, competition between the lower/middle and upper classes. Certainly in Quebec there was the additional French versus English element; however, it was not the only factor as Durham made it out to be.58
Thus, I enthusiastically disagree with Durham (and basically every Canadian historian I've read on topic of the rebellion in Lower
Canada). If racial tension was the primary cause of conflict in Quebec, why had the two rebellions taken place at essentially the
same time? Moreover, it was well stated that Papineau's (and Mackenzie's) motivation for the uprising was to establish responsible government. Moreover, if the race issue was so important to the French, wouldn't they have simply joined the Americans in
either 1776 or 1812? They didn't rebel because they believed (by and large) in English-style democracy and the rule of law. They
believed in it in 1776 and in 1836.
(Okay, it is possible, just maybe, that the French didn't join the Americans because they thought the Yanks were
bigger jerks than the British. Aight. I'll concede that much; but, I am going to challenge my homie Lord Durham by
laying down some sweet counter-arguments to a phat back beat. Oh and because I am rapping my point of view,
everything I say must be true. Hey, that totally rhymed!)
I want to offer one last argument before I leave this topic: ethnicity in Lower Canada was incidental, in that, had Quebec (or Uppper Canada for that matter) been given responsible government there would've been no reason to rebel. The cause of the rebellions in both colonies was fundamentally the same: people wanted responsible government and rich English dudes, i.e. Family
Compact and Chateau Clique, etc. naturally resisted any attempt at a reduction to their powers or privileges.
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The Republican Itch (1848)
The conflict affecting Canada in the late 1830s spilled over into Europe in the 1840s. In 1848, Europe
was engulfed in a series of revolutions fought for principally the same reasons they occured in Canada: people were tired of the status-quo and wanted a greater say in their own government; and just
like in Canada the European aristocracy refused to share their wealth and power.
Durham can be forgiven for not being perceptive of the changes taking place in Western society. According to political philosopher Karl Marx, changes take place in society, i.e. Desire for democratic reform in 1848, etc. well before anyone can articulate why these changes occured in the first place; it is
only well after events have occured that the historian can honestly make sense of them or provide a
meaningful context.

DURHAM’S SOLUTION
Initially, the French placed a lot of hope in the new Governor General. He had a reputation for being a champion of democracy in
Great Britain. Unfortunately for the French, the English elite had 100% of Durham's attention. The elite argued persuasively that
to solve the "colonial problem" the French presence in Canada would have to end once and for all. Durham agreed.
Durham knew expulsion was not an option; therefore, he chose two subtle approaches to assimilation: firstly, he would rely on
the so-called superiority of English culture to convince the French to quit being French; and secondly, he would rig the colonial
government in such a way that the English population could dominate the colony without significant interference from the
French.
i). The "Superiority" of English Culture
In Durham's Report, he identified the central mistake of British policy in Quebec: it was impossible to preserve a "FrenchCanadian nationality in the midst of Anglo-American colonies and states." He insisted that the "superior political and practical
intelligence of the English [compared to the French] cannot be, for a moment, disputed."59 Therefore, the French identity must be
wiped away to make room for the superior English culture; and once this was achieved all problems would disappear.
Many Englishmen thought it odd that the French had not already abandoned their culture. Although there were Frenchmen who
valued English-style democracy, they were not about to abandon a language, religion or culture, that was at least as old (if not
older) than the English. In reality, the French appreciated what a representative system of government offered them. In such a
system, they could represent and make decisions for themselves. This of course is one of the central principles of representative
democracy; and men like Papineau took the English at their word. They looked at the English Bill of Rights and rightly felt that if
the British truly meant what they wrote in this document then all would be well.
Perhaps it was French naivety or perhaps it was the "superiority" of English culture but the English said one thing and then did
quite another. For example, the British created a colonial government that looked democratic yet in reality was aristocratic. The
English are not the only hypocrites when it comes to saying one thing and then doing something else. For instance, in the American Constitution (1787) the authors say fancy things like "all men are born free" and then they continued to practice slavery.
(Maybe the word all here means something entirely different in "American" than it does in English?) The English, like the
Americans before them, never intended to share decision-making with minorities.
ii). Rigging the Colonial Government
Durham wanted to grant the "English" responsible government. Before this could be accomplished the French would have to be
outnumbered. Durham's first idea was to join all of the British North American colonies into a single province. The French would
be obviously outnumbered by the English if this were done. However, the Maritime colonies had no interest in being united with
the unstable Canadas.
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Since a confederation of all British North American colonies was out of the question, Durham would join Upper and Lower Canada into a single province. And then once an English majority had been clearly established, it would be time to introduce responsible government. Durham never lived to see his recommendations put into action. He died in July 1840, killed, it was said, by
the rigors of his Canadian assignment.60
Act of Union (1840)
The British government only accepted part of Durham's Report: while Britain decided to unite Upper and Lower Canada, it did
not grant responsible government. The government of the new province retained a Governor General, an appointed Executive
Council, an appointed Legislative Council, and an Assembly of elected representatives. As indicated by the chart to the right, the
act accomplished the following:
•

There would be a single House of Assembly.

•

Both Upper and Lower Canada were given the same number of representatives.

•

The debt of the two colonies would be pooled together.

•

Upper Canada would now be known as "Canada West" and Quebec would be "Canada East."

•

English would be the official and only language of government.

By under-representing the French, it was hoped the English
would dominate the government. The dumb thing about giving both Canadas equal representation is it made it impossible
for the English to dominate the Assembly. They had the same
number of representatives. This resulted in political deadlock
and not the intended dominance. (I think the English law makers should've brushed up on their math skills before completing the Act of Union.)
Lastly, the Act of Union established Kingston as the capital of
the new United Province of Canada. The capital was later
moved to Montreal in 1844. As for responsible government,
the Executive and Legislative councils remained answerable
only to the governor.61

THE UNITED PROVINCE OF CANADA
Nothing changed substantially for either Quebec or Ontario. Politically speaking, the two colonies were now united in a fundamentally dysfunctional political relationship.
Both the French and English were given equal representation in the new House of Assembly (despite the French having 50%
more population). The arrangement was supposed to somehow give the English an advantage over the French. However, regardless what the British intended, the Canadians (of both former colonies) did something quite unintended and unforeseen: reformers
from both Canada East and West formed a political alliance to make common cause for, you guessed it, responsible government.
Although there were obvious differences between the French and English, the two had much in common. In particular, they
shared a desire to expand democracy.62
Reformers in the New Union
Britain had denied the colonies responsible government in 1840. Yet, the matter was far from over. Reformers from both Canada
East and West worked tirelessly for political reform. And of course the same people were there to oppose the reformers—the
British governor, the Family Compact and the Chateau Clique.
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In Canada West, the most influential reform leader was Robert Baldwin. He understood that to force change English would have
to work together with the French. Thus, Baldwin established a relationship with the French reformer Louis-Hippolyte la
Fontaine. The relationship turned into a political alliance when Baldwin arranged for la Fontaine to be elected in Canada West;
that's right, a Frenchmen elected in an English dominated region; and much to everyone's surprise he won the election in the riding of North York. Later, he would return the favor to Baldwin, who would be elected in the riding of Rimouski (in Quebec) in
1843. These gestures of goodwill sealed both a political alliance and a life long friendship between the two men.63
Louis-Hippolyte la Fontaine: 1807-1864, was the first prime minister of the
United Province of Canada. He was a supporter of Papineau and a member of
the Patriotes. After the Rebellions of 1837, he advocated political reforms along
more peaceful lines within the new Union regime of 1841. He worked with
Robert Baldwin in the formation of a party of Upper and Lower Canadian liberal
reformers (which later became the Liberal Party of Canada).La Fontaine and
Baldwin formed a government in 1842 but resigned in 1843. In 1848, he was
asked by Governor General Elgin to form the first administration under the new
policy of responsible government. While Baldwin was reforming Canada West, la
Fontaine was working to abolish the seigniorial system. Lafontaine retired to private life in 1851 but was appointed chief justice of Canada East in 1853. In
1854 he was created a baronet by Queen Victoria and a papal knight by Pope
Pius IX.
Responsible Government at Last
In 1847, Durham's son-in-law, James Bruce, the Earl of Elgin, became the new Governor General of the United Province of Canada. He was eager to put responsible government into practice. His chance came after the 1848 election, when the Reform Party
won the majority of seats in both Quebec and Ontario.
Elgin asked reformers Robert Baldwin and Louis la Fontaine to appoint the Executive Council. They suggested members of their
own party. Lord Elgin agreed. Responsible government had arrived. The diagram to the right illustrates what the new colonial
government looked like in 1848. The first real test of responsible government came in 1849.64
The Rebellion Losses Bill (1849)
In 1849, la Fontaine presented a bill to the Assembly called the Rebellion Losses Bill; it was a law designed to pay Lower Canadiens for losses suffered during the rebellion of 1837. Upper Canadians had already been awarded damages; it seemed only right
the French receive some sort of compensation, as well. But the proposed bill angered British merchants in Canada East.
The bill raised passions on both sides. During debate in Parliament one day guards had to clear the galleries when a brawl broke
out among the spectators. Another time, the Assembly sat continuously for 24 hours trying to outlast the shouts and whistles from
the hecklers from the galleries. In Toronto, a likeness of Robert Baldwin (who supported the bill) was burned in the streets. One
English language newspaper declared that "as long as there is one axe and rifle on the frontier and British hands to wield it, [the
bill] will not be passed."65
Since the Reform Party controlled the Assembly, the bill was passed. It was then sent to Governor General Elgin to be given
royal assent. The Family Compact and the Chateau Clique put pressure on Elgin not to sign the bill. Personally, Lord Elgin did
not approve of the bill, but his advisers in the Executive Council favored it. Elgin believed in responsible government. So, despite
personal objections he signed the Rebellion Losses Bill into law.66
Riots in Montreal
After signing the bill, Elgin left Parliament House in Montreal. As he walked outside, a crowd of angry protestors pelted him
with dead rats, stones, and rotten eggs. The mob then burst into the parliament while members were still debating issues of government. And in the spirit of the rock band The Who in a hotel room , the mob smashed the lights, ripped down wall hangings
and destroyed furniture. When a fire broke out in the west wing, Assembly members quickly voted to close the session. They
quietly walked out as the Parliament buildings burned to the ground.67
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The mob controlled the streets of Montreal for several days. They destroyed la Fontaine's property, cut down his fruit trees,
burned his stable, [stole the gnomes from his front yard], and destroyed his furniture. Soldiers arrived before the mob could burn
down his new house. Rioting continued in Montreal for four months. Violent protests erupted in Toronto and other cities in Canada. The riots eventually came to an end, but many people were still unhappy. Some British Canadians believed that the government was being controlled by French Canadiens.
Late in 1849, more than 300 Montreal businessmen proposed Canada join the United States. The proposal was outlined in a
document called the Annexation Manifesto. The following year another annexation group formed in Toronto. The movement
never received much support, and when the economy improved a year later, the annexation movement died.68
A New Capital
One of the most hotly debated issues in the United Province of Canada was over which city should be the capital. Between 1841
and 1849, the Assembly voted 218 times on this issue. Britain selected Kingston as the colony's first capital. Although Kingston's
population was only 8,000, the British government believed that Toronto and Montreal would be difficult to defend against an
attack from the United States, and Quebec City was surrounded by French Canadians who were unhappy with the political union.
In 1844, the Reform dominated Assembly felt that Kingston was too conservative. It chose Montreal as the site for the capital.
When the Parliament buildings burned down in 1849, the capital moved to Toronto.
Afterward, the capital alternated every two years between Toronto and Quebec City. In 1857, Queen Victoria, advised by the
Canadian government, chose Bytown—now called Ottawa—as the permanent capital; it was halfway between Canada East and
Canada West. And, just as important, it was a safe distance from American attack and was populated by both French and English
inhabitants.69
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